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Migration and Organic Farming in

Mountains (Uttarakhand)

Anil Kumar Saini*

Migration is a severe problem in the mountainous region of Uttarakhand.
The main reasons for migrating are the desire for better livelihood/employment,
education, and medical facilities. Together, these three reasons account for almost
three-fourths of the reasons for migrating at the state level. Farming in the
mountainous region is organic by default. The demand for organic products is very
high in the market. Union and state governments are trying to promote organic
farming at the national level. Many government and non-government
organizations are working for the development of organic farming in Uttarakhand.
The young generation is adopting organic farming as a carrier and earn a
handsome amount of money. They also save the degrading environment and serve
humanity. Many successful stories are taking place in different parts of
Uttarakhand. The present paper is an attempt to find out organic farming as a
solution to migration in the mountain of Uttarakhand. This paper is based on
secondary data available on the internet.

[Keywords : Migration, Organic farming, Better livelihood/

Employment]
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1. Introduction

Migration is a severe problem in the mountainous region of

Uttarakhand. The main reasons for migrating are the desire for better

livelihood/employment, education, and medical facilities. Together,

these three reasons account for almost three-fourths of the reasons for

migrating at the state level. Farming in the mountainous region is

organic by default. The demand for organic products is very high in

the market. Union and state governments are trying to promote

organic farming at the national level. Many government and

non-government organizations are working for the development of

organic farming in Uttarakhand. The young generation is adopting

organic farming as a carrier and earn a handsome amount of money.

They also save the degrading environment and serve humanity.

Many successful stories are taking place in different parts of

Uttarakhand.

2. Objective of the Study

The present paper is an attempt to find out organic farming as a

solution to migration in the mountain of Uttarakhand. This paper is

based on secondary data available on the internet.

3. Development in Uttarakhand and Migration

Uttarakhand formerly known as Uttaranchal is a state in the

northern part of India. It is often referred to as the Devabhumi

(literally “Land of the Gods”) due to a large number of Hindu temples

and pilgrimage centers found throughout the state. Uttarakhand is

known for the natural environment of the Himalayas, the Bhabhar,

and the Terai. On 9 November 2000, Uttarakhand became the 27th

state of the Republic of India, being created from the Himalayan and

adjoining northwestern districts of Uttar Pradesh. It borders Tibet to

the north; the Sudurpashchim Pradesh of Nepal to the east; the Indian

states of Uttar Pradesh to the south and Himachal Pradesh to the west

and north-west as well as Haryana on its south-western corner. The

state is divided into two divisions, Garhwal and Kumaon, with a total

of 13 districts. The interim capital of Uttarakhand is Dehradun, the

largest city of the state, which is a railhead.1

Over 700 villages in Uttarakhand have been deserted and more

than 3.83 lakh people have left their villages in the last 10 years with
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half of them going out in search of livelihood, according to a report.

Sharing the data with the media Rural Development and Migration

Commission Chairman S S Negi said however 70 percent of the

migrating population had moved only from one part of the state to

another and not outside it. The data forms part of the commission’s

report on the status of migration in the state over the last ten years

which was released by the Chief Minister at his official residence

here. According to the data, a total of 3,83,726 people have migrated

from their homes in Uttarakhand villages over the last 10 years with

50 percent of them going out in search of livelihood and the rest due

to poor education and health facilities. Since the 2011 census, 734

villages in Uttarakhand have become depopulated out of which 14

are within an aerial distance of 5 km from the borders, Negi said.

There are 565 villages where the population has gone down by 50

percent during the period, he said.2 

The development experience of Uttarakhand over nearly one

and half decades has been quite encouraging in respect to achieving

high economic growth. However, such growth has been mainly

centered in three plain districts of the State, and ten hill districts

remaining far behind in this increasing prosperity of the state (GoUK, 

2013-14 Annual Plan).3 Most of the economic opportunities have

been developed in plain parts of the state. As a result, the population

in the hill region of the state has yet to struggle hard to eke out their

livelihoods largely from agriculture by putting larger numbers of

their household members into the labor force (Mamgain, 2004).4 The

increased migration process in Uttarakhand’s hill districts thus could 

hardly transform the local economy in the form of the increased flow

of remittances as has been seen in Kerala and to some extent, Bihar

(Deshangikar and Farrington, 2009).5

The Migration Commission report serves to confirm what is

already known about why people migrate. The main reasons for

migrating, in order of importance, are the desire for better

livelihood/ employment, education, and medical facilities. Together, 

these three reasons account for almost three-fourths of the reasons

for migrating at the state level. In individual districts search for better 

livelihood/ employment remains the most important reason with its

share ranging between 41 and 76 percent. Other reasons include a

decline in fertility of land or reduction in agricultural production, or

following the footsteps of relatives, acquaintances who have



migrated, and ‘sundry’ reasons. The share of the last-mentioned

reason is as high as 24 percent in Bageshwar, 19 percent in Uttarkashi, 

and 18 percent in Dehradun. A desire for better livelihood and

employment opportunities remains the dominant reason for

migration ranging between 41 and 77 percent in individual districts

and 50 percent in the State as a whole.6

4. Organic Farming for Better Livelihood/ Employment

in Uttarakhand

 Organic farming is a method of crop and livestock production

that involves much more than choosing not to use pesticides,

fertilizers, genetically modified organisms, antibiotics, and growth

hormones. Organic production is a holistic system designed to

optimize the productivity and fitness of diverse communities within

the agro-ecosystem, including soil organisms, plants, livestock, and

people. The principal goal of organic production is to develop

enterprises that are sustainable and harmonious with the

environment. The general principles of organic production, from the

Canadian Organic Standards (2006), include the following :

l Protect the environment, minimize soil degradation and

erosion, decrease pollution, optimize biological productivity 
and promote a sound state of health.

l Maintain long-term soil fertility by optimizing conditions for 

biological activity within the soil.

l Maintain biological diversity within the system.

l Recycle materials and resources to the greatest extent

possible within the enterprise.

l Provide attentive care that promotes the health and meets

the behavioral needs of livestock.

l Prepare organic products, emphasizing careful processing,

and handling methods to maintain the organic integrity and

vital qualities of the products at all stages of production.

l Rely on renewable resources in locally organized

agricultural systems.7 

A study published in 2005 compared conventional cropping,

organic animal-based cropping, and organic legume-based cropping

on a test farm at the Rodale Institute over 22 years.8 The study found

that “the crop yields for corn and soybeans were similar in the
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organic animal, organic legume, and conventional farming systems”. 

It also found that “significantly less fossil energy was expended to

produce corn in the Rodale Institute’s organic animal and organic

legume systems than in the conventional production system. There

was little difference in energy input between the different treatments

for producing soybeans. In the organic systems, synthetic fertilizers

and pesticides were generally not used”. As of 2013, the Rodale study 

was ongoing and a thirtieth-anniversary report was published by

Rodale in 2012.9

In the United States, organic farming is 2.7 to 3.8 times more

profitable for the farmer than conventional farming when prevailing

price premiums are taken into account.10 Globally, organic farming is 

between 22 and 35 percent more profitable for farmers than

conventional methods, according to a 2015 meta-analysis of studies

conducted across five continents.11

The profitability of organic agriculture can be attributed to

several factors. First, organic farmers do not rely on synthetic

fertilizer and pesticide inputs, which can be costly. In addition,

organic foods currently enjoy a price premium over conventionally

produced foods, meaning that organic farmers can often get more for

their yield. The price premium for organic food is an important factor 

in the economic viability of organic farming. In 2013 there was a 100% 

price premium on organic vegetables and a 57% price premium for

organic fruits. These percentages are based on wholesale fruit and

vegetable prices, available through the United States Department of

Agriculture’s Economic Research Service. Price premiums exist not

only for organic versus nonorganic crops, but may also vary

depending on the venue where the product is sold : farmers’ markets, 

grocery stores, or wholesale to restaurants. For many producers,

direct sales at farmers’ markets are most profitable because the

farmer receives the entire markup, however, this is also the most time 

and labor-intensive approach.12

There has been a rise in consumers’ demand for safe and

healthy food due to increasing concerns over the quality of food,

contamination due to chemicals, serious health hazards, and

environmental issues. This increasing demand has given way to a

new stream of agriculture, popularly known as Organic Agriculture.

The key issues emerging in organic farming include yield reduction

in conversion to the organic farm, soil fertility enhancement, and



integration of livestock, certification constraints, ecology, marketing,

and policy support. This paper discusses the potential for organic

farming and argues that organic farming is productive and

sustainable, but there is a need for strong support to it in the form of

subsidies and research carried out by Public-private partnerships.13

The Uttarakhand government would develop nearly 10,000

organic clusters in the mountain region even as a move “is on” to

legalese organic farming, agriculture minister Subodh Uniyal said

Thursday. “The Centre has agreed in principle to allocate a budget of

Rs 1500 crore to develop 10,000 organic clusters in the state. It is one

of several steps initiated by the Centre to realize Prime Minister

Narendra Modi’s vision to develop Uttarakhand as an organic state

so that local farmers’ income could be doubled by 2022.”14 

Maikhuri identifies the key problems, their causes, and the

scope of solutions based on the perceptions of the farmers

participating in the organic farming training and development. The

present approach of providing subsidy as part of policy though

encourages the farmers to take up the programs, they need to build

the capacity to continue the organic farming once the subsidy is

withdrawn. The policy is currently looking at only to export the raw

material from the region rather than value addition to increase the

shelf life and export potential. Some potential actions for sustainable

organic farming in the state are suggested.15 

Initially, a pilot program of demonstration of certain

technologies was taken up in 16 villages of Uttarakhand. Later, it was 

expanded to 212 villages. The term bio-village has evolved along

with the development of demonstration villages to 100 percent

saturation villages where commodity production, certification, and

market linkage have been established. Presently, 1,200 bio villages

are covered under the organic program and 20,000 farmers have been 

sensitized.

The tangible results are the export of 100 tonnes of organic rice

to Germany and a product expansion plan for 400 tonnes of

commodities like kidney beans, lentils, buckwheat, and millets. An

increase of 35-40 percent in unit price has been realized for the

farmers. The groups logged domestic market sales to the tune of Rs.

35 lakh in 2004. Organic producer groups have been trained to

semi-process and package the products at the village level itself. A

total of 40 organic commodities have been developed, including

6 Anil Kumar Saini
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organic detergents. Several farmer groups are actively engaged in

exploring organic opportunities and some NGOs are also active in

linking farmers with healthy food activities.16 

Srikot is a village a role model for bio-village in Pauri Garhwal.

A minion village called Srikot in Pauri Garhwal district of

Uttarakhand has emerged as a surfeit bio-village. It all started with a

project in which the farmers were educated about the harmful effects

of chemical fertilizers and the advantages of using biofertilizers.

About 18 demonstrations were done on EM (Effective Micro-

organisms) Heap, BD Heap, CPP (Cow Pat Pit), and NADEP was also 

organized in Sirkot Village. NADEP is a process to make compost. It

involves placing layers of different types of compostable materials in

a simple, mud-sealed structure designed with brick and mud water.

The system permits the conversion of approximately 1 kg of animal

dung into 40 kg of rich compost which can be applied directly to the

field. The farmers who were not associated with this project also

started producing their NADEP compost.

In 2001, a tiny hamlet called Dhanpur in the Kalsi block of
Dehradun district was identified as a bio-village. The village

consumed a total of 146 quintals of D.A.P. (Diammonium phosphate).

When this village was selected as a bio-village, it reduced the use of

chemical fertilizers to 10 quintals. Each household of this village now

produces compost and bio-pesticide for their farmlands using cow

urine. The women of Danpur have also come up as a strong pillar for

making their village a complete bio-village. Durga Mahila Swayam

Sahayata Samuh, a Women Self Hep Group leads the village. The

women of this group make baby pillows made out of millet husk and

other organic produce such as organic ginger, organic turmeric, etc.

Mankandpur Village of Ramnagar in Nainital has become a

fully saturated bio-village. The farmers of this village are producing a 

different kind of compost called ‘Matka-Khad’, a vermin compost

which is beneficial for the crops. The villagers are also using cow

dung to make compost and are selling their organic wheat at Rs.

1,400 per quintal.

5. Success Stories of the Farmers of Uttarakhand who

had a Profitable Return from Organic Farming

Girish Joshi of Jalut Village in Gangolihaat block of Pithoragarh

district, a master trainer who is well aware of the benefits of



bio-agriculture has grown 3 tons of onions using the bio-compost per

acre, CPP, and liquid manures. Girish Joshi also recorded a rise of

15% extra onions and saw a hefty growth in bulbs.

Brijmohan Chauhan of Thadun Village in Purola block of

Uttarkashi district has invented low-cost bio-pesticide by using

bio-liquid obtained from aromatic leaves of wild plants. He used it

on his 10 nali about 0.02 hectares land and earned a profit of Rs.

10,000 by selling the agricultural produce.

Shiva Charan Singh, a farmer and gram pradhan in

Mundakhedakalan village of Haridwar district has grown more than

70 kilograms of bottle gourds in 60 days by using a single seed. He

used 3 kilograms of bio-compost to achieve this unrealistic result.

Anand Singh Bisht, a farmer of a quaint village called Jitpur in

the glittering Nainital district has used 900-kilo bio-fertilizer on 4

hectares of land for growing basmati crop. Consequently, he has

witnessed a 10% rise in the crop by reducing the input costs.

The farmers of Sheel Village in the Almora district are not

lagging as they are using bio-composts to increase their agricultural

produce. Umesh Singh, a farmer of Sheel village has effectively

improved the quality of groundnut crops. He saw an increase in the

grain density and size along with a significant decrease in its

harvesting time. Umesh recorded a boost of 15% in the output.17 

6. Conclusion

After 20 years of the formation of Uttrakhand some crucial

issues like unemployment, education and medical facilities, and

migration from hilly areas to plane (within the state or outside the

state) have not been resolved yet. There is no significant

improvement in employment opportunities in remote hilly areas of

Uttarakhand. In the last two decades increasing awareness of healthy 

food practices, the demand for organic products has increased

manifold globally. This provides opportunities to the people of

remote hilly areas of Uttarakhand who are engaged in organic

farming by default because agriculture in hilly areas is rainfed and

there is no use of chemical fertilizers, insecticides, and pesticides.

Government and non-government organizations are engaged in

promoting organic farming all over the state, which is reflected in the

development of organic farming. Success stories of organic farming

8 Anil Kumar Saini
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attract the youth who are fed up with urban life. They returned to

their native places and started organic farming with new

technologies and developed skills. Along with the production of

organic produces they also attract tourists. Based on the literature

discussed above we may conclude that organic farming is

sustainable, provides healthy and environment-friendly products,

and employment opportunities. the government also provides the

incentive for the development of organic farming practices. Organic

farming can play an important role to control migration and

minimize its repercussion.
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Factors of Coronavirus

Richard Pais*

Though the world has seen many epidemics, it is now concerned with
minimising the impact of Corona virus disease (Covid) which started in China in
December 19. This paper tries to compare the Covid cases and deaths per million
population. The paper has come to the conclusion that Covid-19 is found more in
Europe and America and it is less in Asian countries and still in less in Africa.

Major epidemics in the past were predominant in Europe and America. This paper
tries to examine the factors of Covid-19 such as care taken during the epidemics,
racial features, immunity and type and amount of food consumed, urbanisation,
migration and political structure of the country. The paper will also highlight the
implications arising from the factors. While some factors such as ethnicity, climate
and extent of urbanization cannot be changed, factors as increasing immunity,

type and amount of food taken can be changed.   

[Keywords : Covid-19, Epidemics, Immunity, Atmospheric

temperature, Urbanization, Migration, Political structure]
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1. Introduction

 In spite of the best efforts of all the countries all over the world

such as lockdowns, precautions, thermal screening, vaccinations etc.

the epidemic, Covid-19 still lingers on. So, a proper study of the

epidemic is necessary not only by the medical microbiologists,

physicians, epidemiologists and immunologists but also by the social
scientists. Writing on the ordeal of social sciences, Brij Mohan

premised on three formulations: 1) the sciences of social phenomenon

have a role in shaping our future; 2) our past and present approaches

have been pretentious at best; and 3) social scientists for the future

should conscientiously look into their professional selves to achieving 

a society that is conducive to human existence. (2012: 208-209) In this

paper, an effort is made to study the factors of Covid-19 and

understand their implications on the society i.e. to achieve a society

that is conducive to human existence in the realm of health.   

2. Major Epidemics in the World

Intermittent outbreaks of infectious diseases have had
profound and lasting effects on societies throughout history. Those
events have powerfully shaped the economic, political, and social
aspects of human civilization, with their effects often lasting for
centuries. Epidemic outbreaks have defined some of the basic tenets
of modern medicine, pushing the scientific community to develop
principles of epidemiology, prevention, immunization, and
antimicrobial treatments. In the realm of infectious diseases, a
pandemic is the worst case scenario. When an epidemic spreads
beyond a country’s borders, that’s when the disease officially
becomes a pandemic. Communicable diseases existed during
humankind’s hunter-gatherer days, but the shift to agrarian life
10,000 years ago created communities that made epidemics more
possible. Malaria, tuberculosis, leprosy, influenza, smallpox and
others first appeared during this period. 

The more civilized humans became, building cities and forging
trade routes to connect with other cities, and waging wars with them, 
the more likely pandemics became. See a timeline below of
pandemics that, in ravaging human populations, changed history.
Experts warn a global pandemic will halt humanity as we know it in
the next 20 to 30 years. Past epidemics may offer some insight into
what the future holds. Here’s a look back at some of them. 
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Table-1 : Past Global Epidemics

3000 B.C. The first recorded epidemic took place in China in 3000 BC where
an entire village was wiped out. The archaeological site is now
called “Hamin Mangha” and is one of the best-preserved
prehistoric sites in north-eastern China and the site was not
inhabited again.

430 B.C Another epidemic in the form of plague took place in Athens in 430 
B.C. which lasted for five years. It also spread to Libya, Egypt and
Ethiopia. The death toll was as high as 100,000 people. The Greek
historian Thucydides (460-400 B.C.) wrote that “people in good
health were all of a sudden attacked by violent heats in the head,
and redness and inflammation in the eyes, the inward parts, such
as the throat or tongue, becoming bloody and emitting an
unnatural and fetid breath” (quoted by Jarus, 2020).

165 A.D.  The Antonine Plague, which may have been smallpox, started in
the year 165 A.D. in the Roman Empire and killed over 5 million
people. The epidemic was said to have been brought into the
Roman Empire by soldiers returning home after a war against
Parthia. The epidemic lasted for 15 years and ended in 180 A.D.
after which there began instability in the Roman Empire. 

251 A.D.  With the plague of Cyprian (251-271A.D.), people thought that the
end of the world had come. This plague was so severe that it was
estimated to have killed 5,000 people a day in Rome alone. 

541 A.D The Plague of Justinian, which began in 541 and continued on and
off for nearly 200 years, killed 50 million people in the Middle East,
Asia and the Mediterranean basin, according to some estimates.
The plague is caused by bacteria that are spread by rats that were
bitten by infected fleas.

1334 What’s known as the Great Plague of London actually started in
China in 1334 and spread along trade routes, wiping out entire
towns. Florence, Italy, lost a third of its 90,000 residents in the first
six months. Overall, Europe lost 25 million people.

1346 Another terrible pandemic was Black Death which lasted for eight
long years (1346-1353) in  Europe, Asia and North Africa. 75 to 200
million people perished due to this plague. In fact, it wiped out
over half of Europe’s population. As a result, the course of
Europe’s history was changed. With so many dead, labour became
harder to find, bringing about better pay for workers and the end
of Europe’s system of serfdom.

1519 There were approximately 25 million people living in what is now
called Mexico when Hernando Cortes arrived in 1519.  A smallpox
epidemic killed between 5 and 8 million of the native population in 
the following two years. Over the next century, less than 2 million
would survive this and other communicable diseases brought by
European explorers.



1545 Another epidemic, cocoliztli epidemic was a form of viral
hemorrhagic fever that killed 15 million inhabitants of Mexico and
Central America between 1545 and 1548. In the 16th century, there
were many American plagues which are a cluster of Eurasian
diseases brought to the Americas by European explorers. As a
result, around 90 percent of the indigenous population in the
Western Hemisphere was killed off.

1633 Smallpox reached Massachusetts in 1633, brought by settlers from
France, Great Britain and the Netherlands. It quickly spread to the
Native American population, which had until now been free of this 
communicable disease. It’s unclear how many were killed by
smallpox, though historians estimate some 20 million may have
died after the Europeans landed.

1665 The Great Plague of London started in 1665 caused a mass exodus
from London. By the time the plague ended in 1666, about 100,000
people, including 15 percent of the population of London, had
died. Adding to the misery of London, on Sept. 2, 1666, the Great
Fire of London started lasting for four days and burning down a
large portion of the city.

1720 In the Great Plague of Marseille (1720-1723) as many as 100,000
people died in Marseille and surrounding areas. It’s estimated that
up to 30 percent of the population of Marseille may have perished.

1770 In the Russian plague of 1770-72 the terror of quarantined citizens
erupted into violence. Riots spread through the city and
culminated in the murder of Archbishop Ambrosius, who was
encouraging crowds not to gather for worship. By the time the
plague ended, as many as 100,000 people may have died. Yet,
restoration of law and order was a big problem. 

1793 Philadelphia was struck with a yellow fever epidemic in 1793 that
killed a 10th of the city’s 45,000-person population.

1860 The Modern Plague began in the 1860s and killed more than 12
million people in China, India and Hong Kong. It wasn’t until the
1890s that people figured out how the bacterial infection was being
spread and a vaccine was created.

1889 The Flu pandemic which started in Russia in 1889 killed around a
million people around the globe.

1901 A smallpox epidemic in Boston infected 1,500 people in 1901. There 
were 270 reported deaths.

1910 The largest plague outbreak in the 20th century occurred in
Manchuria between 1910 and 1911. Approximately 60,000 people
died. The plague still occasionally causes smaller outbreaks in
parts of sub-Saharan Africa.

1918 The great flu pandemic of 1918 and 1919 is estimated to have killed
between 30 million and 50 million people worldwide. Among
them were 675,000 Americans.
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1952 Polio peaked in the US. Nearly 60,000 children were infected and
more than 3,000 died. Three years later vaccination began to
prevent the communicable disease.

1957 Asian Flu (1957-1958) started in China claimed more than 1.1
million worldwide, with 116,000 deaths occurring in the US.

1981 Acquired Immuno Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), the recent
pandemic which started in 1981, is still with us. It has claimed an
estimated 35 million lives since it was first identified. Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is the virus that causes AIDS. Now,
about 64 percent of the estimated 40 million living with (HIV) live in
sub-Saharan Africa.

1984 In 1984, scientists identified the human immunodeficiency virus, or
HIV, as the cause of AIDS. That same year the deadly disease killed
more than 5,500 people in the United States. Today more than 35
million people around the world are living with an HIV infection.
More than 25 million people have died of AIDS since the first cases
were reported.

2003 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, better known as SARS, was
first identified in 2003 in China, though the first case is believed to
have occurred in November 2002. By July more than 8,000 cases and
774 deaths had been reported.

2009 The global H1N1 flu pandemic may have killed as many as 575,000
people, though only 18,500 deaths were confirmed. The H1N1 virus 
is a type of swine flu, which is a respiratory disease of pigs caused
by the type A influenza virus.

2010 An epidemic of cholera killed at least 10,000 people in Haiti in 2010
following a deadly earthquake that paralyzed the nation. The
United Nations would later apologize for initially denying claims
that Nepalese peace keepers brought the deadly disease to the
country following the earthquake.

2012 In 2012, approximately 122,000 people worldwide died from the
measles, a highly contagious disease caused by a virus. Typhoid
fever kills around 216,000 people a year. Tuberculosis, an infectious
bacterial disease, killed an estimated 1.3 million in 2012. These are
some of the infectious diseases that most concern health officials
today.

2014 The 2014 epidemic of Ebola hemorrhagic fever in West Africa was
the largest Ebola outbreak on record. The virus killed more than
11,300 people before it was declared over in 2016.

2016 The World Health Organization declared a public health emer-
gency of international concern over Zika virus predicting 3 to 4
million would be infected within a year as it was “spreading explo-
sively” throughout the Americas. Zika is the first mosquitoborne
disease to cause a birth defect. The devastating birth defect is micro-
cephaly. The virus is also associated with miscarriage, still-birth
and other neurological deficits. While not deadly in the way other
epidemics are, there is a big impact on future generations when
fewer children are born because parents are afraid of the virus.
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2020 On 30 January 2020, the Director-General of the World Health
Organization (WHO) declared the outbreak of Covid-19 to be a
Public Health Emergency of International Concern and issued a set 
of temporary recommendations. Corona virus disease 2019
(Covid-19) is a contagious disease caused by severe acute
respiratory syndrome Corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The first case
was identified in Wuhan, China, in December 2019. It has since
spread worldwide, leading to an ongoing pandemic. (Nayak 2020:
100-102) As on September 1, 2021, there were 219,266,321 Covid-19
cases and the pandemic has caused 4,545,164 deaths.

3. Covid 19 Pandemic 

Covid 19 emerged in Wuhan, a city in the Hubei province of
China in December 2019 and spread around the world. It is said that
it started with the bats being sold in Wuhan market and got
transferred to humans. Further, it spread rapidly due to human to
human contact. However, it remains unclear exactly how the virus
first spread to humans. Corona viruses are common in certain species 
of animals, such as cattle and camels. In fact, the transmission of
corona viruses from animals to humans is rare. Corona (in Latin
corona refers to crown) virus represents crown-like spikes on the
outer surface; thus, it was named as a corona virus.

SARS-CoV-2 spreads from person to person through close
communities. When people with Covid-19 breathe out or cough, they 
expel tiny droplets that contain the virus. These droplets can enter
the mouth or nose of someone without the virus, causing an infection
to occur. The disease is most contagious when a person’s symptoms
are at their peak. Droplets containing the virus can also land on
nearby surfaces or objects. Other people can pick up the virus by
touching these surfaces or objects. Infection is likely if the person
then touches their nose, eyes, or mouth.

Common symptoms of Covid-19 include fever, breathlessness,
cough, sore throat, headache, muscle pain, chills and new loss of taste 
or smell. These symptoms are likely to occur 2-14 days after exposure 
to the virus. So, 14 days of quarantine is recommended when one
travels from one place to another. Older adults are most at risk of
severe illness, as are people with the following chronic health
conditions such as serious heart conditions, such as heart failure,
coronary artery disease, or cardiomyopathies, kidney disease,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), obesity, which
occurs in people with a body mass index (BMI) of 30 or higher, sickle
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cell disease, a weakened immune system from a solid organ
transplant and type 2 diabetes. Covid 19 has SARS (Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome) like symptoms. 

On December 31 of last year, Chinese authorities alerted the

World Health Organization of an outbreak of a novel strain of corona

virus causing severe illness, which was subsequently named

SARS-CoV-2. Several of those infected worked at the city’s Huanan

Seafood Wholesale Market, which was shut down on January 1. Soon 

China’s aggressive action of shutting down transportation in some

cities and suspending public gatherings began. Officials isolated sick

people and aggressively tracked their contacts, and had a dedicated

network of hospitals to test for the virus. On January 11, 2020 China

announced its first death from the virus, a 61-year-old man who had

purchased goods from the Huanan seafood market. People travelling 

from China spread the disease to Thailand, US, Nepal, France,

Australia, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea, Vietnam and Taiwan.

On January 30, the WHO declared the corona virus a global

emergency as the death toll in China jumped to 170, with 7,711 cases

reported in the country, where the virus had spread to all 31

provinces. On February 7, Li Wenliang, a doctor who was among the

first to sound the alarm over the corona virus in China, died. By the

end of February, countries as Kuwait, Bahrain, Iraq, Oman, Qatar,

Norway, Romania, Greece, Georgia, Pakistan, Afghanistan, North

Macedonia, Brazil, Estonia, Denmark, Northern Ireland and the

Netherlands confirmed the first cases in these countries. On March

11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared Covid-19 a

pandemic. On March 20, corona virus related deaths surged past

10,000 globally. During this time, Europe remained the epicentre of

the pandemic, with Italy reporting 4,825 fatalities and 53,578 cases.

On March 31, the number of deaths due to corona virus in the US

surpassed those reported by China and the US reported more than

4,000 deaths with more than 300,000 cases.

On April 21, President Donald Trump announced on Twitter

that he ‘will be signing an Executive Order to temporarily suspend

immigration into the United States! On May 5, the United Kingdom

recorded the highest official Covid-19 death toll in Europe, with

more than 30,000 people dead. On May 27, the United States became

the first country to reach a six-figure death toll, as the number of

people killed from the corona virus surpassed 100,000. On August 2,



the death toll in Latin America from the novel corona virus had

surpassed 200,000. The United States on August 9 surpassed five

million corona virus cases, the highest in the world.

On November 7, the world saw 50 million cases and on

November 12, there were 661,612, the highest number of daily cases. 

On November 6, the U.S. reached the 10 million cases and on

November 13 there were highest daily cases of 190,428. Till

September 9, Brazil stood in the second position after the U.S. with

4.11 million cases and the second position was taken up by India. 

After the middle of August U.S. and the major countries of Europe as

U.K. France, Spain, Italy, Germany, Poland and Belgium saw a

second wave of corona virus. With the US elections, there was a surge 

of corona virus cases not only in the US but the world as a whole.

Some countries have already invented vaccine and now it is

administered to people. (Pais 2021: 19-21) For this study, 20 countries

were selected which have crossed two million cases and the figures
are given in the following table :  

Table-2 : Number of Coronavirus Cases and Deaths
as on September 1, 2021
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USA North

America
40,330,712 659,927 121,016 1,980 333,267,

823

India Asia 32,857,937 439,559 23,540 315 1,395,82
7,756

Brazil South
America

20,804,215 581,228 97,070 2,712 214,322,
393

Russia Europe 6,937,333 184,014 47,514 1,260 146,007,
547

UK Europe 6,825,074 132,742 99,925 1,943 68,302,2
17

France Europe 6,783,329 114,577 103,654 1,751 65,442,1
61

Turkey Asia 6,412,277 57,000 75,088 667 85,397,3
09
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Argentina South
America

5,190,948 112,005 113,638 2,452 45,679,5
07

Iran Asia 5,025,233 108,393 58,950 1,272 85,246,0
93

Colombia South
America

4,911,082 125,016 95,332 2,427 51,515,3
10

Spain Europe 4,861,883 84,472 103,940 1,806 46,775,9
29

Italy Europe 4,546,487 129,290 75,325 2,142 60,357,9
64

Indonesia Asia 4,100,138 133,676 14,807 483 276,896,
388

Germany Europe 3,970,033 92,757 47,208 1,103 84,096,7
14

Mexico North
America

3,369,747 260,503 25,819 1,996 130,512,
404

Poland Europe 2,889,036 75,358 76,433 1,994 37,798,1
89

South
Africa 

Africa 2,787,203 82,496 46,314 1,371 60,180,3
48

Ukraine Europe 2,288,371 53,833 52,695 1,240 43,426,6
47

Peru South
America

2,151,010 198,329 64,196 5,919 33,507,1
22

Philipp-
ines 

Asia 2,003,955 33,533 18,008 301 111,280,
999

 Source : Coronavirus Cases - Worldometer  

As seen in table-2, USA leads the table with 40 million cases

followed by India (32 million) and Brazil (20 million). USA with 24
percent of India’s population leads the table. The above table gives

the number of cases of Covid-19 and death in absolute numbers but

the real indicator of the extent of the pandemic is not absolute

number of cases and deaths but number of cases and deaths per one

million population. The same is given in tables 2 and 3 respectively.

As we see in table-3 though India is in second position in terms of

total number of cases occupies 18th position in terms of total number

of cases per 1 million population. It is because India is doing well in

controlling the pandemic in spite of the large population.



Table-3 : Total Number of Cases/1M Population as on March 1, 2021
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USA North
America  

 40,330,712 659,927 121,016 1,980 333,267,
823

Argentina South
America

5,190,948 112,005 113,638 2,452 45,679,
507

Spain Europe 4,861,883 84,472 103,940 1,806 46,775,
929

France Europe 6,783,329 114,577 103,654 1,751 65,442,
161

UK Europe 6,825,074 132,742 99,925 1,943 68,302,
217

Brazil South
America

20,804,215 581,228 97,070 2,712 214,322,
393

Colombia South
America

4,911,082 125,016 95,332 2,427 51,515,
310

Poland Europe 2,889,036 75,358 76,433 1,994 37,798,
189

Italy Europe 4,546,487 129,290 75,325 2,142 60,357,
964

Turkey Asia 6,412,277 57,000 75,088 667 85,397,
309

Peru South
America

2,151,010 198,329 64,196 5,919 33,507,
122

Iran Asia 5,025,233 108,393 58,950 1,272 85,246,
093

Ukraine Europe 2,288,371 53,833 52,695 1,240 43,426,
647

Russia Europe 6,937,333 184,014 47,514 1,260 146,007,
547

Germany Europe 3,970,033 92,757 47,208 1,103 84,096,
714

South
Africa 

Africa 2,787,203 82,496 46,314 1,371 60,180,
348

Mexico North
America

3,369,747 260,503 25,819 1,996 130,512,
404
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India Asia 32,857,937 439,559 23,540 315 1,395,82
7,756

Philipp-
ines

Asia 2,003,955 33,533 18,008 301 111,280,
999

Indonesia Asia 4,100,138 133,676 14,807 483 276,896,
388

Source : Table-2 modified.

Table-4 gives the total number of deaths per million

population. Here, four South American countries i.e. Peru, Brazil,

Argentina and Columbia top the table. The major concern is that of
Peru which has nearly six thousand deaths per million population.  

Table-4 : Total Number of Death/1M Population as on March 1, 2021
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Peru South
America

2,151,010 198,329 64,196 5,919 33,507,
122

Brazil South
America

20,804,215 581,228 97,070 2,712 214,322,
393

Argentina South
America

5,190,948 112,005 113,638 2,452 45,679,
507

Colombia South
America

4,911,082 125,016 95,332 2,427 51,515,
310

Italy Europe 4,546,487 129,290 75,325 2,142 60,357,
964

Mexico North
America

3,369,747 260,503 25,819 1,996 130,512,
404

Poland Europe 2,889,036 75,358 76,433 1,994 37,798,
189

USA North
America 

 40,330,712 659,927 121,016 1,980 333,267,
823

UK Europe 6,825,074 132,742 99,925 1,943 68,302,
217

Spain Europe 4,861,883 84,472 103,940 1,806 46,775,
929

France Europe 6,783,329 114,577 103,654 1,751 65,442,
161



South
Africa 

Africa 2,787,203 82,496 46,314 1,371 60,180,
348

Iran Asia 5,025,233 108,393 58,950 1,272 85,246,
093

Russia Europe 6,937,333 184,014 47,514 1,260 146,007,
547

Ukraine Europe 2,288,371 53,833 52,695 1,240 43,426,
647

Germany Europe 3,970,033 92,757 47,208 1,103 84,096,
714

Turkey Asia 6,412,277 57,000 75,088 667 85,397,
309

Indonesia Asia 4,100,138 133,676 14,807 483 276,896,
388

India Asia 32,857,937 439,559 23,540 315 1,395,
827,756

Philipp-
ines 

Asia 2,003,955 33,533 18,008 301 111,280,
999

Source : Table 2 modified.

As we peruse tables 3 and 4, we find that Covid-19 pandemic is
concentrated in Europe and North and South America. It is also clear
that most of the pandemics of the past have started either in Europe
or in America. Further, Covid-19 is less in third world, under-
developed Asian and African countries.

4. The Factors of Covid-19

Though the countries of Europe and America consisted of
developed countries with good sanitation and health facilities what
are the reasons for the wide spread of the pandemic? Below, an
attempt is made to study the factors of Covid-19.

4.1 Care Taken

Countries like China and India, though most populous, have
taken good care during the epidemic. Though the epidemic started in 
China, the early responses and measures adopted such as early
reporting and situation monitoring, large-scale surveillance, and
preparation of medical facilities and supplies, were all successful in
reducing the epidemic. Similarly, a series of announcements of
lockdowns made by Indian Prime Minister, Shree Narendra Modi,
contact tracing, thermal screening, hospitalisation of patients and
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quarantining the visitors reduced the spread of the pandemic.
Though there were attacks on medical personnel, Prime Minister
Modi was firm. In terms of total numbers, USA is the most affected
country in the world. At the time of writing this article, there were 40
million cases of Covid-19 and 660, deaths. There are varying reasons
for this. First of all, people did not co-operate, there were instances of
revolts. Secondly, then President of USA, Donald Trump did not take 
much care, also refused to wear a mask and tested positive for
Covid-19. Now, with Joe Biden at the helm of affairs the number of
daily cases and deaths is coming down. Though various countries
have taken different steps as restrictions on travel, transportation,
reduction in mass mobility specially of the senior citizens, protection
of work life, improvement of healthcare system, evacuation of
citizens stranded abroad, economic measures and social assistance,
coronavirus has spread fast.  

4.2 Racial and Cultural Factors

Covid-19 has further exposed the strong association between

race, ethnicity and culture. Anthropologists on the basis of

anthropometric traits have classified populations of the world into

three main races and they are: Caucasoid, Mongoloids and Negroid.

They have classified many other subgroups within the larger ethnic

groups. As we see in tables 3 and 4 most of the cases of Covid-19 is

found in Europe and in America. There are a good number of cases in 

South America too. South America is home to 400 million people, of

which 180 million is composed of Whites with several different

European extractions and other lineages. (https://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/Demographics_of_South_America) In tables 2 to 4, we

find only one country from Africa i.e. South Africa where there are 10 

percent Whites. So, Covid-19 is maximum among Caucasoids,

moderate among Mongoloids and least among Negroids. The

contradiction is that though the Caucasoids have good physical

environment, housing, occupation, education, health care and

economic stability, the incidence of Covid-19 is more among them.

Within a country the case may be different. Evelyn K. (2020) in her

article, “It’s a racial justice issue” holds that Black Americans are

dying in greater numbers from Covid-19. It may due to discrimi-

nation, healthcare access and utilization, type of occupation,

educational, income, and wealth gaps and housing. Table-5 shows

the number of cases per million population in top five countries in



each continent. As we observe the cases are highest in Europe and

North and South America. It is much less in Asia and Africa.

Table-5 : Number of Cases per Million Population in
Top Countries of Each Continent

Europe North America South America

Spain 104,279 USA 122,131 Argentina 113,829

France 104,101 Cuba 59,425 Brazil 97,308

UK 101,091 Canada 39,633 Colombia 95,401

Italy 75,549 Guatemala 26,458 Chile 84,947

Russia 47,773 Mexico 25,957 Peru 64,253

Asia Africa

Turkey 75,626 Tunisia 56,006

Iran 59,625 South
Africa

46,617

India 23,602 Libya 44,910

Philippines 18,336 Morocco 23,428

Indonesia 14,867 Ethiopia 2,641

Cultural factors too play important role in preventing

Covid-19. In Thailand and India, where virus numbers are relatively

low, people greet each other at a distance, with palms joined together

as in prayer. In Japan and South Korea, people bow, and long before

the coronavirus arrived, they tended to wear face masks when

feeling unwell. People from most of the Asian countries take care of

the elderly at home unlike the developed countries of Europe and

America where they are taken care in the homes of the elderly, which

naturally prevents the spread of Covid-19. 

4.3 Development Perspective

Countries are labelled as either developed or developing

countries. A number of different criteria exist for defining whether a

country is considered a developing country or not. United Nations

Development Programme’s (UNDP) Country Classification System

is calculated from the Human Development Index (HDI), which aims 

to take into account the multifaceted nature of development. HDI is a
composite index of three indices measuring countries achievement in 

longevity, education and income. It also recognizes other aspects of

development such as political freedom and personal security. As we
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see in tables 2 and 3, the developed countries had greater number of

cases and deaths per million population due to Covid-19 compared

to the developing countries. The developed countries of the world

were ill-prepared for the pandemic that they have suffered. When we 

compare developed to developing countries, the sophisticated

parameters we use do not necessarily address the weaknesses in the

healthcare systems of developed countries that make them

susceptible to crises like the present pandemic. We strongly suggest

that better preparation for such events is necessary for a country to be 

considered developed. (Freed, J.S. et al. 2020) 

4.4 Immunity

Racial factors can also be correlated with immunity factor. The

immune system protects against viruses and diseases and produces

antibodies to kill pathogens. The immune systems of any two

individuals and also groups of individuals can respond differently.

Researchers ponder why Covid-19 appears deadlier in the U.S. and

Europe than in Asia and Africa. It is observed that Africans, Asians

and Europeans have genetically different immune systems. Though

the epidemics are supposed to hit harder the urban areas with denser

population and poor socio-economic conditions, i.e., in slums, it has

not happened in Dharavi in Mumbai (biggest slum in Asia).

Immunity exhibited by Indians against Covid-19 has to explored.

Particularly, the three main killers of Tuberculosis, HIV and Malaria

have plagued India, Africa and several countries in the Southern

hemisphere much more than the European and North American

nations. Further, the persistent usage of BCG vaccination in India

since the late 1940’s could have provided a boost to develop robust

innate and adaptive immunity against infectious agents and that

could include the Covid-19 virus. Genetic factors such as the

relationship of blood groups with the prevalence of Covid-19 is also

studied. In the study of Acik and Bankir (2021) the prevalence of

COVID-19 in the A, B, and AB blood groups was higher than that in

the healthy blood donors; it was lower in the O blood group.

4.5 Atmospheric Temperature 

The impact of Covid-19 is more evident from countries in the

Northern hemisphere than those in the Southern and those

positioned adjacent to the Equator. With few exceptions, the

infection rate, severity and mortality are significantly over-



represented in countries like Italy, Spain, USA, UK and several

others. Temperatures vary from the north of Northern hemisphere

compared to trophical countries which are near the equator. Since

most respiratory viruses are known to show a seasonal pattern of

infection, it has been hypothesised that Covid-19 may be seasonally

dependent as well. The study of Alexandre Rouen et al. suggests that

high temperatures might dampen Covid-19 propagation, while

lower temperatures might increase its transmission (https://www.

ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7463156/). In the study of I.

Roy similar conclusions are drawn. Based on the temperature of
March and April, various degrees of vulnerability were identified

and countries were specified. The maximum reported case, as well as 

death, was noted when the temperature was in the range of around

2°C to 17°C. Countries like the USA, UK, Italy and Spain belonged to

this category. The vulnerability was moderate when the temperature

was less than around 2°C, e.g. Russia, parts of Canada and a few

Scandinavian countries. For temperature 27°C and above, a signi-

ficantly lesser degree of vulnerability was noted. Countries from

South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, South-East Asia,

the African continent and Australia fell in that category

(https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13762-020-02991-8).

4.6 Food Habits

The type of food and amount of food consumed is an important

factor of resistance to infection. Much literature exists in Ayurveda

and other Indian systems of medicine on the definitive beneficial

effects of Indian spices in augmenting immunity. Spices like

capsicum, cardamom, cinnamon, clove, coriander, cumin, garlic,

ginger, kokum, nutmeg, pepper, saffron, tamarind, turmeric etc. are

the most common food ingredient of the Indian kitchen which are

instrumental in developing immunity. The study of Yehya Elsayed

and Naveed Ahmed Khan showed that there is a clear interrelated

prevalence between the total number of Covid-19 cases per million

population tested and the gram of spice supply per capita per day.

Nations with lower consumptions of spices per capita showed
greater number of Covid-19 cases per million population (https://

pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acschemneuro.0c00239). Obesity is

the result of consuming more food than what is required for the body

which is the hallmark of developed countries. Since the pandemic

began, dozens of studies have reported that many of the sickest
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Covid-19 patients have been people with obesity. (Meredith

Wadman) Further, a pan-India serosurvey conducted by the Council

of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) has suggested that

vegetarians might be at a lower risk of contracting coronavirus (India 

Today, 2021).

4.7 Urbanization

Urbanization is a crucial factor in the spread of Covid-19. Cities

are home to more than half of the world’s human population. Deep

inequalities and poverty mark cities in both developed and

developing countries. After spreading in China, Covid-19 quickly

emerged in urban centers around the world. Given the high

concentration of population and economic activities in cities, they are 

often hotspots of Covid-19 infections. Countries such as USA

(82.7%), UK (83.9%), Italy (71%), Germany (77.5%) and France (81%)

have higher urbanization rate and have greater incidence of

Covid-19 cases per million population whereas Indonesia (56.6%)

and India (34.5%) have lesser percentage of urbanization and have

lesser incidence of Covid-19. So, Covid-19 is directly related to the

rate of urbanization. Greater the rate of urbanization, greater is the

mix-up of people whereas in the villages people live far away from

each other and mix less often. Geographers and urbanists will thus

need to explore these emerging relationships between extended

patterns of urbanization and infectious disease outbreaks through an 

interdisciplinary approach to prevent and mitigate against future

disease outbreaks. 

4.8 Migration and Travelling

Migrants are considered vulnerable to the spread of Covid-19.

In most of the countries, Covid-19 started with the migrants. As of 1

March 2021, emigrants from the 20 countries with the highest

number of Covid-19 cases accounted for 31 percent of the total

international migrant stock. Further, available international data

show that at least 7 countries - the United States, the United

Kingdom, France, Spain, Italy, Germany and Czechia - depend on

foreign-born workers in the critical sector of healthcare services.

Living conditions in crowded housing pose a particular risk to the

spread of Covid-19 among migrant workers. People travel for

different purposes as employment, education, business, leisure,

adventure, etc. People from developed countries travel more than



the people from underdeveloped countries as a result the extent of

Covid-19 is more among them. Now, various countries have

imposed restrictions on travel.

4.9 Political Structure

Covid-19 has put pressure on political systems everywhere to

deliver effective governance on an emergency basis. The spread of

the Covid-19 is changing how political leaders are making decisions

at the local, national and global level. Though Covid-19 started in

China, the early responses and measures adopted by the

authoritarian China, such as early reporting and situation

monitoring, large-scale surveillance, and preparation of medical

facilities and supplies, were all successful in reducing the epidemic in 

China generally and in the epicenter Wuhan specifically. On the

contrary, in democratic United States of America in some places

people revolted. In India there was surge of cases and deaths due to

Covid-19 during the second wave because both the governments and 

the people were careless regarding following the Covid-19 norms.

4.10 Initiative by Women Leaders

Research has been done on how women leaders at the helm

seem to have handled the coronavirus pandemic significantly better

than their male counterparts. For example, Germany’s Angela

Merkel, New Zealand’s Jacinda Ardern, Denmark’s Mette

Frederiksen and Bangladesh’s Sheikh Hasina have been exemplary

in dealing with Covid-19 pandemic in their respective countries. This 

may be due to the proactive and coordinated policy responses

adopted by female leaders. The study, carried out by Supriya

Garikipati, University of Liverpool, and Uma Kambhampati,

University of Reading, revealed that agile policy measures in the
initial three months of the pandemic in female-led countries saved

nearly two times more lives than those run by male leaders despite

having similar numbers of cases. Moreover, an important facet the

study highlighted is the fact that women were less willing to take

risks with lives and imposed a nationwide lockdown significantly

earlier than male leaders. (Abhishek De, 2020).

5.    Implications

Covid-19 is the major epidemic of our times. So far, we had

heard about major epidemics and now we have experienced it. It has
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impacted people’s livelihoods and health. As on September 2, 2021,

220 million people have been affected by it and 4.5 million have

perished. The pandemic is far from over with daily cases of around

500,000 and nearly 10,000 deaths. Taking basic precautions as

wearing mask, sanitizing ones hands (and legs) and keeping social

distance is very essential to prevent the virus. The governments too

have to be ultra careful in protecting their citizens. Neglect by the

Trump administration has cost USA more than 500,000 lives and now 

things are improving after Joe Biden’s effort to contain the virus.

Mere economic development is not sufficient to control the

virus. The so called developed countries have suffered more than the

developing countries. Social development is the answer. It is

achieved when economic equality, social justice, health and

education and cultural equality have been provided to the people.  H. 

M. Marulasiddaiah has devised a five-faceted development path to

tackle the viruses and the problems caused by them simultaneously.

They are: Education, health, kayaka (corporeal), harmony and the

people’s power. (1912: 195) 

Caucasoids, people living in cold climates and people living in

towns and cities cannot help themselves because of the situation they 

are in, but they can improve their immunity by having proper

exercises (yoga may be a good option) and consuming proper food

with spices. Over eating should be avoided because obesity may be

the invitation not only for Covid-19 but also for other sicknesses as

high blood pressure, diabetes etc. Excessive travelling should be

avoided. Science and technology have come to the rescue of people.

Modern technology accelerated use of machines and devices at the

time of Covid-19. Modern technology has helped us in ameliorating

our troubles by helping us through health management, education,

entertainment, changed business practices and making people

gadget savvy (Kamath, 2020 : 119). Vaccination will prevent the

epidemic to a great extent.

6. Conclusion

Covid-19, epidemic of our times, has created havoc in the lives

of people in multiple ways as loss of employment, free movement,

fear, insecurity etc. This article has analysed the direct and indirect

factors of the epidemic. Since the epidemic is far from over, we have

to be vigilent. Since we are helpless with the indirect factors, we can



prevent the epidemic by taking precautions and increase our

immunity through proper exercises and diet. Let us hope that the

Covid-19 epidemic will vanish with the administration of vaccine.
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1. Introduction

The Peasant Movement was a familiar feature of the 19th

century but in 20th century, this movement emerged with new

essence as the ongoing national movement had made deep imprints

in the hearts of the Indian people. Since annexation of Awadh in 1856, 

because of exorbitant rents, illegal levies of fees or nazrana, ejectment 
or bedakhli made the life of formers miserable. It was continued even 

after establishment of the Congress. After World War-I when

atrocities of the British Officials increased then the more active

members of the Home Rule League in U.P. initiated the process of

organization of peasants of the United Province on modern lines into

Kisan Sabhas. The U.P. Kisan Sabha was set up in February 1918,

through the efforts of Gauri Shankar Mishra and lndra Narain

Dwivedi, with the support of Madan Mohan Malaviya. In this year

(1918), the members of the Kisan Sabha participated in the Congress

Session of Delhi. The U.P. Kisan Sabha extended its activities and by

June 1919, it established approximately 450 branches in 173 tehsils of

the U.P. Thus, in 1919, a huge number of kisan representatives from

U.P. attended the Congress meeting in Amritsar. In last quarter of the 

1919, a Nai-Dhobi Band of Pratapgarh district also called for social

boycott. In this sequence Mr. Thinguri Singh and Durgapal Singh

called a village panchayat in the villages of taluqdari those are

popularly known as Awadh Kisan Meetings. After this Baba

Ramchandra who left his home when he was 13 years old became
labourer in Fiji, came back to Faizabad in 1909 and emerged as the

leader of peasants in Awadh in the mid of 1920. He demonstrated in

favour of the farmers in front of the Government. When he met Gauri 

Shankar Mishra and Jawaharlal Nehru, he asked them to visit and see 

the conditions of the villages. The Jawaharlal Nehru made several

visits to these areas and developed the close contacts with the Kisan

Sabha. 

In between the British Government succeeded to arrest Baba

Ramchandra with 32 kisans by charges of theft on 28th August and

sent him behind the bars in Pratapgarh in 1920. When news spread

about his arrest then approx. 4,000-5,000 kisans gathered in front of

the jail and dispersed after assurance of release. After 10 days, a

rumour spread about the arrival of Gandhiji to get release the Baba

Ramchandra. With in very short span of time approximately, 20,000

kisans came to Pratapgarh to see him and they went back after



Darshan of Baba Ramchandra from a trees top of sugar-cane field.

But till then crowed reached to the strength of approximately 60,000.

By the time, in Calcutta Session of the Congress the path of

non-cooperation was adopted and nationalists of U.P. started to

follow it. This led the Kisan Sabha and the Eka Movements (U.P.) the

Mappila Rebellion in Malabar (Kerala) and the Bardoli Satyagraha in

Gujarat.

2. Oudh (Awadh) Kisan Sabha

After adopting of non-cooperation movement, the Oudh Kisan

Sabha (Awadh Kisan Sabha) came into being on 17th October, 1920 in 

Pratapgarh with tiring efforts of the Gauri Shankar Mishra,

Jawaharlal Nehru, Mata Badal Pande, Baba Ramchandra, Deo

Narayan Pande and Kedar Nath. This new Sabha spread so fast that

within very short period, it raised its strength to over 330 Kisan

Sabhas. This sabha said to kisans not to accept bedakhli of land and

also refuse haari and begaari and try to solve their personal

confrontation and problems through panchayats. The first ever big

rally was held at Ayodhya, on 20th -21st December, 1920 in which

approximately, 100,000 peasants were present. The main activities of

this sabha were organised in Rae Bareli, Sultanpur, Faizabad and its

nearby area. 

3. The Eka Meetings in Awadh

 In between the Government brought Awadh Rent Amendment 

Act which provoked the peasant of Hardoi, Sitapur and Bahraich.

Hence they raised their voice again at the end of the year of 1920. For

all these, the initial thrust was provided by the Congress and Khilafat 

leaders and the movement grew under the name of the Eka or unity

movement. The Eka meetings were organised and set some rules

those have to be followed by all members of Sabha. Such rules were

like; to make payment according to the written records, rent but pay

it on time, will not leave when ejected, will refuse for forced labour

work, will not support the criminals and abide by the panchayat

decisions. This Eka Movement, spread in other caste also and soon

developed its own leadership. In fact these low caste leaders

(Madari-Pasi-Bahelia-Khatik) were have believe in non-violence as

urged by the Congress and Khilafat leaders. In March 1922, the Eka

movement came to end. 
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4. Mappila Peasants (Muslim) Movement

The peasants also started raising their voice against the

Government in the Malabar region (Northern Kerala). Here the

Mappila Peasants (Muslim) tenants rebelled. Initially it began from

the Congress Conference of Malabar District which was held at

Manjeri in April 1920. The leadership supported the tenants and
demanded legislation to regulate landlord-tenant relations. Soon the

Manjeri conference led to establish the Peasants Association at

Kozhikode (Calicut). Later it spread its wing in other parts of the

Kerala. These rebellious attacked the landlords and burn their

records. Some of the rebel leaders, like Kunhammed Haji, took special

care to see that Hindus were not molested or looted and even he

punished rebellions those attacked the Hindus. Kunhammed Haji

also did not discriminate in favour of Muslims. He ordered the

execution and punishment of a number of pro-government Mappilas

as well. The repression of the Government was unable to stop the

movement. This also stopped after long struggle like other

movements by December 1921. In this approximately, 2,337 Mappilas

Muslim lost their lives officially while unofficially toll was above

10,000 and total 45,404 rebels were arrested. The extremist Mappila

Muslims were completely crushed. 

It is observed that the peasant movements of north and south

was closely linked and played greater role in politics at the national

level. When in 1922, Gandhiji, asked the peasants not to be strict for

stopping rent to landlords then on this the peasants reacted that he
had done nothing to uplift the lower-caste, untouchables and tribal

inhabitants those were called as Kalipraja (dark people) to

differentiate with the high caste or Ujalipraja (fair people) while the

Kalipraja is out numbered with Ujalipraja. Though, later some

institutions were established for education of the tribals. Mr. Kunverji

Mehta and Keshavji Ganeshji both worked a lot for upliftment of these 

tribal’s. The teaching classes started to educate the Kalipraja. In the

same way in 1927, a similar school was also set up in Bardoli town. For

the Kalipraja the annual conferences held in 1922 and 1927, those were 

presided over by the Gandhiji. He initiated an enquiry to know the

conditions of the Kalipraja. In this connection the campaign in the

Newspapers, (Young India and Navjivan) edited and published in

news by Gandhiji, were taken seriously by the people. But the actions

taken by the Government were not satisfactory.  



5. Establishment of All-India Kisan Sabha

The economic depression of 1929, which crashed the crops

prices were dealt seriously because the peasants were already

overburdened with taxes and rents. These high taxes and rents were

hit the common people and peasants drastically. This enforced the

Congress leaders to change its working style of mass struggle in 1930. 

During this period, the Government cleverly rejected to scale down

the rate of taxation but asked the landlords to scale down their rents.

But peasants in Surat and Kheda (Gujarat) said ‘no’ to pay their taxes

and went for hijrat to nearby Baroda state to get rid of from the

repression of the Government. In Bihar and Bengal, the people came

on road against the hated Chowkidar tax which was paid by villagers 

to upkeep their own oppressors. In Punjab movement was launched

against the revenue campaign. It was supported by the Kisan Sabhas

those have demanded reduction in land revenue and water-rates.

They have also demanded to cut short the debts. In Maharashtra,

Bihar and the Central Provinces, peasants and tribals came forward

against the forest laws those restrict them regarding use of the

forests. In Nellore district (Andhra Pradesh) peasants were against

the Venkatagiri zamindars. By visualising the problems of peasants

the Congress established the All-India Kisan Congress in Lucknow in 

April 1936 to sort out their problems. Later, it was named as All-India 

Kisan Sabha. The Swami Sahajanand, the founder of Bihar Provincial

Kisan Sabha (1929) became the first President and N.G. Ranga, the

leader of Kisan Movement in Andhra as a General Secretary. In its

first session Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru and other stalwarts like, Ram

Manohar Lohia, Sohan Singh, Jayaprakash Narayan, Mohanlal

Gautam, Ahmed Din, Sudhir Pramanik, Indulal Yagnik, and Kamal

Sarkar were present. In this Conference, it was decided to bring

‘Kisan Manifesto’ and ‘a periodic bulletin’ which will be edited by

Indulal Yagnik. The Kisan Manifesto was finalized in Bombay during 

the All-India Kisan Committee Session. Later, because of its

significance it became part of the 1937 elections. The manifesto

emphasised more on well being of the peasants and agricultural

reforms adopted by C.W.C. at the Faizpur Session. Its main demands

were: 50% reduction in revenue and rent, tenure securities of tenants, 

moratorium on debts, the abolition of feudal levies, and the

recognition of peasant unions. The second session of the All India

Kisan Congress held with Congress Session at Faizpur (Maharashtra) 
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was presided over by N.G. Ranga. By the time Kisan Congress

became so famous that more than 500 Kisans proceeded from

Manmad to Faizpur covering nearly 300 kilometres distance. On the

way, these peasants briefed the people about the aims and objectives

of the Kisan Congress. After reaching in faizpur, the group was

welcomed by Jawaharlal Nehru, Shankar Rao Deo, M.N. Roy, S.A.

Dange, Yusuf Meher Ali etc.

6. Other Peasant Movements of India

The relationship bond between the national movement and the
peasant movement became strong due to an efficient leadership of
intellectual leaders. It was not the first time that the peasant
movement got attention of the British Government but it happened
before 1857 also. Hence the role of peasants of various states cannot
be ignored and neglected but it should be acknowledged in political
history of the national movement. Here some important events of the
peasant’s movement especially in Kerala, Andhra, Bihar, Punjab and
Bengal are explained below: 

6.1 Peasant Movements in South India

In Malabar region (Kerala), the peasants showed their strong
efforts felt, mainly by the Congress Socialist Party (C.S.P.) workers.
The Congress Socialist Party was working with the peasants since
1934 and also shouldering their responsibilities. They toured village
to village and set up Krashaka Sanghams (Peasant Associations). The 
main demands of these Krishaka Sanghams were same as All India
Kisan Sabha. In south India the main problem was of the tenancy.
Hence, the Krashaka Sanghams organized a strong protest against
the Malabar Tenancy Act of 1929 and asked to amend it. In this
connection, in 1938, it was declared that: 6th November will be
observed as the Malabar Tenancy Act Amendment Day. Thus, in
whole Malabar region on this day meetings were organised and in all
the meetings uniformly resolution was passed to demand of
amending the Malabar Tenancy Act. Immediately, a committee
headed by R. Ramachandra was appointed by the All Malabar
Krashaka Sangham to check the tenancy problems. This committee
gave its recommendations and submitted its report to the Kerala
Pradesh Congress Committee on 20th November, 1938. In December, 
1938, All Malabar Krashaka Sangham organised a conference at
Chevayur near Calicut in which two jathas one from Karivallur



(north Malabar) and another from Kozhikode (South Malabar) each
with 500 workers was reached in the Conference. They were received 
and honoured by the local Congress Committees wherever they
went. Similar meeting was also organised in 1938, by Provincial
Kisan Conference at broad level in Andhra Pradesh. Here the
peasants were led by the great leader N.G. Ranga who was also
running the Indian Peasant’s Institute in his own village Nidobrolu
in district Guntur. In March 1938, C. Rajagopalachari also introduced
the Agricultural Debt Relief Act, to ease the burden of debt on the
province’s peasant population when he took over the command of
Madras Presidency.  

6.2 Peasant Movements in Bihar

In 1937-38, Bihar also played an important role to mobilise the

peasants. The Swami Sahajanand who formed the Bihar Provincial

Kisan Sabha (leader of the All India Kisan Sabha also) played the key

role to spread the wings of the Kisan Sabha in rural area of Bihar. He

was joined by many left-wing leaders like; Karyanand Sharma, Rahul 

Sankritayan, Panchanan Sharma and Yadunandan Sharma. The

Bihar Provincial Kisan Sabha led by Swami Sahajanand, efficiently

conducted the meetings, organised the conferences, rallies and

demonstrations etc., In 1938, he led a demonstration at Patna in

which more than 10,00,00 peasants were present. This demonstration 

was organised to popularise the Kisan Sabha programmes. In

Bharahaya Tal (Distt.-Monghyre) the struggle of peasants were led

by the Karyanand Sharma. In Reora (Distt.-Gaya) under leadership

of Yadunandan Sharma, the peasants gained victory as the District

Magistrate gave an award restoring 850 bighas of land out of the

disputed 1,000 bighas to the tenants. It was a major victory of the

peasants comparing to other areas. Similar movements were took

place in Padri, Raghopore, Dekuli and Pandoul under Darbhanga

district. Jamuna Karjee led the movement in district Saran and Rahul

Sankritayayan in Annawari. All these movements of Bihar were in

pattern of Stayagraha but peasants were forcibly sowing and

harvesting their crops without fear. 

6.3 Peasant Movements in Punjab

The Punjab is agricultural state, hence the peasant of this state

were most affected by repressiveness of the British Government. In

Punjab the Kisan Sabhas came into existence in 1930. But the
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Naujawan Bharat Sabha, Indian National Congress, Akali

Movement’s revolutionaries and Kirti Kisan shown a new way by the 

Punjab Kisan Committee which was formed in 1937. Of course the

main demands were same like other peasants organisations but two

key issues were the resettlement of land revenue of Amritsar and

Lahore districts and the increase in the canal tax or water-rate. To

solve these issues through demands, the Jathas marched to their

respective district headquarters and the demonstrations and

agitations were held there. In 1939, the Lahore Kisan Morcha

demonstrated in which hundreds of farmer court arrested in many

districts. The remarkable event was that the Muslim tenants-at the

will of Western Punjab as well as the Hindu peasants of

South-Eastern Punjab (present-day Haryana) was largely remained

absent from the Kisan Movement. The tenants of Multan districts

mobilised by the Kisan leaders were mostly emigrants of Central

Punjab. Bhagat Singh Bilga, Baba Sohan Singh. Teja Singh, Baba Rur

Singh, and Master Han Singh, were prominent peasant leaders of

that time. The tenants refused to pay the batai (share rent) to their

biswedars (landlords). These tenants were supported by Left leaders

such as Bhagwan Singh Longowalia and Jagir Singh Joga and Teja

Singh. But, the great thing was that in his two last letters, Bhagat

Singh also affirmed the revolutionary terrorist faith in socialism. He

wrote : ‘The peasants have to liberate themselves not only from

foreign yoke but also from the yoke of landlords and capitalists’. 

6.4 Peasant Movements in Bengal

In Bengal also the peasants were aggressive against the

enhancement of the canal tax on the Damodar canal. In district

Burdwan peasants demonstrated under the leadership of Bankim

Mukherji against the enhancement of the canal tax and got success to

get reduced the taxes. In another district i.e. 24-Parganas of Bengal,

the peasants marched to Calcutta in April 1938 to put their demand.

These peasants were undoubtedly encouraged by the Bengal Land

Revenue Commission which is also known as the Floud

Commission. The Floud Commission already given its

recommendations and submitted its report to the Government. The

Hajong tribal’s were demanding commutation of their rents into cash 
rents. The Tebhaga Movement which is led by the Bengal Provincial

Kisan Sabha clashed with their Jotedars. Thus, there were many

problems of peasants in Bengal but gradually sorted out. This was



the time that all Hindu-Muslim Unity was seen in the form of peasant 

movement and political action. This was the time when whole

country shouted the slogans of ‘Hindu-Muslim ki Jai’. 

7. Conclusion

Thus, undoubtedly, the foundation, the growth, the

development and the roles of the peasants and various organizations

played were very significant for national struggle and freedom of

India. This was the time that Hindu-Muslim leaders came together

and strengthened the movement all over the country from east to

west and north to south. In fact, the parties and groups of the

religious name were united in the name of peasants and fought

together to overthrow the British Government. 
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Effectiveness of Greenwashing in

India : A Study of Consumers’

Perceptions

Parul Tyagi*

Today, the market environment is very competitive and one of the imperative 
factors which is contributory for success of any firm is how meticulously ethical
standards are interlaced into their values. Thus, any ethical organization forms
constancy as well as the conviction among their clienteles. But this is not the case
actually as we are seeing that largest of the corporate sectors overlook these ethical
standards through cosseting in greater profiteering over greenwashing activities.

Thus, awareness about the disadvantages of greenwashing will surely support the
peoples to make an informed decision during their purchasing. It further supports
the firms by educating people on how greenwashing practices negatively affect
their brand loyalty ultimately ensuing in decreased revenues as well as market
share. 

[Keywords : Greenwashing, Advertisement, Ethics, Corporate,

Green marketing]
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1. Introduction 

The rapid industrialisation and globalisation in past decade

have led to severe environmental degradation. This has become a

cause of great concern for individuals, companies and governments

worldwide.1 Consumers are becoming highly conscious about the

products which they purchase and their environmental impacts,

which is clearly evident in their purchase behaviour.2 The acceptance

of green products by increased number of consumers has led the

manufacturers to adopt eco-friendly practices not only in the

production process but also in the end product itself.3 Green

marketing has been considered as the most preferred strategy to

attract a huge mass of eco-friendly customers.4 Adopting green

attitude is all about a continuous effort, sometimes shallow and

sometimes deep in minimizing the negative impact on the

environment. 

Research has indicated that greenwashing advertise- ments are

successful in attracting customers.5 The motive behind huge number

of consumers choosing green products is to live a way of life which

helps them makes choices that benefit the environment or has

minimum impact on the environment.6 Green claims are normally

made by products and services which are not charac- teristically

environment friendly.7 One major supportive factor for companies

claiming to sell green products is that their claims cannot be clearly

verified by the consumers even after they have used the products or

services.8 There are basically three types of confusion normally faced

by green consumers: unclarity confusion, similarity confusion and

overload confusion. Unclarity confusion happens when the

consumer has no up-to-date knowledge about the product thereby

making it difficult to evaluate the product. Similarity confusion

arises when the consumer is deceived by the similar physical

appearance of different products. Overload confusion happens when 

the consumer is so overburdened with relevant information that it

becomes difficult for them to make a choice between products.9

Consumers are now more doubtful about advertising being an

authentic method of communication10, thereby making them

sceptical about advertising. The product must qualify the dual

parameters of being environmentally friendly and should also be

able to provide customer satisfaction.11 
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Greenwashing is mainly promoted through advertisements
which show claims that are untrue, overlook specific information
about validity of the claims or a combination of these.12

Greenwashing is a perilous practice as the organisations promoting it 
are unable to validate their green practices13, which may influence
the faith of the consumers towards genuine green products.14 Green
products messages are normally confusing to a majority of the
consumers. So, the manufacturers take advantage of this confusion
and keep promoting their products as green products.15 Green-
washing may also negatively affect the trust of the investors.16 It
encourages negative propaganda by consumers there by confusing
other consumers about the validity of green claims made by the
companies.17 Because of this the consumers fail to build a long-term
relationship with the companies due to the mistrust created through
these misleading green washed advertisements.18 

Apart from green claim strategy some companies have adopted 
another strategy of greenwashing called as the executional
greenwashing, where there is no clear claim of greenness but some
imagery in the advertisement suggests the product to be
environmentally friendly like recyclable, eco-friendly etc.19 Celebrity
Endorsements Consumers normally can judge the intentions behind
a greenwashing advertisement but the visual prompts in the
advertisement tend to attract them to buy the product because of
their affinity towards nature.7 Some companies take the help of
credibility of some famous celebrities by persuading them to
advertise their products. Majority of the companies use green-
washing as a tool to enhance their brand image and sales, while
staying far away from actually implementing the green norms.20

They put forward overstated and unmerited claims of producing
environmentally friendly products and services with an intention to
grab a larger share of the market.20 In the wake of these false claims a
company named Enviromedia created Greenwashing index to keep a 
watch on environmental claims made by companies. Currently many 
companies are able to dodge marketing laws and sell their products
with the help of green washed advertisement.21 The government
authorities should also conduct regular green audits to assess the
degree of deviation from green advertisement benchmarks and
corporate codes of conduct.22 Authorities should also focus on
making stringent laws to check this practice.23 The consciousness
about the downsides of greenwashing will help the customers to



make an up-to-date decision in favour of honest green products24 and 
further it will help the concerns by humanizing them on how
greenwashing activities destructively influence their brand image as
well as brand loyalty in the end consequential in diminished
revenues and market share.24 

2. Scope of Study 

Greenwashing can be avoided by making the consumers aware

of sustainable products. The consumers can be saved from being

greenwashed by taking some initiatives for themselves like asking

questions and this means that they should feel free to ask questions

about the green commitment made by them. And companies should

feel proud to answer these questions if they are not wrong. The

consumers can even read the fine print reading in detail about the

ingredients of the products which can reveal the truth of going green. 

They can also go for the packaging check of the products; many

times, products are green and the company claim 100% recyclable

but their packaging is done in non-biodegradable packets. Another

way of avoiding being greenwashed is research by the consumers on

the web. They can even do research on those products and

companies which can be helpful in understanding the reality

between green products and non-green products. This can only be

done by not hurrying while making decisions. And, whenever

people find these practices around them, they must raise voice and

stand against these companies to boycott them.

3. Research Objectives 

In this research proposal our aim was to find out customers’

attitude towards green washed products and to investigate the status 

of awareness among customers associated to greenwashing. Our

research proposal is the initiative, adopted to discover concerns that

are into greenwashing and the ways to evade greenwashing and

further educating customers the costs of being greenwashed 

4. Importance of the Study 

The choice of our research proposal consists the area of

Saharanpur City of State Uttar Pradesh (India), which largely covers

the customers from almost all the age groups with students,

housewives, working professionals, businessmen etc. The study can
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also be done on the various groups of the society, working

organizations etc. which are related with our research proposal.

5. Research Methodology 

This research proposal was completed after collecting primary

as well as secondary data. The convenience sampling is chosen for

sampling of research data. A sample size of 100 individuals was

chosen for the study out of which maximum responses were

received. The customers included various age with various

professions such as housewives, working professionals and students

etc. A designed questionnaire was used to collect primary data. Our

primary focus in this research proposal is the customer’s perception

of greenwashing and its communication. To collect secondary data

several journals, websites, published articles are also used. By the

research survey, it is clear that out of the total number of customers

maximum are male respondents as compare to female respondents.

6. Presentation and Analysis of Data 

Several social as well as economic variables like age, education,

revenue, profession also marital status specify the socioeconomic

status of the customers. In our study, the socioeconomic status of the

customers which tells that maximum customer are between the age

of 15-25 having percentage 47 % further studies reveals that 39% of

the respondents are between the age group of 25-35 years, 11% of the

respondents are between the age group of 35-45 years and only 3% of

the respondents are having the age group above 45 years. Maximum

of the customers i.e., 37 % have finished their post-graduation and

higher degree while 26 % customers are under graduate, 29% are of

secondary level and minimum percentage are of those customers

which are just qualified primary level. Similarly maximum

customers are unmarried and higher number of the 47% customers

are having an annual household income up to 100000 while 12%

customers income is up to 150000, 19% customers income is up to

200000. Our studies reveals that many of the customers, 39% are

students while 27% customers are working professionals and 29%

customers are house wife, rest belongs to other categories. 

This research study took approximately one month for

collection as well as to analyzing the primary and secondary research 

data. Data collected are shown in figures-1 and 2 on next page.



Figure-1 : Motive for Purchasing Green Products

Note : A -Satisfaction to purchase green products.

B - Awareness about the green products.

C - Availability of green products.

D -Different varieties of green products.

E - Superiority of green products.

F - Green Products are cost effective.

G -Green products are healthy.

Figure-2: Most Overpowering sector of Greenwashing as per
Consumer view 

Note : A -Agronomy.

B - Automobile.

C - Cosmetics.

D -Clothing and fashion wear.

E - Electronics.

F - Food items.

G -Monetary services.

H -Health care devices.

I - Industrial sector.

J - Manufacturing efficacy belongings.
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7. Conclusion

In this study we finally concluded that customers have showed

substantial ethical options, in the purchasing behavior of several

cosmetic products from almost two decades and it has been still

growing. It is further confirmed that, the customer’ request for the

green cosmetic products has led to rise greenwashing by business
sectors. These business sectors try to convince customers in order to

make extra sales claiming to be eco-friendly as well as maintainable.

The modern customers have to be careful when they purchase green

products and thus look forwardly to products which are certified as

well as trustworthy and honestly help both the environment and

customer.  
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Pandemic Challenges : Infusing

Experimentation in Online English

Language Teaching

Neelu*

Information and communication technology refers to technological tools
that are used to communicate and manage information. The pandemic has opened a
pandora box of challenges specially in English language teaching and learning.

English is the global language of communication and learning has to go an in spite
of the pandemic. To improve the whole experience we need to revolutionize the way
we teach language. We have to integrate technology into teaching for it has become
an inseparable part of learning. Even the most traditional academic institutions are 
embracing e-learning as the new normal. In fact, teaching and learning in the
hybrid mode appears to be here to stay in most educational organizations. The

present paper investigates the effectiveness of using e-learning platform in teaching 
English language. It offers newer techniques to enhance vocabulary and develop
speaking skills efficiently. Even grammar and reading texts have undergone
tremendous transformation and reaped better results as compared to teaching them
in the classroom mode in the traditional format. Testing and evaluation has
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received mixed reviews from both teachers and students- while some feel it poses
immense challenges others seem to be more comfortable in online evaluation and
testing. The paper attempts to study the tools that facilitate language learning in

the e-mode. It also analyses the shortcomings and the benefits of teaching English
language in the online mode in a country where rural-urban divide is a major factor 
across universities. Outcome of the online learning is also assessed to gauge the
effectiveness of e-tools in language teaching. 

[Keywords :  E-learning, Blended learning, Teaching, Language,

Classroom, Tools]

1. Introduction 

The Covid-19 pandemic caught the educational institutions

unaware and unprepared. Online teaching was almost thrust upon

them leaving little room for preparation and training. However

colleges, schools and universities across India have embraced and

implemented the e-learning concept and achieved considerable

levels of success. Several researches have revealed the e-learning

value as compared to traditional classroom based learning has

received mixed responses. While in the middle and upper middle

class students favoured the online mode due to accessibility to

electronic gadgets and network connectivity, the poorer students

with limited resources encountered several issues like limited

internet and lack of laptops and phones to facilitate learning. When it

comes to language learning the same differences cropped up. The

students whose exposure to language is limited due to their

minimum exposure to English in government schools faced a lot of

problems due to lack of face to face interaction. Their inhibitions with 

technology and hesitancy to ask question in online mode made them
suffer academically. The students from affluent families did not have 

to grapple with technology and had the luxury of devices and

gadgets. It did not limit their understanding. Coping with online

teaching was an easy transition and network connectivity was never

an issue. Thus language teaching was a major challenge in the online

mode for students who are marginalized - either in terms of facilities,

class or space and location like living in far off areas like Leh, Assam

or in rural areas. It can be safely concluded that online teaching is

both a blessing and bane. 

Today, there are endless tools that can be used in the online

mode which facilitate language learning. Several audio-visual

material is available free of cost that help better you speaking and
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reading skills. There are many internet applications and mobile

applications which help you build your word bank. There are apps

that send you word of the day feed which not only gives the meaning

of the word but also its use in different ways and contexts, thereby

creating lifelong learning. There are sites that help you build

vocabulary by simply hovering your mouse on the word and it takes

you through the range of application of the word in real life. Visual

maps are created if you need to understand a concept and learn all

the words associated with it. Virtual trips that explain ideas like

climate change, gender discrimination - and practically anything

current and relevant are available at the click of a finger. They help

you dwell deep into these concepts and enrich your vocabulary. An

enriched vocabulary paves the way for better writing and speaking.

The challenge however is for students for whom English is a second

language and level of familiarity is not as much as their luckier

counterparts. Such hurdles create a gap and further the divide

between students from diverse backgrounds, thereby disturbing the

heterogeneity of the group. In such conditions the ideal scenario is

blending teaching which has the benefits of both face to face teaching

and learning through interactions and the use of technology as a

facilitator. This ideal mix can create wonders with language because

no matter how much technology may develop, computer is, was and

will always be subservient to man and can never replace a teacher. 

It is of prime importance that the growth of education should be 

in line with advancement in technology. Teaching methods have to

necessarily align accordingly and from the traditional classroom

centric to at least the hybrid mode if not completely online. Teachers

have to adapt and acquire new skills and alter the ways in which they 

teach English language. If sufficient efforts are not made it will

greatly impact the development of education, especially language

learning. If teachers and students are adequately driven and trained

to learn the e-tools in language learning and teaching they are bound

to perform better and improve the quality of both teaching and

learning. English language is forever evolving and tends to have an

influential impact on education. Hence the need to explore

innovative methods to teach language effectively and efficiently is

enhanced and will help build a productive learning environment. In

a study conducted by Lie (2017) it was discovered that the outdated

ways of teaching English in and out of classroom was recognized as



discouraging and demotivating to the students. Gani, Fajrina and

Hanifa (2015) echoed the same sentiment, “education blueprint plays 

a major role in developing the future of a student’s education up to

the university level so it is important to prioritize the pedagogical

transitions with changing times.” The methods involved in day to

day teaching should produce active learning and maintain student

engagement. 

Swift development in e-learning has taken place as it holds an

all-embracing range of technologies which includes the increase of

computers, internet and social networking sites regarding the variety 

of ways in teaching and learning English. (Nadzrah, 2007). As

technology advances it has its own impact on the student life and his

/her progression. It stimulates and increases attention span in class.

E-learning has been gaining snowballing attention thereby

increasing learning and teaching in education. The ready availability

of visual texts, graphs, multi-media - all change the experience of

language learning and entice the learner and motivates them to learn

actively. 

The outbreak of Covid-19 has shaken the edifice of English

language teaching and learning community across the globe and

greatly dented the process of learning. Educators, in the absence of

sufficient training and orientation have been grappling to adopt to

remote teaching. It is important to address the challenges and

educational issues in online teaching of language so that outcome can 

be optimized. 

2. E-tools that Facilitate E-learning

A number of e-tools have been identified that contribute to the

effectiveness of e-learning. Lee at al. (2003) argue that web-based

instruction programs improve oral proficiency and communicative

skills by exposing learners to a realistic language learning

environment and make the learning of language livelier and more

interactive. There are endless worksheets and practice material in

reading, speaking, listening, grammar, writing and vocabulary

which aid learning. These sites and tools provide authentic activities

within context which are self-exploratory and the teacher only acts as 

a mentor. There are multiple points of view that are available and

your arguments and opinion need not be framed only after listening
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to the view of your classroom teacher. This by no means undermines

the importance of the teacher because the explosion of information

does not make you knowledgeable. The role of the teacher in the

online mode is even more crucial to ensure your wanderings are

purposeful. 

Earlier it was thought that most online tools are one sided i.e.

there is no scope to clarify doubts. However, most sites nowadays

have a discussion forum which answers your queries promptly.

There are experts in the field ready to resolve your queries. This

creates an environment of interaction and collaborative learning

attempting to improve their language via e-learning mode. Lee and

Pyo (2003) revealed that “writing abilities of learners improved in

classes involving the use of web-based instructions than in

traditional classroom made.” 

There are many reasons which makes learners embrace the

online mode happily. All communication is via mail which is cost

effective mode and the teachers in turn find it convenient to keep

track of the student’s progress because everything is stored

electronically. The case of accessing information improves

performance and also improves the comprehension skills. There are

impending factors too-scant internet resources makes this an

unequitable resource not equally and evenly available to all.

Secondly, limited awareness and lack of sufficient orientation and

training does create a barrier in learning. Online learning is no doubt

cost effective and helps overcome geographical boundaries. It offers

greater flexibility and managing online assignments is easier if

comfort with technology is achieved. Online teaching tools help to

create support material which helps to build knowledge material for

language learners. It has also been hinted that e-learning mode is

more interactive than traditional classroom mode. According to

Smith (2001) e-learning makes education easier for slow learners as

these learners require more response time in order to participate.

Online language teaching includes fostering learner reflection and

inculcates higher level cognition. The control in the e-learning mode

is learner centered and usually stimulates rich and interactive

experience for learners. It broadens the limit beyond classroom and

helps overcome hurdles of place and time. When spatial and

temporal restrictions are lifted and there is no traditional educational 



setting the student experience a sense of freedom and flexibility. It

allows adaptability to a variety of techniques and offers a pressure

free zone the students have the freedom to proceed at a comfortable

pace and the learner can tailor make and personalize the material at

hand to suit his / her learning pace. This enhances productivity and

takes it closer to global standards. However, the lack of face to face

social interaction is the biggest drawback of online teaching. It

creates a sense of loneliness and isolation. This feeling of emptiness is 

even greater in students who are introverts and pessimists. It further

draws them into their shells and makes them isolated. Technical

snags and breakdown also create a block in learning because the flow 

of learning is interrupted. In addition to this, the cost of production of 

e-content is in itself a big challenge. It is not only expensive, and the

cost of production is exorbitant. In addition it requires a fair mastery

of technology to develop e-content. 

Carneiro and Nascimbeni (2007) state “like any new and

complex phenomenon e-learning has been attracting a lot of interest

from different stakeholders in the education sector. From postal

tuition, part time learning, correspondence education to extra mural

studies, open and distance learning was institutionalized in 1968 in

UK.” The system of blended learning has been in practice for a while

in India too but the system gathered momentum during the Covid-19 

pandemic as an alternative to classroom teaching. The virtual

learning mode was initiated in India by CBSE and was immensely

successful. It is a story of success all the way in the education sector

and as a platform the offers education for all. E-tools in English

language teaching offer an assistive technological tool to access

knowledge. It, in a way, also disallows the intimidation by a strict

teacher in a physical class. “E-learning recenters a hegemony of the

dominant discourse of rate and memory-based learning” (Singh,

2010). Professor Roger Mc Haney calls it “the new digital shoreline

with indigenous, populations at its edges.” In a traditional

classroom, in a language class unless the teacher is sufficiently

motivated, it spells disaster and doom for the student. To ease the

burden off language students, the teacher may cause further damage

by encouraging rote learning and setting question paper with

familiar questions. The factors are not there in online teaching and

learning because it gives equal opportunity to slow learners to follow 
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lessons at their own pace. They also have the option of revisiting the

study material thereby overcome the fear of being reprimanded and

humiliated by an occasional difficult teacher.

Evaluation and assessment, however, is under debate.

Evaluation, is text centric in a traditional classroom and the teacher

actually plays a positive role through detailed assessment guidance.

In the online mode evaluation is generally mechanical and objective

type questions are usually tested and assessed leaving little room for

real learning. In spite of all the innovation and technological

advancement assessment is honestly sacrificed in an online class. It

depends to a large extent on rubrics set and lack of face-to-face

interaction prevents the teacher from commenting in detail on the

performance of the students. Hence there is a wide gap between what 

is taught and what is learnt. This disconnect between teaching and

learning needs to be bridged. There is no dearth of online language

courses on the internet. Some come at a handsome price and

certificate and others are free of cost but the genuineness of the

course and the ultimate outcome in terms of learning still remains

questionable. 

3. Conclusion

The use of information and computer technology in English

language teaching is a mixed package. On one hand it is inescapable

in the current situation, on the other hand it calls for much caution

when it comes to implementation. According to Pete Sharma and

Barney Barret (2007),“there are several reasons for using technology

in language teaching. Technology can be liberating and motivating at 

the same time. It also allows one to work autonomously are

collaborate with others as it suits the learner.”

There is facility of instant feedback in online teaching and you

can immediately trace your progression in a language class. As an

extension of traditional classroom and as supportive aid and study

material, technology can be a blessing. It is also time saving and

flexible. Online e-learning tools can promote language learning with

fresh, authentic and motivating study material. with limitless

accessibility. Using blended learning which they define as a language 

course that combines a face to face classroom component with

appropriate use of technology. Peti Sharma and Barray Banret



suggest that positive learning outcomes are most apparent when

clear roles are assigned to the teacher and to the technology. The

above paper has attempted to review the rationale behind ICT use in

education, classification of e-learning tools and tries to enhance the

learning experience of the language learners. Language skills can be

developed through e-learning tools but a balanced approach needs to 

be adopted. 
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Strategic Leadership and

Statesmanship of B. P. Koirala:

Tread to Nation Building

Jagat Prasad Parajuli*

Bishweshwar Prasad (B. P.) Koirala, a multi-dimensional person, is known
as people’s leader and the supremo of politics. He is known as a thinker, theorist and 

orator of nationality, democracy and socialism in the politics. He fought
continuously against the despotic ruling of the Ranas to save the Nepali society

from threatening servitude. He devoted himself to set multiparty democratic
system abolishing the autocratic system of Rana regime. It seems that the literary
attachment was as much as the political involvement in B. P. He was studious,
literary figure and consistent practitioner in paving a path for development of

nation. He has worked for the upliftment of impoverished communities and have
implemented strategies for the holistic development of the country. His leadership
and statesmanship have worked for implementation of plans in boosting economic
development of people from the grassroots level. From modernization of agriculture 
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to industrial growth, he has been a powerful person in implementing logical
decisions for the nation. His works express that he was a capable activist who
tirelessly worked for nation development.

[Keywords : Socialism, Democracy, Nationalism, Socio-economic

development, Statesmanship]

1. Introduction

The Nepali society is multi-cultural, multi-lingual, multi-

religious, multi-ethnic. The Nepali society is ever guided by its

natural structure, geographical location, environmental condition

and traditional specialties. The political scene has drawn the

divisional lines in the religio-culturally integrated Nepali society and 

has excelled the people towards sectarian mark. Blessed with power
politics (Parajuli, 2073 : 173), the power holding group has enforced

the common group to live the miserable life by enforcing theories.

The political stunts have been done time and again to liberate the

country from dreadful tyrannical political systems. The Rana

oligarchy and the tyrannical rule, the Panchayati system, were

guided by the principle of controlling the basic rights of the people. 

While the Rana-rule was of the utmost inhuman type, the

Panchayati system was undemocratic, reactionary and uni-party

despotic type. Such system had hampered the basic rights of the

common people as well as pushed them in oppression (Adhikari

“Shastri”, 2058 : 560). In response to such a scenario, B. P. Koirala

worked for the progressive development towards a democratic

system against oppressive governance. With socialism, nationalism

and democratic governance, B. P. Koirala worked for the social,

economic, political, cultural reforms to uplift the nation by strategical 

governance with supervising laws. For the sake of such ideology, B.

P. Koirala had expressed his political ideas from torturous jail

through different ways. This article is laced with those thoughts and

strategies of Koirala.

2. Historical Background

The supreme policy in a country is politics. The appropriate

mobilization of politics is a tool to provide the people freedom,

equality, nationality, democracy and legal state and makes them

sovereign (Gautam, 2046  143). But, the Rana oligarchy and the

tyrannical village-rule, the Panchayati system, were being operated



by minimizing all the norms of democracy and legal state.

Resultantly, the Nepali people also got revolutionalized along with

the global wave to obtain the basic rights. They were oriented to be

sovereign people from tenant via subject (Gautam, 2063 : 173). They

participated in the pursuit of coexistence to protect the freedom

through different political and non-political organizations and

entities. In the nick of time, B. P. Koirala pioneered to achieve

nationality, democracy and socialism by formulating the principle

and for these motives; he organized the people for inevitable

movement (Koirala, Interview on March 18, 2004). The same

background had resulted into the history of the Nepali movement. 

3. Research Methodology

The historical facts are oriented to be real, objective, based on

true facts and exactly to the original form of events. Based on these

themes, the present article has been structured. The literary writings

have said abundantly about different dimensions of B. P. Koirala.

The works are done by analysis, critically examination and

evaluation on such thoughts of B. P. Koirala. The existing literatures

as well as research have been sources to build the article. Some

original information, as primary sources, have been obtained from

veterans, experienced, active politicians, freedom fighters and the

affected families of the martyrs. The special attempt is to unfold the

related documents, appeals, letters and ordinances/notifications to

bring out the truth. Thus, the article has been prepared analytically

by exploring the original and primary sources and materials.

4. The Thought of B. P. Koirala

B. P. Koirala had obtained the education from Deepnagar,

Tedhi; Gandhiashram, Benaras; Patana, and Culcutta. He had

practiced the law in Darjeeling, the degree which he had got from

Calcutta in 1937 A.D after his graduation in Management stream

(Chattarjee, 1982 : 69). He had expanded his area of interest during

study. Koirala had enhanced his horizon in nationality, democracy

and socialism. By the concept of these three, he had vowed to liberate

Nepali people by providing the worldwide basic rights. He had

analytically studied the contemporary western philosophical and

literary creations (Chaterjee, 1980 : 107). Koirala ornated his logic

with behavioral science. He tried to expand his intelligence globally
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(Upadhyay, Interview on January 2004). His eloquence, personality,

logical power to interpret a thing from different perspectives helped

him for the strategic planning for nation development.

5. The Indian Freedom Movement

B. P. Koirala had witnessed the crest of Indian movement

against the British Rule. He became active in the Indian freedom

movement by the inspiration of his father, Krishna Prasad Koirala.

Becoming the chief of student wing of Indian National Congress, B.

P. had propagated the wave of freedom fight through news articles.

His writings in the Searchlight, Yugwani, Sharda, Janata, Gorakha,

Gorkha Sansar, Hindustan like magazines against colonialism was

awakening the Nepali people (Koirala, Interview on April 25, 2004).

The Britishers were ruling over India politically by entering

through commercial company. They had imperial over Indian

culture and contemporary issues. Such were the fueling why there

was a revolt against the Britishers in India. B. P. had participated in

the movement through sister wings of the political party, viz:

students’, labourers’, peasants’ and non-resident Nepalis’

organizations. During protest, B. P. Koirala had to go in police

custody of Bankeepur, Hazaribag (Brown, 1996 : 210), where

Dr. Rajendra Prasad Shrivastav, Jay Prakash Narain, Morarjee Desai,

Ahmed Kidwai, Bijay Laxmi Pandit and others had also been jailed.

In Patna, B. P. Koirala and his colleague Devendra Singh and others

were captured. Beside this, B. P. Koirala had keen interest and full

faith in Mahatma Gandhi’s non-violence movement against

Britishers: the Quit India, to which the Indian people had massive

support (Acharya, Interview on Feb. 28, 2002). B. P. had vowed to

organize the same movement in Nepal which was on the base of

Gandhi. B. P. Koirala had opportunity to communicate, interact and

plan for Nepal with those Indian leaders and freedom fighters who

were in the custody and who had met B. P. Koirala in the course. In

those days, B. P.  Koirala studied rapidly in the jail. He had been

blessed with the literary and political wits of Shelley, Keats,

Shakespeare, Tagore, Nehru, Bernard Shaw, Dickens, Karl Marx,

Gandhi, Sumitra Nandan, Nirala, Jay Shankur Prasad, Karl Popper,

Tom pine, Lincoln, Stenberg, O’Neill, Hemingway, Rousseau,

Voltaire, Montesquieu, and Aristotle. From the background of Indian 

freedom movement, B. P. Koirala had lectured dauntlessly at many



occasions on the platform of socialist international. His addressing

was of higher quality than Nehru, Jaya Prakash Narayan and Desai

that was confirmed by the then banner news. B. P. Koirala sent the

cuttings of his articles, news and pamphlets against the Rana Regime

(Sharma, 2055 B.S : 109). He had written them in different jails of

India and had sent them to Nepali students like Sri Kasheenath

Gautam, Sri Bhadra Sharma, Balchandra Sharma, Gopal Prasad

Bhattarai, Rudra Prasad Giri, Purna Bahadur Brahmin, Kedarnath

Vyathit in India. The despotic Rana rule was weakening as the ‘C’

class Ranas were uncooperative to them. Vanishing of the British rule 

from India was a signal of creating a problem for power holding

Ranas in Nepal.

6. Awakening Thoughts of B. P. Koirala from Jails of

India

B. P. Koirala was put in different jails of India but he was

provided the special facilities of a political captivity in Bankeepur,

Patna, Calcutta and Hazaribag jails. He developed his academia and

increased the political height by the attachment with different

politicians and earning many well-wishers of India. It was when,

B. P. Koirala fell sick. As he became a popular leader, he got the

treatment of his disease with the help of Indian friends in India,

England and the USA. B. P. Koirala used his popularity to create a

political environment by his followers and well-wishers in the favour 

of democracy to root out the Rana rule in Nepal. He had promised

and mastered a plan to abolish the Rana rule to make the Nepali

people free from any despotic system by ensuring the constitutional

power of the king (Adhikari, 2055 B.S. : 213). It was the peak hour of

movement against the Britishers in India. The Britishers were

releasing the political captives rapidly to quit India anytime. B. P.

Koirala got release from Hazaribag jail. He directed his followers,

who were lover of democracy and devoted to root out the despotic

Rana rule from Nepal, to work against the Rana in Nepal in

underground way. The global wave of nationality, democracy,

liberty, equity, secularity, socialism, legal state, universal

brotherhood touched Nepal warmly and they were going to be

compulsory for Nepal (Adhikari, 2059 B.S. : 177). Assimilating the

same global perspective, B. P. Koirala approached to liberate Nepali

society through principle of nationality, democracy and socialism.
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Integrating the organizations of Nepali people in India under

umbrella of Nepali Congress, B. P. Koirala pioneered the democratic

movement in Nepal.

7. The Labourer’s Movement of Biratnagar

In the collective leadership of Girija Prasad Koirala, Tarini

Prasad Koirala, Manohari Baral, Kalika Prasad Gupta, Gehendra

Hari, Manmohan Adhikari and others, the thousands of labourers

working in Biratnagar industrial estate initiated the ‘No Work, a

Picket’ demanding the professional rights. The organization was

being externally operated and approached from Jogabani by Matrika

Prasad Koirala, B. P. Koirala, Bishwobandhu Thapa and others. The

movement was massively supported by the women, students and

commoners. The local Rana government, Wada Hakim, arrested the

participants including women to crush the movement and they were

carried to Kathmandy via Dhankuta. The movement became

successful. It was the first important organizational movement and

structure against the Ranas which won the faith of mass people

(Gautam, 2046 B.S. : 189). In the background of the Biratnagar

industrial movement, it is believed that the People’s Revolution of

1950 (2007 B.S.) was set.

Due to the effect of the labourer’s movement of Biratnagar,

Padmashamsher had announced to give the basic rights of the people 

gradually. Resultantly, the constitutional law 2004 B. S. was

implemented. But it did not come in practice. ‘There would be

satyagraha all over the country in case the captives of Biratnagar stir

were not released’, was a great headache for the Ranas. The Indian

leaders had to build the pressure over Rana rulers. Thus, the

Biratnagar stir was to be the political movement not only in Nepal

but outside also. It is accepted that this moment was the base for

People’s movement of 1950 (2007 B.S.).

8. Medical Treatment of B. P. Koirala

The problem in throat of B. P. Koirala was felt in those days

when he was busy in freedom fight of India. Dr. Rajendra Prasad, Jay

Prakash Narain, Mahatma Gandhi and his well wishers had helped

B. P. to operate his throat in Bo(Mu)mbay. B. P. Koirala continued to

participate in the political turmoil. But his disease reappeared when

he was in the Nepali jail. Doctors Bharat Vaidya, Siddhimani and



others did their best but the result was null. The health news of B. P.

spread all over just like a fire in straw. Padmashamsher had no relief

under the pressure group of Indian leaders and Nepali people

without releasing B. P. Koirala. Though Padmashamsher had

claimed that there was no any pressure for the release of B. P. Koirala, 

he was wrong. After release, he was admitted to the noticeable cancer 

hospital of India. Meanwhile, Padmashamsher resigned from his

post of Prime Minister from Ranchi (India) and sent his resignation

through Narendramani Dixit under the pressure of Mohanshnsher.

Nepal went politically in the hand of high despotic and reactionary

person, Mohanshamsher, from where there was no chance of

improvement in the condition. 

9. The Secret Arrival of B. P. Koirala to Own-land:

Nepal

There was unfavourable condition to return Nepal and

organize a political organization during the reactionary rule of

Mohanshamsher so, medically half-cured B. P. Koirala and his

comrades decided to reach Kathmandu through Janakpur via

Cheesapani and Dhulikhel in a disguised form. Ganeshman Singh

was a fugitive and in exile in India. He was advised to organize

remaining in India for there was a shoot-at-sight order in Nepal. B. P.

Koirala, Krishna Prasad Koirala, Kedarman Vyathit and some others

met Bodh Prasad Upadhyay  in Janakpur to cross Cheesapani. B. P.

Koirala was in disguised form of a karmic Brahmin of Nepal

enchanting forever: the dhaka cap, pyjama, vertical red spot of paste

of sandal wood on the body, and religious texts as well as sandal

wood and sacred-rice in a leaf plate in the hand (Sharma, 2059 B.S. :

77). While Kisunji became the ever enchanting disciple of B. P.

Koirala, Kedarman Vyathit, on the other hand, was a seller of

he-buffalo under the leadership of Bodhnath Upadhyay to enter

Cheesapani Fotress with family. The government in-charge enquired 

Upadhyay but released the group soon seeing them as pundits. They

easily reached Bhaktapur through Dhulikhel where, the same

Vyathit, was introduced as a cloth trader. B. P. Koirala started to

organize politically in underground way in polymorphs by shifting

the location after first entry in the house of Tripuber of Kathmandu.

There was a threat upon B. P. Koirala for there were wide range of

police check-ups and under cops. Meanwhile, B. P. Koirala came in
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the grip of police from house of Tripuber while Vyathit escaped and

Kisunji had already fled to India as per the suggestion of B. P.

Koirala.

10. The Agonizing Imprisonment

After all B. P. Koirala was arrested. He was put in the dark cell

which was cold, very small and of the area of 8 x 7 square feet. He had 

no blanket, bed. He had no time for wearing shoes and coat. The jailer 

did not provide B. P. Koirala even the food on the very first day. He

was served with fried potato, beaten rice, chilly and radish-slice for

three days. He was to fall with fainting due to severe cold (Sharma,

2055 B.S. : 91). He was to squat-and-down to warm his body. The

nearby watchwoman in the women’s prison handed over B. P.

Koirala her own silver water pot which she had used for the toilet,

after three days of his imprisonment. After cleaning the silver pot

well, B. P. Koirala used to cook porridge on a small oven for

livelihood with rice, the vegetables like radish and spinach which he

bought with the saved money from same amount of rice, that is: he

ate half of the food to save money. His body was chained and nailed

but, again, the army boy was to watch him whole night by catching

the iron chain. To defecate, there was a small hole in the same small

cell which was to be covered with a brick to stop the smelling. Such

was the hellish life of B. P. Koirala in the jail. The same watchwoman

(Sharma, 2055 B.S. : 97) was to penetrate the small pieces of paper to

B. P. Koirala either with shoes or socks through that orifice which

was to become the material to write. She was to handover the chits to

Purna Bahadur M.A. Purna, in turn, was to provide those writings to

kinsmen and Indian media for publishing. It was only the way by

which people could know the torturous daily life of B. P. Koirala and

his further desire and plan.

The watchman of men’s prisons also called Lama and belonged

to Tamang caste, was from military with a fitful health. B. P. Koirala

attracted him one day while he was washing the handkerchief

embroidered by his wife and buzzing the local song. B. P. Koirala put

forward a proposal asking the watchman, “How do you sustain with

the salary of rupees thirty? If you assist me a little, I will provide a job

in Indian Gorkha soldier” (Sharma, 2055 B.S. : 98). The Tamang

watchman accepted B. P. Koirala’s proposal and went to meet Purna

Bahadur M.A. with a plan told by B. P. Koirala. First time, the



watchman delivered the writings of B. P.  Koirala on the cover of soap 

and cigarette to Purna Bahadur for which he got rupees five. The

watchman collected the pieces of paper and butt of pencils and

carried to B. P. Koirala by hiding in the shoes. Purna Bahadur sent

that stationery through watchman afterward. The letter handed over

to Sushila Koirala on the cover of the soap explained well the

torturous life of B. P. Koirala. The letter reached ultimately in the

hand of Nehru through Kisunji and Balchandra Sharma. Nehru

sobbed reading the letter. There was a rumor of whipping B. P.

Koirala and his hearing in the court. The pressure of his release was

built heavily. Despite the pressure, Mohan Shamsher was not to

release B. P. Koirala.  Ultimately, news broke out in the Indian media

that B. P. Koirala was to sit on a fast-unto-death from third of the

lunar day, the Akshaytriteeya. The painful old disease of B. P. Koirala 

is unmentionable in the word. It was uncertain when B. P. Koirala

would pay the debt of nature. She was Rosha Koirala who informed

the world about the terrible condition of B. P. Koirala, Nona Koirala,

on the other hand, stole Koirala’s writings from under the bricks of

his sitting place, hid them in her blouse and later on publicized them

in media. The Indian ambassador mediated on the twentieth day of

fast between B. P. Koirala and Mohan Shamsher but invain. The

Prime Minister, Mohan Shamsher, rather took the strategy of

breaking the fast through Tarini Koirala and Girija Prasad Koirala.

But Tarini Koirla and Grija Koirala suggested B. P. Koirala to

continue the fast-unto-death for it was reaching its peak. On the

twenty-fourth day, Susheela Koirala reached Patna to meet Jay

Pakash Narayan who was under the treatment of his leg. Narain

phoned Nehru from his hospital bed. Nehru responded quickly by

sending the message to Mohan Shamsher through Bijay Shamsher

and he himself called Mohan Shamsher on the twenty-sixth day to

release and save his life. Susheela Koirala returned Kathmandu by

bus as the muddy and wet runway was unfit for plane. The mother

Divya Koirala, his wife and Rosha could meet B. P. with the help of

Bijay Shamsher only in the dawn of Tuesday for the government

officials did not use to let meet on Tuesday. The Prime Minister said,

“B. P. is in your responsibility. Now, save his life by breaking the

fast-unto-death.” But Divya reacted dauntlessly, “My son is the

captive of you Ranas. It’s responsibility of the government. We won’t

sit with B. P. in such condition and we won’t escort him out until he is
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not released through process.” On the anger of Mohan Shamsher,

“Haven’t we any prestige?” Divya refuted boldly, “The prestige of

my son hailed to bring democracy in the country is high and more

respectful than any despotic ruler” (Chaterjee, 1982 : 95). She

angered, “I had followed the funeral rites of my husband. You have

pushed my son also in the same condition.”

On the suggestion of the doctors Narendramani, Siddhimani

and Bharat Vaidya, B. P. broke the fast by drinking liquid of pulse

after his release by Mohan Shamsher on the twenty-ninth day. He

was so lean and thin. He even needed a person for daily work. He

became one of the popular leaders of democratic countries in the

world. 

The democratic movement was at its peak after the release of B.

P. So many political organizations had been set and the Nepali

people were committed to set democracy in Nepal. The socialist

leaders of India were encouraging Nepali people by living in Nepal

while there was full moral support of other Indian leaders like

Gandhi, Jay Prakash, Desai, Bijay Laxmi Pandit, Acharya

Narendradev, Dr. Rajendra Prasad, and Nehru. 

The People’s Revolution of 1950 (2007 B.S.) to occur under the

leadership of the Nepali Congress was the desire of B. P. (Gupta,

Interview on September 4, 2004). As the preparation was going on for 

People’s Revolution formulating the People’s Government under

Badahakim of Palpa, Rudra shamsher, king Tribhuvan became

refugee in Indian embassy of Kathmandu. They were escorted safely

to Haiderabad of India. Meanwhile, Mohan Shamsher made new

king Gyanendra Shah and minted the coin in the name of new king,

who was left in Kathmandu by king Tribhuvan. The act was severely

criticized. In Bairganiya, Nepali Congress declared to uproot the

Rana rule with weapon. The avian against Rana rule touched the sky

in Biratnagar, Birgunj, Jhapa, Bhadrapur, Palpa, Nepalgunj,

Janakpur and other towns and districts. Despite refusal of B. P., there

happened the tripartite agreement in Delhi under the leadership of

Nehru. The interim government was formed in Nepal. There were

disputes, differences and competitions among them. There seemed

the fractions in Nepali Congress. King Tribhuvan favoured Matrika

Prasad Koirala, a brother of B. P. After the death of king Tribhuvan,

his eldest son, Mahendra, heired. He was visibly reluctant to address

the political rights. B. P. attracted the commoner to Nepali Congress



by campaign. King Mahendra conducted the people’s election in

2015 B.S. in which Nepali Congress won by two-third majority

(Adhikari, 2059 B.S. : 311). After many months of result of the

elections, B. P. Koirala was accepted the Prime Minister. The first

elected people’s government did some very popular works like

abolition of land property, the Birta, land reforms, protection of

rights of tenancy, economic reform, expansion of foreign relation,

reforms in legal affairs as well as in social matter. The king was afraid

of such popular works of the government and so, he banned the

political parties and organizations and captured the ministers and

leaders (Gautam, 2048 B.S. : 221). Some leaders again exiled

themselves in India. King Mahendra kidnapped the democracy and

brought the party less ruling, the Panchayat, in Nepal which was

again on the route of the then Rana rule.

When B. P. was in Sundarijal jail, he was kept under a sharp

watch and he was not allowed to read the Gorkhapatra and Rising

Nepal. B. P. was to write the political messages and literature in the

gap of two paragraphs. He was to use the code word and letter : ‘R’

for Ramesh Pandey and ‘Hadraj’ for Indian Ambassador. His

writings were edited or directly published to enrich Nepali literature. 

Among them, his many manuscripts have got vanished. Even the

handwritten name list of those people who were always ready to

sacrifice the life for B. P. could not keep his manuscripts safely

(Sharma, 2054 B.S. : 114). But the materials that were obtained, have

immortally rated B. P. as “One Person with many Dimensions” or

“One Person, Many Personalities.”

11. Conclusion

B. P. Koirala is a multidimensional person regarded as a

pioneer in politics. Regarding his political thought, the nation has not 

yet adopted and implemented all the ideas. He was a true devotee of

democracy who was ever fighter for full-fledged democracy. Had his 

health assisted B.P, he would devote totally to the work after which

the nation would have progressed by leaps and bounds. His dream

was to change the country drastically by the principle of nationality,

democracy and socialism. He had even worked for the designing and 

implementation of his principle. He used to execute the plan by

placing the photo of a peasant as eyewitness. To make Nepali people

sovereign, so many political phases including policy of reconci-
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liation, referendum, hunger-strike, people’s movements of 1990 and

2006 occurred in Nepal on the leadership of B. P.

B. P. is considered as a great thinker of sex-psychology in
literature. His literary works and their critical evaluation proved the
matter. Many thinkers do not accept B. P. as an exceptional person
but his selfless devotion in politics proves himself to be an
exceptional leader. Politico-culturally, he was a believer of
coexistence. He had full faith over political culture.

In almost all political movements, revolutions and turmoil in
Nepal, there are prints of B. P.’s thought and principle. While
following his thoughts and principles, a citizen or a politician sigh
freely in democratic vein. His attempts of policy and political acts to
establish his ideologies are praiseworthy. 

A good leader is important for the development of a nation. B P
was a politician with whose work, the country moved in a direction
of development and growth.

Interviews 

Acharya, Shailaja, February 28, 2002, Interview in Biratnagar. (Acharya is niece 

of B. P., his trustworthy, a women leader, minster in Government of

Nepal, freedom fighter of democracy).

Gupta, Kalika P., September 4, 2004, Interview in Jogbani of India (Gupta- a

Follower of B. P., an active participant in political changes of 1947/1950, a

democratic force).

Koirala, Narayan Prasad, April 25, 2004. Interview in Biratnagar. (Koirala is a

Veteran supporter of Democracy. Socialist. activist and freedom fighter. 

Koirala, Nona, March 18, 2004, Interview in Koirala residence, Biratnagar

(Koirala- wife of Keshav Koirala, a politician, minister and a democratic

fighter).

Upadhyay, Bodh P., February 1, 2004, Interview in Janakpur (Upadhyay is

democratic fighter, a cadre of Nepali Congress, a person to help B. P. cross

Cheesapani in disguised form).
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Conceptualising Identity and

Conflict through Mediatization : A

Case Study of Bodoland Movement

Cihnnita Baruah*

Communication technology has evolved significantly, thereby bringing

about a change in the processes of identity formation, conflict and conflict

resolution. Global news networks that broadcast live from all corners of the world,

making use of satellite and internet technologies, provide immediate access to

unfolding events and under certain conditions, influence the course of events. In

the present times, means of communication technology, be it, print, audio visual or

social media, form an integral part of an individual’s life. Media plays a

multifaceted role, acting as a major source of information, entertainment, news and 

public opinion, influencing perceptions, choices, attitudes and behaviours of

individuals. This paper deals with two such roles played by the media, i.e.,

portrayal of conflicts and identity construction, in the context of Bodoland

Territorial Area Districts (BTAD). Assam has a long history of conflicts and

BTAD has been one of its worst conflict-affected districts. Historically, the media
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has played an important role in reporting and coverage of conflicts, thereby

presenting a visualised account of happenings. This has become all the more

relevant with the advancement of technologies in print and digital mediums. The

increased accessibility as a result of emergence of multiple media platforms such as

mobile messaging services, Facebook, YouTube, Twitter amongst others, has

affected power relations with respect to information sharing.  In today’s time, with

the technological developments in media, it can be claimed that individuals are

seemingly better placed in making use of their agency. However, the effective use of

these technologies for identity construction as well as conflict resolution needs a

critical assessment, which this paper endeavours to look into.

[Keywords :  Communication technology, Media, Conflict, Identity,

Bodoland movement]

1. Introduction

Communication Technology influences the society and has a
major role to play in the exchange of ideas and information among
the members of a society. The means of communication can vary
from print to multimedia, audio-visual, internet among others.
Communication technology has evolved significantly. At present
times, digital media technologies have become an important element
of the society and affect the life of people in multiple ways. Among
the new technologies, the ones that have achieved popularity are
mass media and social media. These mediums serve as an important
platform from where people can gather information as well as voice
out their personal opinions. Appadurai opines that electronic media
transforms everyday discourse and provides :

...[r]esource for experiments in self-making in all sorts of
societies, for all sorts of persons... Because of the sheer
multiplicity of the forms in which they appear (cinema,
television, computers, and telephones) and because of the rapid 
way in which they move through daily life routines, electronic
media provide resources for self-imagining as an everyday
social project (Appadurai, 1996 : 3-4).

The onset of new technology such as mobile phones and
internet which provide access to social media platforms such as
Facebook, Twitter, etc., have brought in a new sense of speed based
communication among human beings which enables the process of
dissemination of information fast and far reaching, thereby
enhancing the possibility of building “networks between the local
and the global” (Gurumurth, 2006 : 611). As Drache argues, “new
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forms of communication and political activism causes one to rethink
the dynamics of power and the way that digital technology enables
power and authority to diffuse from the elite few towards the many“
(Drache, 2008 : 7). New communication technologies have connected
not only people but also the way things operate and function, thereby 
changing the way people interact. Modern information and
communication technologies have seemed to have created a “global
village”, thereby providing people with the opportunity to
communicate with anyone across the world as if they were living
next door. Along with evolving significantly, communication
technology has also brought about a change in the processes of
identity formation, conflict and conflict resolution. Global news
networks that broadcast live from all corners of the world, making
use of satellite and internet technologies, provide immediate access
to unfolding events and under certain conditions, influence the
course of events.

As such, media is evolving and considerably changing the way

things functions and operates. The media plays a multifaceted role-

acting as a major source of information, entertainment, news and

public opinion, influencing perceptions, choices, attitudes and

behaviours of individuals among others. This paper deals with two

such roles played by the media, i.e., portrayal/visualization of

conflicts and identity construction, in the context of Bodoland

Territorial Area Districts (BTAD). In doing so, this article aims to

analyse in the context of the Bodo Movement how the process of

identity formation and articulation is an on-going and open-ended

process along with highlighting the role media plays in ethnic

conflicts and examine if it constructively plays any role in conflict

transformation both in promoting peace and inciting violence. 

2. Identity and Conflict : Comprehending the Terms

Identity can be defined as attachments that people have- to

communities, ways of life, set of beliefs or practices, all of which that

play an important role in formulating an individual’s conception of

self and belongingness. It denotes a person’s distinctive character or

affiliation shared by the members of a particular social category.

Individuals can occupy different places in a society - student,

sportsperson, politician, farmer, and so on. Some of those places are

exclusive, occupied only by a small number of people. All these



different roles and positions a person occupies form their personal

identity while defining the collective. 

Identity can also be related with space. As such an individual’s
location to a larger extent also influences their beliefs about
themselves.  Thus, the place an individual occupies guide their ideas
and as it is also shared with other people, to an extent, it also defines
their relationships with others. This aspect of identity seems evident
when one talks about group identity and also the essence of
co-existence of collective identity along with personal identity. The
idea of place can extend beyond the physical understanding. In fact,
individuals and groups have often defined their sense of belonging-
ness to issues related to tradition, culture, gender, religion, class,
ethnicity, place of origin and shared history so on and so forth. Thus,
an individual can find different ways of defining their sense of
belongingness. For instance, a student can define their identity in a
different ways- they can belong from a neighbourhood in Delhi,
while also being an Indian and further also having a a specific family
history. Thus, the parameters of defining one’s identity can vary.
This article concentrates particularly with the idea of ethnic identity.

3. The Idea of Ethnicity and Assertion of Ethnic Identity

by Groups

Ethnicity frames one of the most important criteria for
mobilising people to achieve collective goals. It can be considered as
an important part of one’s identity whose membership is determined
by attributes associated with or believed to be associated with descent
and shared history. Tracing the usage of the word through the pages
of history highlights that - “the term ‘ethnic’ was used in the early 19th

century to refer to the study of the origin, characteristics and progress
of the world’s different ‘people’ marked by differences in religion,
behaviour and lifestyle” (Wolfgang, 2006 : 86). Hutchinson and Smith
identify six characteristics of classifying an ‘ethnie’ :  

…a common proper name that reflects the essence of the
community; myth of a common origin in time and place; shared 
memories of a common past including heroes, events and their
commemoration; one or more elements of a common culture
such as religion, customs or language; a link with a homeland,
basically implying symbolic attachment to the ancestral land;
and a sense of solidarity on the part of atleast some sections of
the ethnie’s population (Hutchinson and  Smith, 1996 : 6-7).
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These features are more or less to be found in almost most of the 
definitions put forth by many other scholars in the terms of defining
ethnicity and ethnic groups.  All these features may be said to fall
within the realm of socio-cultural attributes with a hint of symbolic
attachment to them which then becomes a defining feature of a
particular ethnic group. Thus, ethnicity can also be defined in terms
of shared genetic, racial and linguistic traits. Gilley, while defining
ethnicity states, “…that part of a person’s identity which is drawn
from one or more ‘markers’ like race, religion, shared history, region,
social symbols or language” (Gilley, 2004 : 1158). This points out that
although an individual is undoubtedly important, but only so far as
they identify themselves to the collective identity. Thus, in referring
to ethnicity, the connotation is basically in terms of a collective
identity. The members of these collective necessarily need to have a
shared ancestry, follow a particular tradition, culture and speak a
similar language. Similarly, even in Northeast India, ethnicity has
mostly been regarded to be reliable index for understanding group
identity (Gohain, 1996). This is a region where multiple ethnicities
reside and every ethnic community has a history and shares a
cultural memory distinctive from the other. This idea of a collective
sense also actualises to the cause of a homeland, where groups resort
to using ethnic symbols for identity assertion (Smith, 1999).

Ethnic identity cannot be considered as static concept.  It varies,
and various factors can be held accountable for the formulation of an
ethnic identity, be it migration, ethnic assertion etc. Thus, ethnic
identity could be considered to be a flexible concept where there is a
possibility of both assimilation as well as multiplicity or separatism in
course of contact and communication across ethnic groups. Goswami
in this context tries to contextualise that between these polarities of
inter group interface, there lies another potential, i.e., it may lead to
identity transformation and the formation of an interethnic identity.
Thus, ethnicity might be characterized as a comprehension of the
progression of social characterization taking into account ethnic
group identities and also entire array of fundamental themes such as
social movements, nation-formation, nationalism, conflict etc.
Further, an important premise essentially associated with it is the
sense of common recognition which unites the individuals and forms
the basis for origination of a collective protest or movement.

However, it is important to understand that development of
political consciousness in an ethnic group does not essentially lead to



ethnic conflict. But, it is actually in the context of contestation with
other ethnic groups in a region or in its method of intercession with
the state for gaining access to political and economic resources that
conflict arises. This can be characterized as an ethnic clash or conflict.

4. The Dimensions of Ethnic Conflict in BTAD : The

many reasons for it

Conflicts can be intrastate as well as interstate. Although
interstate conflicts have considerably decreased since the end of Cold 
War, intrastate conflicts still plague the society. For instance, in 2008,
twenty-one states were involved in major armed conflicts out of
which twenty were internal ones. States such as Afghanistan,
Ethiopia, Sri Lanka, Yemen and many others are afflicted by such
conflicts (Jesse & Williams, 2011 : 1). Ethno-nationalist violence
involving minority groups have become an important topic of
discussion, precisely because of the prolonged nature of these
conflicts based along ethnic lines which have claimed lives and
disrupted stability in states. There is also the issue of varying power
relations which operate between the ruling political ethnic elites and
the other ethnic groups, which further increases the conflicts.  Pahi
Saikia illustrates how ‘ethnic protest and mobilization have often led
to situations of violence between ethnic groups (Saikia, 2011 : 1).

Ethnic conflicts have been a recurrent problem faced by
Northeast India since independence. Assam has a long history of
conflicts and BTAD has been one of its worst conflict-affected
districts. Respondents assert that what is unfortunate is that huge
losses occur in terms of life and property in the re-occurring conflicts,
and this has forced the people to question the doubtful role of the
Government of Assam and the ruling political ethnic elites of BTAD to 
address the killings.1 An ABSU booklet entitled The Killing Enigma in
BTAD published in 2008 gives a detailed account of the number of
deaths that have occurred in the year 2008 in BTAD and states :

It is found that within a year 82 innocent people reported to be
supporter either of NDFB, BPF, BPPF, BPF (youth) and ex-BLT
had to embrace in the meantime their untimely death leaving a
frail of fear psychosis among the public as to when, where and
who will be the next victim of the situation even Teachers,
Lecturers, Peace Activists and Journalists were not spared. The
Parties or organizations are alleging each other for the killing...
(ABSU, 2009 : 3).
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In terms of reasons for conflicts, respondents pointed out the
reason for the conflict to be related to land and the demographic
changes that have occurred due to movement of people from the
different parts which has led to an imbalance and rise in
encroachment issues.2 One of the respondents points out “…not
exactly territory, but land is very important for expression of identity.
And so, when land is threatened there is emergence of conflict.“3 This
is precisely what happened in the 2012 conflict between Bodos and
Bengali Muslims, “...the Bodos felt targeted in their region and in
retaliation to it they chose this method as a solution to stop it. You see
they fight back for their survival.”4 The factor of identity crisis
occurring mainly due to immigration and the callousness on the part
of the Indian government to find a long-lasting solution to conflicts
was also stated to be a reason. Land or territory which forms an
important factor in terms of preserving and protecting one’s identity
is under threat and that is why conflicts take place. The major
objection that the Bodos have was the encroachment of land, as land
was a major source of identity portrayal. Thus, any threat to land was
considered as a threat to ethnic identity. Besides the growth of
population owing to demographic change and pressure on available
resources, land alienation is the main contention behind the conflict
between the immigrants i.e. the outsiders and the inhabitants who
fight for the same geographical space to protect and preserve their
identity and culture. Conflicts results in internal displacement of
population which give rise to some other problem like poverty,
unemployment, security problem etc.  One of the respondents while
highlighting the reason of conflicts, pointed out that conflict takes
place because of the issue of survival. Land forms an indisputable
source of life for the tribals and as such the struggle the Bodos have is
mainly for the protection of their land and identity. It also pinpoints to
the incapability of the ruling political ethnic elites to safeguard the
defining elements of an ethnicity whereby the groups threatening an
intrusion into their ethnic communities thus fight back to maintain
their ethnic boundaries.

Insurgency is another factor which is to be blamed for these
conflicts. The insurgents take advantage of the situation of
misunderstanding and distrust among the groups to instigate
people. Respondents state that the sense of mutual distrust which
existed among the communities are put to use by militant groups to
incite feelings of distrust among communities.5 Also, the inability of



the government to initiate methods to deal with unresolved issues
leads to further alleviation of conflict.

Amongst other factors, media also plays an important role in
terms of conflicts. In fact, media plays a pivotal role in terms of
visualisation of a conflict and thus also transforms the nature of
ethnic conflicts in that process. The role of media is evident before,
during, and after an ethnic conflict. A brief analysis of reporting done 
by print media and audio visual and social media will bring forth the
picture how media at time also acts as a reason for conflicts. An
analysis of the 2014 conflict6 highlights the importance accorded to
the incident by Amar Asom and The Assam Tribune. While Amar
Asom published 377 news item and The Assam Tribune published
228 articles (Fernandes & Borgohain, 2017 : 116). Respondents
pointed out that at times, it is the repeated telecast of the news
regarding conflicts that instigates violence.7  One of them pinpointed
to  the fact as to how the repeated telecasts of the instances of violence 
actually plays the role of a catalyst or instigator as people get
depressed or angry watching the rampage caused by the conflicts.8

Nevertheless, it is important to state here that conflict is not
always seen as a pre-planned act depriving it of its spontaneity.
However, there are strong reasons to believe that unrest in society is a 
result of the structure within which it occurs. Therefore, this
framework helps us to understand that conflict in the region is not
just based on a superficial idea of assertion of identity, but rather a
culmination of different variables at play. 

5. The Multifaceted Role of Media : An Identity

Articulator and an Ethnic Conflict Transformer

5.1 Media and the Changing Aspects of Identity

An important part of identity construction is how one identifies
the self and this process of identification is to a larger extent
influenced by media. Media influences our thinking patterns to an
extent. Individuals are mostly surrounded by mass and popular
media. Media can be a site of change and at the same time perpetuate
ideologies and norms. A sense of representation is used by media
where - images, words and characters or persona are put to use to
convey ideas to individuals or groups. These ideas and the values
attached can have an intimate relationship with ideology. Further-
more, identity can be multidimensional and its nature undergoes a
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change over a period of time. Thus, identity can transform and change
depending upon the need and situation. Nevertheless, it is necessary
to interpret the reasons for formulation of a collective consciousness
among the people and how over a period of a time it can change. As
such, it won’t be wrong to argue that individuals want to be part of a
community, but also be visible as an individual at the same time. In
this context, Bennett points out an interesting assessment in terms of
social movements and declining group loyalties :

...social fragmentation and the decline of group loyalties can

rise due to various reasons in a social movement which in turn

have given rise to an era of personalized politics in which

individual expression displaces collective action frames in the

embrace of political causes (Bennett, 2012 : 37).

Thus, to draw from Bennett, the nature and issues of a social

movement may change over a period of time.  As such, individuals

who are a part of a social movement can over a period of a time feel

disconnected with the sense of the collective with which the

movement began. This sense of detachment over the course of the

movement, can lead to emergence or re-emergence of a sense of

individual identity which was subsumed under the idea of the

collective identity. This individualized form of identity and  political

participation can be seen in large number of rapidly forming political

participation in recent times, be it be a political party or a candidate,

corporations or brands and transnational organizations. Never-

theless, this does not mean that group-based identity politics has

diminished, but the nature of mobilization has changed. Individuals

now are mobilized around a variety of issues- personal lifestyle

values to economic justice (fair trade, inequality, and development

policies), environmental protection, and worker and human rights

amongst others.

This shift to a personalized level of political participation can be

marked as a defining change in the nature of political culture. It

highlights how although individuals may be at the centre of their own

universe, this universe can have a variety issues due to the social

networking potential of global communication technologies. This

large scale personalized and collective action is mostly managed

through digital media technologies.  These new media technologies

are at times coordinated by organizations who played an enabling

role, and sometimes with crowds who used layers of social media to



coordinate action. Digital media technologies nowadays, occupy a

significant space in the society and affect the life of people in multiple

ways. Thus, at present, research studies discussing the nature of the

technocratic citizens, technocratic state mediated by new

technologies has gained importance. The case in point, the Bodo

identity movement also have its share of individualization of identity, 

which has existed since the beginning of the movement itself. It was

the idea of a distinct individual identity which brought the larger

tribal society together to collectively raise their demand for

recognition of a distinctive Bodo identity. However, over a period of

time as the movement transforms itself, the idea of the Bodo collective

can become overpowering. In such a scenario, social movements may

fail to represent the aspirations of the different levels of ethnicity, not

necessarily hierarchically placed. Thus, we need to understand and

analyse a social movement marred by fundamental flaws that lead to

its failure in rising above a ‘dominant-subjugated identity binary’. In

fact, a major discontentment among the people with the Bodo

movement is the corrupt notion of hegemonic power developed in the 

erstwhile elites. Individuals partly blame this to be a reason for fading

of the actual cause of the movement, thereby paving the way for the

emergence of development of a sense of individualism.  

In social media, the Bodo identity is mostly a user driven digital
identity based on explicit cultural and political principles which
allows an individual an opportunity to assert their distinctive identity
and also negotiate the differences between the Bodo and the
Non-Bodo in the online world. The Bodo identity presented online is
not a static identity based on certain fixed principles. Thus, apart from
emphasising on issues related to language, rituals, attire, the demand
for a separate statehood, the presence of the Bodo community online
is distributed into various streams. Thus, although there is a lot of
information and news related to conflicts and the political demand for 
a separate state, there is a considerable amount of discussion online
highlighting on different aspects of the community’s cultural
practices ranging from music to food habits and fashion.  In fact,
respondents pointed out that analyzing an individuals’ association to
the movement necessitates engaging with different perspectives and
not only the community. It would be a major drawback to identify the
people only through the community lens as people associate with
multiple issues.9  This is where we can notice the emergence of an idea
of an individual identity, which at times may differ from the
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collective. Digital world has opened up new opportunities for
individuals where they can negotiate with a variety of issues, thereby
signifying a chance for negotiation, transitions and transformations,
unique to the digital paradigm.

As such, it can rightly be argued that social media has emerged
as a medium which primarily allow individuals to explore numerous 
possibilities of engaging with new ideologies and move beyond the
monolithic sense of group identity. Thus, technology assists in the
process of transformation of identity, where it can move away from
the idea of the group identity into a notion of individualized identity. 

5.2 Role of Media in Ethnic Conflict Transformation in BTAD

Media’s role in conflict management, resolution, and
prevention is evident, however its role in terms of conflict
transformation needs to be examined. Media reports have the
capacity to influence the attitude and perception of the audience and
this can affect their behaviour towards the conflict. As such, media (be
it print or social media) needs to be extremely sensible and aware
while reporting conflicts, especially when it based on ethnic lines so
that it does not escalate the conflict. In fact, an unbiased and authentic
reporting of events can actually aid in the process of peace and
reconciliation. 

An analysis of the media-reporting of the 2012 and 2014 ethnic
conflict, specifically by newspapers highlights various aspects that
media deals with while covering up stories on ethnic conflicts. A
positive aspect of such reporting on conflicts by newspapers
highlights the various initiatives taken by conflicting parties,
government, and NGOs for discussion and reconciliation measures.
By venturing into sensible reporting, articles were also published
which aimed at establishing the actual reasons for the conflicts. For
instance, the 19th August, 2012 issue of The Assam Tribune, published
an article on the ‘causes and implications of BTAD violence’ by Dr.
Pahi Saikia. This article gave a detailed analysis about the underlying
factors, responsible for the conflict in BTAD. Further, it can be seen
that print media also publishes articles about efforts of political actors, 
NGOs and also different civil society groups to solve the conflict. 
Such articles, aims at fostering peace and confidence among the
members of the society. Nonetheless, one cannot disagree that at
times media also acts as a catalyst when certain articles which are
published incites a sense of conflict. There are certain articles



published by the print media where they highlight the actors involved 
and the conspiracies by different groups and communities. Even
though no explicit claim is made about any particular community or
individual, it can create a sense of fear and mistrust among members
of communities

Media has the power to influence emotions and thinking of
people iresspective of their age group, religion, ethnicity, gender so on 
and so forth.  Most of the respondents pointed out that media indeed
has a significant influence in their everyday life.  Although all forms of 
media( be it print, electronic or digital) are quite popular but, the
applicability and use of social media for information dissemination is
more effective. However, the accessibility and influence of social
media is quite limited and it is mainly used by youth, academicians
and journalists. Respondents admitted that during conflicts, media
becomes quite active and does daily reporting of events.10 This daily
reports and articles published can influence either in promoting peace 
or inciting violence. Individuals can decipher about the intensity of
the conflict and any progress is made in terms of negotiation and
reconciliation, through media reporting. Further, it was also agreed
upon by a majority of the respondents, that media focused on the
immediate events and outcomes than long term resolutions and
human rights concerns and carrying out.11 Thus, to draw from such
narratives, media is yet to play a valuable role in terms of ethnic
conflict transformation in BTAD. A significant number of
respondents pointed out that media has not been able to successfully
highlight the causes of the conflict or initiate any substantiate any
valuable dialogue for reconciliation. Nonetheless, there is no
agreement on whether media projected a particular community as the 
cause of the conflict or not.   Further, media also plays a questionable
role at times, as in some instances divergent information and
contradictory statements on the same issue have been published.
Although people agreed to the fact that media have the power to build 
confidence and facilitate inter-community unity, but media failed to
examine the role of leaders and administrators to productively alter
the situation of the conflict.12

Furthermore,  the post conflict role of media is questionable,
although they are active during the violence , their activity after the
de-ecalation of the conflict disappears.  Thus, the need of hour is to
ask certain pertinent questions - what happens to the victims after the 
violence ends and how can the strained relationships among
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communities be restored. It is during the prevalence of peace and
stability that media can effectively carry out the responsibility of
rebuilding personal, relational, structural and cultural relations of
individuals and institutions. Rebuilding these relations can prevent
future instances of violence taking place. 

6. Conclusion

Digital technology has indeed changed the way and means of

identity articulation. To argue in terms of Cerulo : 

...they have reframed the generalized others and the

“generalized elsewheres” (Meyrowitz, 1989) from which the

self takes its cues. they have reframed the generalized others

and the “generalized elsewheres” (Meyrowitz, 1989) from

which the self takes its cues (Cerulo, 1997 : 397).

The mode of communication technology(be it print, electronic

or digital media) enables a wider level of participation and and

collective mobilization and also facilitates newer modes of communi-

cation to provide information. These newer modes of communication

also allows the opportunity to modify existing patterns and formulate

a new environment for self-development and identification. Online

communities not only provides an opportunity to reshape the

collective but also considerably impacts an individuals personal

identity construction. Individuals become a member of a multifaceted 

virtual community, where they interact and negotiate with different

conceptions of identities.  Similar to the print media which facilitated

a sense of emerging consciousness for nationalistic aspirations among 

the citizens, the medium of digital technology enables a new level of

consciousness and connectivity at a transnational level.  

These virtual public spheres create an opportunity for

undistorted communication and formulating democratic social

change, mediating social relationships and creating the conditions for

formation of alternative political opportunity structures that have

implications for the transformation of the society. As such, the role of

media(both print and social media) is vital, be it in terms of identity

articulation or conflict management. Media can formulate public

opinion and as such can influence the attitude and behaviour of

individuals. This opportunity can be put to use by media to promote

development and peace in the locality and eliminate structural and

cultural violence by fostering inter-community unity for bringing



lasting peace in the society.  An analysis of media’s role in BTAD’S

ethnic violence still falls short of acting as a powerful agent to bring in

substantial change. Hence, the need of the hour is a changing set of

power relations in the days to come where effective reconciliation

measures can be introduced.  

Notes

 1. Respondents here refer to the people interviewed in Kokrajhar District

of BTAD. 

2. Information gathered during an interview with a civil society worker,

Kokrajhar.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid.

5. Information gathered during an interview with respondents from

villages in Kokrajhar

6. This paper specifically discusses the 2012 and 2014 conflict that took

place in BTAD.

7. Information gathered during an interview with respondents from

villages in Kokrajhar

8. Information gathered during an interview a respondent of Titaguri

Village in Kokrajhar.

9. Information gathered during an interview with respondents in

Guwahati.

10. Information gathered during an interview with respondents in BTAD.

11. Ibid.

12. Information gathered during an interview with respondents in

Guwahati.
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for decades. However, climate change has emerged as a serious concern for human
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climate change. These changes have made climates unpredictable. The frequencies
of tropical cyclones have increased coastal vulnerabilities. The sea level is rising
and coastal areas are more vulnerable to cyclones. Hence, there is a need to have
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1. Introduction

 Natural disasters are common in the present world and it is

necessary to evolve response mechanisms by the states to protect

lives and properties. Many state responses to natural disasters have

come to the public limelight in recent years. The states across the

globe have come to realize the fact that the natural disasters are going 
to be more frequent in coming years mainly because of climate

change. The centuries of anthropocentric development paradigms

have ravaged the environment to such an extent that they have

started to worsen the lives of many, particularly living in the coastal

areas of the world. The damage is so big that it looks irreversible. The

scientists are predicting that if these trends are not reversed

collectively by global communities things will lead towards

catastrophic collapse. Whatever might be the causes of frequent

disasters, it is necessary to study how coastal state governments in

India are responding, managing and rebuilding every time

cyclone-caused disasters devastate the coastal areas. This research

project is an empirical study of Odisha Government’s responses to

cyclone-caused disasters. It has attempted to analyse how the state

has gradually developed capability to face the cyclone-caused

disasters.  

2. State and Disasters : Understanding the Problems

In today’s world only politically sensitive events receive wider

public attention than natural disasters. In coastal areas of Odisha

many villages have disappeared, submerged and rendered barren

due to cyclones. Cyclone-caused disasters receive public and media

attention during the actual occurrence of the disasters and not

afterwards. Frequent cyclone-caused disasters have weakened the
economic backbone of coastal villages. Coastal Odisha’s villages

were fully dependent on agriculture but multiple cyclones affected

these villages and suffered irreparable damages to their agricultural

lands. What are the policies to support the livelihoods of these

villages? In what ways does the Odisha Government respond to

issues of displacements, destructions, rehabilitation, resettlement,

rejuvenation of agricultural lands, immediate social security

supports, infrastructure development for sustainable empowerment

of local communities? What are long term and short term policies

besides the zero-casualty model in terms of preparedness by the



Odisha Government? This research investigates these questions of

capacity building by the state government in managing the cyclone

disasters.   How did the state government innovatively engendered

through public policies a unique model to manage disasters?

Odisha was invariably dubbed as the backwaters of

development for long but it has started to exhibit satisfactory

progression in various sectors. The economy of the state has gradually 

improved its size and vitality and the state leadership believes that

Odisha is no longer a BIMARU state (Government of Odisha, 2018).

Once the state was at the bottom of all parameters development has

improved significantly since the 1990s and particularly in the last

couple of decades. The economic growth of the state in the last couple

of decades has remained impressive and it has been growing faster

than the national average mainly since 2003.

Indian federalism has ushered in diversity in the welfare

accomplishment of different states, so is the case in combating a

myriad of disasters and pandemic. 

How have Odisha succeeded in improving its capability to

manage disasters? Natural disasters have started to threaten the very

existence of most of the states which are small in size. The

vulnerabilities of the state have increased manifold primarily because

of the remarkable changes in the global climate. India is surrounded

by water in the east, west, and south. And due to rapid changes in the

global climate it is natural that many natural disasters will keep

appearing in different forms. It is hard to fully eliminate natural

disasters from the earth but we can reduce vulnerability. In India the

occurrence of natural disasters primarily emanating from the ocean in

the form of cyclones are managed ineffectively by different states.

However, Orissa has evolved into a successful model in terms of

disaster governance and management in India which has been

recognized internationally. The proposed research will empirically

analyse the evolution of disaster governance and management with a

main focus on Odisha’s experiences.

Odisha has been a laggard story in the landscapes of governance

literature in India. The dramatic and paradoxical emergence of the

successful model of disaster governance internationally has brought

the state into global limelight as a blockbuster successful model of

disaster governance. How the state with the highest percent of

households below poverty line despite many flagship anti-poverty
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schemes has demonstrated capabilities to nurture good governance

practices with substantial success. How a state with chronic

blemished governance records in most fields has become champion of 

disaster governance when most states with good governance track

records in other areas fail in disaster governance is an important

conundrum of academic inquiry.  

The natural disasters have become one of the undesired

frequent visitors ravaging lives and properties of many in India. It is

more so in the coastal states but the rest of the states are vulnerable to

natural disasters emanating from different sources. Natural

disasters-induced casualties in India have become common. In most

instances, the disasters crepitate into the ears of our ruling elites after

they have already caused irreparable havoc to mother earth, lives

both human and non-human and properties. One of the sobering facts

about disaster management is that aids reach the victims when it is

already late. The Indian ruling elites have become synonymous with

cunctation culture and embezzlement of public resources. However,

footling they might be, governments after governments have been

legislating new laws to remove corruption and improve human

conditions.

Heartrending cases of siphoning off of resources and prejudice

during natural calamities relief operation causes incommensurable

damage to the victims of disasters. Some states experience more

natural disasters than others in India but disasters have become a

universal phenomena. Public responsiveness to natural calamities

cannot depend upon the lenity of political leaders of different genres.

It deserves robust institutions and mechanisms with adequate

synergy among stakeholders. The national disaster management in

practice has been reduced to one way traffic. A great deal of politics is

involved in disaster management activities of India. Hence, it is

essential to create autonomous agencies and insulate them from

political interference. However, it is difficult to have such institutions

in the short-run because many institutions grow from past

experiences and build on it.

The disaster relief assistance from the Centre in recent past had
caused invective, execrable and acrimonious verbal tussles between
the Centre and disaster-victim states. The latter expects munificent
relief assistance from the former in all cases of disasters. In the Indian
scenario, greater synergy between the Centre and States is required to



fight debacles in post-disaster situations and institutionalising a
disaster prevention policy regime in order not to reduce it to a
competition between the Centre and the States. Most political parties,
their sister organizations and leaders were vying with each other in
sharing images of relief operations and how their affiliated
organizations were contributing to it. It is highly ignominious that
most political leaders attempt to refurbish the public image of their
political parties by undermining the works of public agencies. This is
how they want to remain in the imagination of the people and ensure a 
political future.  

The relief, rehabilitation, rebuilding and resettlements in cases
of disasters pay scrupulous focus to human issues and neglect
non-human issues. The non-human matters both living and
non-living are greatly subordinated to the former. How many
animals, birds, forests are substantially perished as they are more
susceptible to disasters are often a least concern for policy makers. The 
anthropocentric approach to disaster is both inhuman and
unscientific. Our development approaches are also inherently
anthropocentric which undermines eco-system and encourages
unsustainable economic development. The environmental
catastrophe which is making earth unsuitable for living deserves
serious circumspection by all. The claims of nature, birds and animals
are inveterately repudiated by the present ‘development model’ and
the ‘way of life’ men have been practicing invariably. The centuries
old traditional knowledge system which recognized the centrality of
the environment, inculcated a sense of sustainability and respect for
the entire animate world gradually got divorced from modern
approaches of economic development. The more we are economically 
progressing and achieving scientific and technological progress the
more we are becoming inimical to the holistic understanding of
environment and development. Therefore, the problem is not the
paucity of political will on the part of the governments alone but it is in 
the roots of approaches to development.

The history of humanity is synonymous with destruction of
animals and forests. Technology and the current development model 
needs a moral compass to prevent overshooting and disciplining
development. Things actually would have turned for the better if
policy makers would not have played down the real proximity
between environment and development practices. The acknow-
ledgement of this fact in a collective spirit can bring in dramatic
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changes. Battling unrelenting devastation of the environment
requires radical revamping of our policies and development model.
It is like rewriting our destiny amidst unprecedented challenges
because it will require considerable lifestyle changes and by setting
virtually overly-ambitious goals.

It is ludicrous that leaders and parties in an unfettered and

asinine way claim that they can successfully manage post-disaster

reliefs, rebuilding and rehabilitations works. Such hyperboles have

abilities to capture the imaginations of wider public which conceal

the real understanding of disaster management and failures to

manage devastation caused by disasters in a holistic manner. Hence,

we need to better understand disaster management practices

through holistic approach and not just in standalone geocentric or

anthropocentric ways.

The ‘green economists and economic’ have been loquacious

about the duality of eco-centrism and techno-centrism. The economic 

development and disaster responses have been melancholically

reduced to mere techno-centrism. The technological progress

excessively focuses on organization, management, preparedness,

response and minimize destruction during the disasters. The

scientific and technological progress has not been able to protect the

ecosystem to the extent it could have protected.

3. Odisha’s Tryst with Cyclone-Caused Disasters

The state of Odisha has been fighting cyclone disasters which

come from the eastern coast (the Bay of Bengal).  The media and

overall expert views commend the state of Odisha for managing

natural disasters like cyclones. There have been many cases of

successful management of cyclone disasters and the very recent

example is the management of Severe Cyclone YAAS. The severe

cyclones are managed efficiently these days by the state government.

The improvement in the state’s capability can be attributed to the fact

that compared to 1999 Super Cyclone where more than 10,000 people

killed casualties subsequently has declined significantly to mere 3

casualties in 2021  when (YASS) a severe cyclone struck the state. 

Hence, the rapid progress in capacity building in disaster

management has been one of the biggest hallmarks of the state.

The 1999 Super Cyclone is the century’s most terrible cyclonic

natural disaster which hit the state of Odisha. It made landfall in



Paradip on October 29, 1999 and caused enormous devastation. In a

massive loss, more than ten thousand people were dead and over 3.5

lakh people became homeless, striving hard to get food for their

existence. It was that day when wind speed of two hundred sixty

kmph stormed for above thirty-six hours, failing the anemometer to

record the data.

In between the 1999 super cyclone to severe cyclone YAAS, the

state of Odisha has witnessed landfalls of a number of very severe

cyclonic, like cyclone Phailin in 2013, cyclone Hudhud in 2014,

cyclone Titli in 2018, cyclone Bulbul & Fani in 2019, and cyclone

Amphan in 2020.

The disaster management by Odisha government, like timely

mobilization of the disaster management team, senior officers were

deployed to supervise rescue work, timely evacuation of low lying

areas in advance, increasing cyclone shelter, medical teams were sent 

to cyclone-hit areas for immediate treatment of people. Odisha has

not only managed the disasters proficiently but also succeeded in

decreasing casualties.            

4. 1999 Super Cyclone

Tropical cyclones are known to cause destruction and damage

along with the coastal areas, around the location and time of the

landfall. The devastation is due to strong gale winds, torrential rain,

and associated tidal waves. Though the intensity and the frequency

of the tropical cyclone over the north Indian Ocean are less than those 

over the Pacific and Atlantic oceans, more devastation was caused

over the coastal areas of the Indian subcontinent because of the

socio-economic conditions and the coastal topography of this region.

For the north Indian Ocean region, prediction of the movement of the 

tropical cyclones is very important to initiate proper mitigation

measures. Though the general behavior of the movement of the

tropical cyclones is well known, it is desirable to have as accurate a

prediction as possible of the landfall for effective implementation of

disaster mitigation. For a long time, conventional synoptic methods

are used for tropical cyclone forecasts. However, these methods are

helpful, their effectiveness is limited due to the inconsistency of

tracks of cyclones.

In the history of disasters in Odisha the Super Cyclone of (29-30

October) 1999 is singled out to be one of the devastating disasters
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both in terms of intensity and areas affected.  The Super cyclone “had

unique features such as speedy intensification, a small radius of

eyewall confining the giant surge close to the point of landfall, and a

relatively long life after landfall” (Kalsi, 2006).

The fourteen districts of the state were battered due to the super

cyclone. The roads, bridges, houses and all means of communication

remained cut off for more than 24 hours. This caused total collapse to

power supply as entire infrastructure such electricity poles and cable

were washed away by the cyclone. It took days to reach the surviving

victims of the cyclone as villages were cut off from each other, and

from the local administration. There was a total disconnect with the

district administration due to destruction of roads and the help in any

form could not reach them. They remained in darkness for days

together. The coastal railways also suffered interruption due to

numerous damages to railway track. The only port located in the state

(Paradip Port) also suffered excessive damage to its infrastructure

and remained shut for many days. Similarly, the Bhubaneswar

Airport was forced to be closed for operation as multiple air traffic

control equipment were battered by the cyclone.  Airport started

operation from second November 1999. Many important research

institutions and public facilities located in the coastal districts were

affected. Some infrastructures of the Department of Ocean

Development and India Meteorological Department including IMD’s

Cyclone Detection Radar (CDR) at Paradip got dilapidated. Heavy

rainfall along with cyclones caused multiple irreparable destruction.

The heavy rainfall in the neighboring districts also damaged standing

crops. The Gangetic West Bengal also received heavy downpour.

Heavy downpours in these districts created floods and havoc. The

Erasma block of the Jagatsinghpur districts in coastal Odisha was

severely affected. The administration could not shift them to a safe

place before the landfall of the super cyclone. There was no

preparedness to actually confront the super cyclone by the state

government and the district administrations. Neighboring districts

like Balasore were affected by the floods which was the northernmost

landfall of the super cyclone. Over twenty-five international NGOs

were involved in the relief effort.

Leadership is central to endorsing an efficient response system

also as responding to complacent world views. The state government

stepped in and provided the disaster-ravaged state a much needed



leadership it deserved. It prioritised disaster preparedness by

injecting motivation into the state civil servants.  He started Disaster

Preparedness Day for the state from the year 2000 onwards on 29th

October. This started infusing among the local bureaucracy and local

coastal communities the culture of disaster preparedness to a

significant scale. The disaster management culture came in the long

run due to long term efforts of the state with huge investment in

erecting infrastructure such as cyclone multipurpose shelter homes.

International financial organizations financially supported the efforts

of the state to make the state ever disaster-ready. (Ray-Bennett,  2016). 

5. Anatomy of a Successful Disaster Mitigation and

Management Model

The new narratives of successful governance that we are

hearing are embedded in the state’s past experiences of fighting

disasters. Among many inspiring governance achievements of the

state in the immediate past, disaster governance, management and

risk reduction stands alone as a global success story. Why the state

with limited resources is comparatively doing better among Indian

states in fighting COVID-19 lies in its capacity building

infrastructure, and disaster fighting world-view.

 The worst ever super cyclone which battered the state on 29th

October 1999 is a turning point in the post-colonial history of the state 

which as per official figures killed 10000 people. It affected over 13

million people, washed away houses, livestock and other valuables

of the coastal districts of Odisha. It spelled a catastrophe on the state’s 

economy and lives and properties of those affected by the cyclone

about which one can elucubrate at length.

The lackadaisical attitude of the state machinery was clueless in

responding to the highest intensity and destructive potential of the

cyclone. The Indian Meteorological Department informed about the

impending cyclone to the concerned officials at the Centre and the

Chief Secretary of the state well in advance. The head of state

bureaucracy had the responsibility of galvanizing the big bureau-

cratic apparatus to face the impending disaster. When the cyclone

made landfall the state officials and state machinery became

dumbfounded and at the last moment could not communicate with

local level officials from the state headquarter because all

communication links abruptly collapsed. No evacuation of people
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took place to protect them from nature’s fury. The worldview about

the disaster or emergency response system of the state was mired in a

myriad of complexities, lack of coordination between state and

Central agencies, local and state machinery, and a total disconnect

with people.

The disaster management and governance world view never
thought people to be integral to disaster preparedness and response
systems. People and communities were not integral to relief measures
undertaken during the disaster. Astonishingly the senior state
bureaucrats directly concerned with the post-disaster relief operation
had proceeded on leave. The state/governance failure was not
confined to disaster management alone. Pathetic state of governance
was the hallmark of the state and was the epicenter of bad governance, 
corruption, starvation deaths, hunger and poverty. The turning point
in Odisha’s disaster fighting endeavor began with the establishment
of the Odisha State Disaster Management Authority in the aftermath
of the super cyclone in December 1999. It was established ahead of the
Disaster Management Act of 2005 and the establishment of National
Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) in 2001.

The state realized that institutional architectures, capacity
building and preparedness are the key to face the cyclonic disaster to
which the developed and comparatively prosperous parts of the state
were vulnerable. The development of institutional architectures did
not happen in a year or two; it was with continuous efforts, and the
will power of the state government, in the long run it could build a
robust disaster response system.

The robust disaster response system and institutional
architectures developed in evolutionary process building on the
previous accumulated skills and experiences. The bureaucrats in the
state enjoy utmost autonomy in the state with least interference of the
state government and local political leaders. This encouraged a chunk
of committed bureaucrats to give their best by innovating and
developing newer ways of tackling disaster menace. Similar develop-
ments in welfare delivery mechanisms were witnessed with newer
innovative initiatives by bureaucrats who found space to maneuver.
The top level state leadership backed the bureaucrats which gradually 
transformed into efficiency, transparency and better targeting in the
Public distribution System. Recognizing the significance of bureau-
cracy in welfare delivery the state leadership nurtured the
bureaucratic talent.



The state government went ahead with changes in the service

conditions of the state government servants and particularly the state

civil servants. The government incentivised them by upgrading the

salary and other services conditions at par with the Central

Government and the Grade B Civil servants were upgraded into

Grade A Civil servants. The top level bureaucrats provide leadership

but the local level bureaucrats have a daily interface with the public

and are directly involved in the execution of public programs.

In this process, the state bureaucracy got motivation to give their 

best. Fighting disaster required a unique pool of bureaucratic talents

and skills which the state developed as a first step towards capacity

building in terms of human resources. It established Odisha Disaster

Rapid Action Force (ODRAF) in order to assist the civil

administration in multirole. The ODRAF have been equipped with

modern implements and skills to handle various disasters. The

ODRAF is an integral part of disaster preparedness. The Disaster

Management Training Cell, State Institute of Disaster Management,

GO-NGOs, seminars and conferences, Training and workshop, and

Aapada Mitras are continuously working towards capacity building.

State in collaboration with international institutions invested

and built disaster resilient physical infrastructures like houses for

residents living in proximity to the high tide zones, and building for

multipurpose cyclone/flood shelters. The continuous training and

skills enhancement nurtured capacity building of the human

resources in a big way. Disaster resilient infrastructures and pre-

paredness of the concerned agencies such as: ever-ready ODRAF,

Early Warning Dissemination System (EWDS), Doppler Weather

Radar DWR, Lightning Detection System, satellite phones, shelter

building, Multipurpose Cyclone/ Flood Shelters, Shelter Equip-

ments, Cyclone/ Flood Shelter Management & Maintenance

Committee (CSMMC/ FSMMC), disaster resilient houses , One Stop

Risk Management System, and monitoring cell constitutes the back-

bone of the disaster mitigation mechanism developed in the state.

The involvement of communities, non-governmental organi-

zations and volunteers through continuous interactions with them

helped garner active community participation. The processes of

disaster mitigation and preparedness must develop strong synergy

and interface with the local communities to succeed which the Odisha

model could achieve. It sees people as an integral part of the disaster
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mitigation and preparedness, not as a problem. It helped in precise

and direct communication with the people in times of disasters.

Coastal populace gradually became integral to disaster preparedness

and disaster mitigation. It transformed into a workable model of

disaster preparedness and mitigation, saving precious lives and

properties. Institutionalisation of the unique governance model gave

a leg up to the morale of the state government in facing severe

disasters.

It added to the genesis of an indigenous “Zero Casualty” model

of disaster mitigation. The “Zero Casualty” model strives to protect all 

human lives even during the worst kinds of disasters. Hence, the state

without taking any chance evacuates millions of people in a short

span of time to safe shelters. The state machinery evacuated 12 lakh

people during Cyclone Fani; more than a million during Cyclone

Phailin; and state machinery is fully prepared to evacuate over 11 lakh 

people in the ongoing Cyclone Amphan following the “Zero

Casualty” model amidst COVID-19 challenge. The state machinery is

alert and ever-ready to face disaster and committed to rebuild a better

state every time although post-disaster rebuilding requires more

resources.

Margareta Wahlstrom, UN Special Representative of the

Secretary General for Disaster Risk Reduction said: “The Odisha

government managed to reduce human deaths during Phailin by

evacuating around one million people from the seaside areas. The

authorities also made people aware of the areas which were

vulnerable and saved many lives,”. UN Said : “Today, Odisha is a

global leader in disaster management and risk reduction”. It suggests

that Odisha has done remarkable in reducing disaster risk reduction.

In previous extremely severe cyclone Fani would have caused

thousands of deaths but due to the policy and disaster governance

model that Odisha has evolved, lakhs of people were relocated to

safer places and the casualties could be reduced to a significant extent.

The state’s well-functioning disaster risk reduction (DRR)

system which includes preparedness activities by families, commu-

nities, governments and non-governmental organizations (NGOs

have developed a solid disaster risk reduction model. Odisha was

invited to Japan to share its experiences in the evolution of the

successful model of disaster risk reduction (DRR). In most cases state

mechanisms rise up after the disaster already caused huge irreparable 



havoc to lives both human and non-human and properties but in case

of Odisha it is a matter of the past now.

The sobering facts about disaster response are that aids reach the 

victims when it is already late. Embezzlement of resources is common

in many cases.  However, footing they might be government after

government have legislated new laws to remove corruption and

improve human conditions. But many of them fail to realize their

objectives.

 This successful disaster management and governance model of

Odisha has received International attention and lots of international

organizations have recognized this as a successful model worthy of

replication in other nations of the world in meeting the disaster

challenges. United Nations development programme UNDP and

United Nations Disaster Relief Organization you and Aao 1992 to

another view of disaster management is a major policy document

which have attempted to incorporate various practices of disaster

governance internationally. Most Nations are concerned about the

sea-born disasters.

India has membership with many international agencies in the

field of Disaster Management Services Global platform for disaster

risk reduction GPDRR, United Nations disaster assessment and

coordination UNDAC, International Search and rescue advisory

group INSARAG, United Nations office for the coordination of

humanitarian affairs UNOCHA. Big Global facility for disaster

reduction and recovery is a global partnership program administered

by the World Bank group.

There is an increased politicization of disaster relief operations

and more particularly the Central assistance to the disaster-victim

states in the absence of settled parameters to convert the destruction in 

monetary terms. The motivation of agencies engaged in rescue

operations suffers due to politicization and lack of coordination and

synergy between the existing agencies at different levels. In many

cases, the agencies are not adequately equipped to prove their vitality

during relief operations. These create inordinate delays in reaching

the victims after the actual occurrence of the disaster. The State

Governments demand more assistance from the Central Government

not merely because they are resources-less but the real rescue,

rehabilitation and resettlement are long-term activities and for more

fiscal resources than previous estimations. A post Disaster Needs
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Assessment (PDNA) by a UN team in an estimation suggested that

Kerala would require Rs. 27,000 crore in the coming five years to

rebuild following the devastation caused by recent floods

(Krishnakumar, 2018). The rescue operations take less time than

rehabilitation and resettlements. The rebuilding of infrastructures

takes years but Central assistance is often confined to immediate relief 

operations.

The post-disaster works by the State Governments require far

greater resources. This issue deserves a revisit by the Centre through

appropriate legislation. The Central assistance whether it is in human

resources, materially or monetarily must introduce undisputed

parameters to overcome this contestation. It is one of the ignominious

problems of disaster management policy in India. India is both

democratic and somewhat federal nation. But we have not been able

to build vibrant, autonomous and federal institutions to meet the

growing challenges of disasters. In the absence of such institutions it is 

hard to fix responsibilities in the disaster management process. 

6. Conclusion

It’s not easy to face the challenges posed by the cyclone-caused

disasters without preparing local communities. In the process of

fighting the cyclones the first thing the state government did was to

prepare the local communities for any future eventualities arising out

of cyclones coming from Bay of Bengal.  It did so along with the

development of sustainable infrastructure. Destruction of

infrastructure due to cyclones and floods coming from the bay of

Bengal was a common phenomenon. It weakened the economic

backbone of the coastal villages.  It was also a big economic burden for

the state which is at the lowest ladder in most parameters of

development in India. Minimizing destruction of infrastructures,

livestock, lives and properties deserved immediate attention of the

government. It started erecting durable infrastructure or cyclones

resistant infrastructure. 

One should not be ebullient about the disaster policy

governance and risk reduction successes in Odisha because it lacks

resources to cope with invariable incidences of disaster in the long

run. In India’s federal polity a single state cannot maneuver and

succeed in all its initiatives because most of the states lack sufficient

resources to meet the unforeseen exigencies particularly in the



management of natural disaster. Disaster management needs joint

efforts by the state government and central government or among the

state governments. In fact most of the policies in India have certain

Federal characteristics. 

Therefore, any success in disaster management must involve a

multi-pronged approach with the involvements of centre and states.

Despite all paradoxes, Odisha has emerged as a successful example

in disaster management. How have Odisha evolved innovative

changes in addressing disaster? The disaster governance manage-

ment and state policies are anthropocentric in nature which neglects

nonhuman claims in the management and Governance of natural

disaster. In the Indian Union few states have managed both natural

and man-made disasters in a successful manner. How policies

succeed and fail in a democratic polity like India is a chronic question

for policy makers and administrators.
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Education and Empowerment of

Women in Tharu Tribe : A

Sociological Analysis

Sonu Puri*

Empowerment cannot be seen as a stand-alone strategy as it is a part of a
pervasive perspective to encourage structural or legal changes to support women
community. Finally, empowerment is a moveable interplay between gaining inner
skills and overcoming exterior structural barriers to access resources. It is not easily
measurable and most often it refers to women’s capability to come at a decision that
affects themselves, their family, community, society, markets etc. Women in a tribal
society play a crucial role in their social, cultural, financial and religious ways of life
and considered as an economic asset in their society. Tribal women empowerment
through education has always been a matter of significant thought for government of 
both Union and States. Education is one of the great degrees for measuring the social
status of the community. It is potentially an agent for consciousness and change. So,
it is central to the procedure of women’s empowerment, education is often seen as a
stepping stone for leading a better life. In a general way the level of the education is
the pointer of overall development of women i.e. access in job opportunity,
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financially independency, decision making power etc. The educated women are
becoming broad in their viewpoint and attitudes. This paper discusses the status of
tribal women in present day society and role of education in empowering the status
of tribal women.

[Keywords : Tribal women, Empowerment, Government policies,

Community, Protective safeguards]

1. Introduction

The Tharu tribe is a most popular tribe in India and Nepal. The

Tharu people are native people living in the Terai plains on the

border of Nepal and India. The population of Nepal is 28,287,147

(July 2006 est.), of which the Tharu people make up 6.6%. A smaller

number of Tharus live in India, mostly in Champaran District of

Bihar and in Udham Singh Nagar District of Uttarakhand, Kheeri,

Pilibhit, Gonda, Balrampur, Gorakhpur, Bahraich District of Uttar

Pradesh. Population of Tharu tribe is 83544 in Uttar Pradesh and

85665 on Uttarakhand state. Total Tharu population is near about

169209 in India. The Tharu are identified as scheduled tribes by the

Government of India. Constitution of India gives many special social, 

educational and economic rights to these scheduled tribes and castes

because they are the primary sufferer of the backwardness. The
Tharus are struggling for their rights and cultural protection. Indian

tribes are mostly in requiring of higher education, rapid economic

growth, social justice and political consciousness. Above all the most

high-priority and inevitable need is well advanced communication.

It is true that this is the period of advanced technology and global

communication, but most India tribal communities are suffering

from lack of advanced communication till date.

The majority of tribes are still struggling for food and clothes in

this advanced era. It is a very sad and unthinkable circumstance for

all civilized people, governments and social worker. The origin of the 

Tharu is not clear. Some claim them to be migrants from the Thar

Desert in Rajasthan, India. Other says that these are the descendants

of the children who were born out of the link between the Rajput

women and their servants who fled the Muscleman attacker. They

are however; somewhat Mongoloid in their facial features.1 Tharus

are related with Mongoloid race2 and Rajputs have apart (Aryan)

race. The Tharus followed Hindu religion, but after all, they are

purely a tribal community by anthropological point of view.

Government of India has accepted this community as a scheduled



tribe. Satnam Kaur3 in a case study analyzed in Haryana State upon

the need to give due recognition of female decision making

specifically in the case of home and farm affairs among the rural

families. She found that women who are never found as final

decision maker in many matters except for case of food and nutrition

of the children. Ironically women are not even free to decide about

participation in women’s organization such as Mahila Mandals.

Financial decisions are found solely manipulated by husband accept

in few cases. V. Majumdar4 has talked about in detail that Asian

women’s works are considered as unproductive. It is closely allied
with their inferior social status and also the loss of personal liberty.

He also found that non-socialist countries were the extension of

capitalism has further marginalized the economic and social role of

women. The determinant of decision making of women is family

constraints, illiteracy, traditional obstacles, attitude and women’s

capability. It is suggested to form grass root level organization

responsive to the needs of the poor, local women and suggested such

group to study social organizations like families and household.

Jeanette Gurung5 has observed in Tharu communities women are

accorded less decision making power, have less access to resource

and property. They are less to conduct business on their families,

behalf. In Tharu community the women play dominating role in

making decision about the household activities. As Polyandry is

general in this caste group women cannot play a key role in this

community. Women do not even decide what food to prepare for

dinner. Y.S. Parmar6 has highlighted in his study the socio- economic

background of the Himalayan. He observed that Polyandry in

western Himalayan society where the tradition, institutions, values
and beliefs are changing rapidly.  

Large number of studies has been conducted on Uttar Pradesh
Tribes but they have only determinate to contribute towards the
development of their socio-economic status, decision making power
only in the case of farm and home affairs and conventional barrier.
There are in reality very little or fewer studies carried out in order to
make analysis of the tribal women empowerment through
educational scenario in sociological point of view because education
is important for the transformation of society as well as for the
development of the personal. It is an instrument of change.
Practically, social transformation is done through educational
transformation. Thus it becomes very vital and crucial to pay
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attention and study the neglected or less researched area for the well
being of the tribal, which absolutely give way to their development
and to the national progress. 

2. Objective of the Study

The main objective of this study is to analyze the impact of

education on the empowerment of women in Tharu Tribe through

the field experiences.

3. Area of Study

The present study was undertaken to examine the impact of

education on the empowerment of women in Tharu tribe in Khatima

Tehsil under Udham Singh Nagar, District of Uttarakhand. Kathima

Tehsil is situated about 62.9 km from Udham Singh Nagar District

and Khatima Tehsil has total population of 227,226 as per the Census

2011. Out of which 115,366 are males while 111,860 are females. In

2011 there were total 42,922 families residing in Khatima Tehsil.

Besides this, Khatima Tehsil has total population of Tharu tribe is

53692 in which 26739 are males and 26953 are females.

4. Methodology

Present study is mainly empirical and includes both primary

and secondary data. For primary data, Tharu women were directly

approached and interviewed. Observation, interview and adminis-

tering of scheduled were carried out for the collection of primary

data from 100 respondents. Respondents have been selected through
the purposive sampling. On the other hand, secondary data were

collected from published and unpublished articles, digital data discs, 

reports, documents, websites, books related to tribes, academic

institutes such as universities, colleges, research institutions and

various departments of government and non- government have been 

consulted also for collection of secondary data and interview.

5. Impact of Education on Empowerment of Tribal

Women with particular reference to Tharu Women

Tribal policies in India are based on isolation, assimilation and

integration and democratic decentralization of tribal people. The

Government of India has adopted a policy of integration of tribal

with the mainstream aiming at developing a creative adjustment



between the tribes and non tribes leading to a responsible

partnership. The constitution has committed the nation to two

courses of action in respect of scheduled tribes : Giving protection to

their peculiar way of life and protecting them from social inequity

and all forms of exploitation and differentiation and bringing them at 

par with the rest of the nation so that they may be unified with the

national life.

Thus by the constitution order 1950 issued by the president of

India in exercise of powers conferred by clause 9 (1) of article 342 of

the constitution of India 255 tribes in 17 states were announced to be

scheduled tribes. Except enjoying the rights that all citizens and

minorities have the member of the Scheduled Tribes have been

provided with special protective securities, such as educational

securities [Article 15 (4) and 29]; securities for employment [Article

16 (4), 320 (4) and 333]; economic securities [Article 19]; abolition of

bonded labor [Article 23]; protection from social injustice and all

forms of exploitation [Article 46]; political securities [Reservation of

seats for ST in Lok Sabha and Assemblies under Article 330, 332, 164,

Appointment of Minister in charge of Tribal Welfare and Especial

provisions in respect of Nagaland, Assam and Manipur - Article - 371 

(A), 371 (B) and 371], developmental securities such as promoting the 

academic and economic interests of the Scheduled Tribes (Article 46), 

grants from central Government to the states for welfare of

Scheduled Tribes and incurring the level of administration of

Scheduled Areas (Article 75).

Empowerment is the capability to control over the life or health

of a person, independency, and capability to perform life responsi-

bility, self-efficiency and self-esteam.7 Empowered perso- nalities

have control over their life and are able to perform their responsi-

bility with freedom and self-steam. Major elements of empowerment

are economic, human and social political and cultural empower-

ment.8 All these elements are unconstrained and inter- connected.

Therefore, the only financially empowered person, who is not

empowered socially, politically and culturally, cannot have access

and control over political and social resources. Empowerment is

contextual.9

Women empowerment is determined by their involvement in

the decision-making process and increasing their self-confidence

level, by their status and by their level of social and political
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participation, by their power to control over their income, their

degree of knowledge on social issue and consciousness, awareness

on problems about family relation and violence against them.10

Women empowerment is the increasing and having power for

herself, her family and her society for the improvement of life.

Women empowerment is not only limited to the economical

self-reliance of gender equality, recognizes their identities and power 

in all aspects of life.11 Thus, women empowerment is not only the use

of power for access over the economic resources.

It is a well-known fact that the women of most of the tribes in

India have been enjoying quite high and honourable position in their

respective communities. The reason is attributed to their important

role which they play in socio-economic, cultural, religious and

political life., Not only this, the status of tribal women can be said to

be very high so far as gender equality among the sexes in most of the

tribal communities is concerned. The tribal women are work harder

and the entire family, economy and management depends on them.

Lamichhane12 has rightly asserted that status of Tharu women is

better than of other women of many other tribes. They occupied the

best position among all tribal women. They are free in their society.

According to Shreevastav13, in Tharu community, the women, being

more privileged, are not bounded by many restrictive morals. Even

sexual intimacy between such relatives may not create much harm

and may not produce any conservation in the society. In this sense

they are more open than that of other relatives in the society.

Majumdar14 has explained the dominance of Tharu women,

their property rights and maltreatment to their husbands as well as

their active role in fishing, chasing animals, business negotiation, and 

liberty in choosing their partners an annulling marriage. All this

reflect the matriarchal society of Tharu community. The significant

role of Tharu women in economic and social sphere of Tharu

community can never be underestimated. The women are the sole

owner of the domestic animals, the product of the land and the

garden while the men have their own family.

Subhash Chandra Verma15 has concluded that the Tharu

community continues to be one of the few tribal communities of

India in which women still enjoy a reasonably empowered status.

Women live with fewer restrictions and enjoy respect in the family

and in the community. They enjoy enough social and economic rights 



to give them autonomy in their day-to-day lives. Married life for

women is peaceful and they have considerable freedom in sexual

relations within the marriage relationship. Crimes against Tharu

women continue to be quite low. Whereas women across India are

struggling for their empowerment, Tharu women have long enjoyed

an empowered lifestyle.

Education is said to play an important role in the empowerment 

of women and this is still more important with reference to tribal

women. In fact, education is said to be the key element in the process

of social, economic and political empowerment of the tribal women.

It helps to increase women‘s access to economic resources and open 

opportunities in different areas such as skill development,

knowledge, financial services and market information. This is why

the movement for improving women’s all over the world has

emphasized the role of education. It is accepted that education has

brought about a decrease in the inequalities between sexes and uplift

women’s subordinated position in the society. Literacy and

educational qualification are not only vital factors for availing of

employment opportunities created in the process of modernization

but also for communication with the outside modern world.

6. Findings of the Study

The Tharu people are an ethnic group indigenous to the Terai in 

southern Nepal and Nothern India. They are perceived as an official

nationality by the Government of Nepal. In the Indian Terai, they live 

foremost in Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. The Government

of India perceives the Tharu people as a scheduled tribe. The Tharu

tribe is a well known tribal community of India and Nepal, many of

them living in the Himalayan Terai region on the Indo-Nepal Border.

In India, the districts which are populated by the Tharu tribe are:

Udham Singh Nagar in Uttarakhand State, Pilibhit, Kheeri, Gonda,

Basti, Bahraich, and Gorakhpur in Uttar Pradesh State and Motihari

in Bihar state. The Dang Chitwan, Bardiya, Kailali, Kanchanpur,

Morng, Saptari and Jhapa districts of Nepal are also populated by

Tharu tribe members. More than 80% of the Tharus of India live in

Khatima and Sitarganj Tahsil in Udham Singh Nagar District of

Uttarakhand State. Uttaranchal is a hilly state located in Central

Himalaya. Mainly five tribes reside in Uttaranchal as: Jaunsari,

Tharu, Bhotia, Buxa, and Banraji and the Tharu tribe retract the
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second place in terms of population. The main occupations of this

tribal community are agriculture, hunting and fishing, agriculture

and forestry which form the basis of their economy.

In the present study we gave elaborative analysis on different
features of women empowerment in Tharu tribe in present scenario
and analysis the empowerment of women in Tharu tribe through
education. For fulfilling this aim, the collected data is contained in
Table-1 on nwxt page.

Table-1 : Impact of Education on Tharu Women Empowerment

S. No. Impact of Education on Women
Empowerment

N %age

1. Economic participation and
opportunity 

13 13%

2. Household management and decision
making capacities increased

10 10%

3. Ownership of household assets 07 07%

4. Freedom from domination in the family 11 11%

5. Increased self-confidence 17 17%

6. Improved health and nutrition
conditions

08 08%

7. Acquired self-esteem 14 14%

8. Increased knowledge about business
skills

06 06%

9. Increased ability to raise voice against
injustice behavior 

05 05%

10. Political and legal awareness 09 09%

Total 100 100%

Thus the above table shows that 13 respondents (13%) out of

100 respondents economic participation and opportunities have been 

increased, 10 respondents (10%) out of 100 respondents increased

ability to management of household activities and decision making

capabilities related to various family and other matters also, 07

respondents (07%) out of 100 respondents has been increased ability

to owned the household assets, 11 respondents (11%) out of 100

respondents has been freed from the domination in the family, 17



respondents (17%) out of 100 respondents has been increased their

self-confidence, 08 respondents (08%) out of 100 respondents has

been improved health and nutrition conditions, 14 respondents

(14%) out of 100 respondents has been acquired self-esteem, 06

respondents (06%) out of 100 respondents enhanced their knowledge 

about business skills, 05 respondents (05%) out of 100 respondents

increased ability to raise their voice against injustice behavior (i.e.

increased capability to prevent violence), 09 respondents (09%) out of 

100 respondents has been increased political and legal awareness.

Thus, the largest segments of the respondents (17%) has been
increased their Self- confidence.

7. Conclusion

On the basis of the available information and data, it can be
come to an end that the Tharu community continues to be one of the
few tribal communities of India in which women still delight a
reasonably empowered status. Women live within fewer
prohibitions and enjoy respect in the family and in the community.
Women empowerment aims enabling them to realize their identity,
capability and power in all spheres of their lives. Crime against
Tharu women sustained to be quite low while women across India
are scrambling for their empowerment. Tharu women have long
enjoyed an empowerment lifestyle. Women from Tharu
communities are relatively empowered reflecting a gender equal
social norm in their communities that has been deeply unified in their 
culture for centuries. The main contributing factor for their identical
status in their society was that they contributed undoubtedly
towards economic pursuits by participating uniformly, if not move
along with men folk in economic activities and earning liveliness.
The education is proving an instrument in providing bigger
opportunities to Tharu women to earn and be financially
independent in urban centre and regain their status, which got a
jostle because of changes brought in by displacement, exploitation
and their contact with the mainstream society. The education is
freeing themselves from conventionalism superstitions and
conservation. The education is modifying the role and status of
Tharu women. Marriage and work for educated Tharu women are of
significant social interest and importance in their present day society. 
The changes in the institution of family and marriage have been set in 
pace by them. 
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The pattern of social relationship within the family is changing.

The emergence of educated Tharu women is a sign of the

considerable social-economical changes taking place in the tribal

society. The perspectives and views expressed by the educated

employed Tharu women on diverse issues like education, economic

empowerment, decision-making, personal and social issues like

marriage, health, occupation, cultural patterns, etc., politics and

modernization clearly reflect considerable changes. It is obvious that

Tharu women’s role and status have been changing due to

educational opportunities provided to them. Thus, education has not 

only been working as an instrument for Tharu women to attain their

lost ground but simultaneously helping them in moving towards

modernity of the mainstream society. Keeping in view the positive

influence of education in all spheres of life of Tharu women, it is

desirable that educational programmes for tribal women be

powerful so that this trend sustain and flourish. The compellable and

insufficiencies of educational programmes be underlined and

removed. Rising of literacy will mean resurgent tribal women.

Besides this, women should be willing to take surplus effort for

building a mindset which is suitable for their entire empowerment. It 

is a successive and relevant process, which requires the support of

many who are related to them in one way or other.  
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A Situational Analysis of Women’s
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Survey of Kirtipur Municipality,

Nepal
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This study aims at assessing the situational analysis of married women’s

care work and productive work with the bid of time consumption in Kirtipur

Municipality of Kathmandu Nepal. Using primary and secondary data, the study

embarks on quantitative data, while employing a descriptive cum cross sectional

research design. Data for this study was gathered using scheduled

questionnaire.10 households from each ward were selected by proportionate

purposive sampling techniques with a total sample of 100 married women.  Mean

age of respondent was 35.75(±7.38) years. 42 percent were Kshatris, 41 percent

were Janajatis and 17 percent were Brahmins. 58 percent and 42 percent were
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living under a nuclear and a joint family with respectively. This study found that

most of the women spent their time in care work like in daily cooking food, overall

household management and children’s sanitation. This was evidenced by the

chi-square test of significance and the correlation test. Similarly, this study found

most of the females (76%) were unemployed because of no qualification (30%) as

the major factor. The main issue of desiring to involve in productive work was to

enhance their economic status and professional training and employment as

consider to minimizing the care work.

[Keywords : Care work, Employment, Married women, Productive

work, Professional training]

1. Introduction

Women are at a particular disadvantage in terms of obtaining

decent and productive work.  Women make enormous contributions

not only to the household economy but also global economies,

whether in household unpaid work or management, caring,

entrepreneurship, agriculture and allied businesses, decision

making, and planning or employees. Work and occupation are both

key elements of the economic system. A human being is not only a

social animal; he/she is also an economic being. Both men and

women frequently engaged in any work, either getting economic

incentives or getting moral satisfaction. The economic activities are

multifaceted, varied and complex (Rao, 2007).Generally, in economic 

literature the work force is divided into two types’ i.e. productive

work and care work. Care or unpaid work includes assistance done

by one household member for others (child, elderly, disability etc).

For instance, looking after the children, elderly and differently able,

cooking food, washing clothes and utensils and other cleaning work

as well as services such as providing education, health care, and

counseling are domains of unpaid work. Unpaid care work refers to

all unpaid services provided within a household for its members,

including care of persons, housework and voluntary community

work (Elson, 2000). 

This paper emphasizes mainly care work and paid work for

married women. Care work is indivisible for human dignity and a

compulsory responsibility by any member of a family. Nonetheless,

care work gives lots of satisfaction which is relatively higher than the

satisfaction or profit given by the money. Women in the world

basically allocate their time to paid work, care and leisure and the
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gendered outcomes produced in different socio-economic and

cultural settings. Work, care and leisure are often presented as

mutually competitive segments of one’s life. In order to make sense

of the relationship between work, care and leisure, time needs to be

partitioned in its segments, such as maintenance (e.g., sleep), leisure,

home work (which includes care), search for market work (the state

of unemployment) and finally market (paid) work (Blanchard, 2006).

Unpaid care activities constitute a time and energy-consuming

occupation that limits women’s access to the labour market,

relegating them to low-income and insecure employment. 

 Kabeer (2012) states that women involved in unpaid care work

reproduce labor force on daily basis and help in capital formation of a 

country. Therefore, it is said that the nature of unpaid care work done 

by women determines how much time she has for paid works and

the types of work.

Division of unpaid care work between men and women is done

in an unequal manner and social segmentation. It is believed that

particularly in patriarchal societies like Nepal and India, it is

women’s responsibility to accomplish all unpaid care work in all

sectors (Ferrant et al., 2014).

Due to limited education, many women face many challenges

regardless of paid work and employment generation. Having these

challenges, they are involved in household work such as overall

household management, cleaning, caring for children and elderly

people, educating the children, sanitation as well as paying the bills

of drinking water, electricity and telephone. All these works fall

under the category of unpaid care work which saves expenditure and 

increases income in a family (Acharya, 2014). Likewise, many

women have included work like collection of fuel and water and

voluntary contribution in community work and social services that

are categories under the unpaid care work (Ferrant et al., 2014).

Marxist feminists say that domestic work is an organ of feudal

domestic production system which can be found in capitalist

economy which allows men to have feudal powers to use women’s

work (Ferguson, 2016). Marxist Feminist argued that, both Capitalist

and patriarchal system are tools of exploitation. Capitalists outside

their house exploit the labors by giving low wage and they do not

invest to form their humanitarian capital, similarly in a house that is

driven by patriarchal ideology, women’s labor is exploited inside a



house or in the reproduction sector for the benefit of oneself.

Feminism has become a truly global movement, reflecting the

interests of women in every society of the world. Cultural feminists

have highlighted that females are more fostering, caring, loving,

sharing and responsible to others than females (Bhandari, 1999).

These are not weaknesses but women’s strengths and capacities.

According to cultural feminists, existing orthodox based unequal and

exploitative cultural phenomena have challenged gender equality.

Cultural feminism examines forms of socio-cultural inequalities that

lead to the experiences of oppression for women in society

(Ehrenreich, 1976). To achieve gender equality in terms of work such

as overall household management and allied activities, cultural

feminist argued that a transformative cultural revolution is

unavoidable. 

In Nepal, care work was a big problem affecting the economic
empowerment of women and girls, mainly through constraining the
time they had available to participate in social activities, leisure and
rest and engagement with media. Indeed, gender disparities in the
division of labour between paid and unpaid work also continue, with 
men spending more of their work time in remunerative and women
performing most of the unpaid and care work (Budlender, 2008).
Despite the huge contribution of women in the national economy,
they are still overrepresented among the underpaid and unprotected
workers in both developing and developed society. The data
published by national and international agencies shows that the
overall welfare of Nepalese women is substantially low as compared
to males. The World Summit for Social Development held in
Copenhagen, Denmark (1995) concluded for equal participation by
women and men in socio-economic political and cultural aspects of
life (Shrestha, 2002). Although, to date, Nepalese women are
traditionally responsible for child rearing, cooking, cleaning,
collection of water, fuel wood and fodder. Women have inadequate
access to productive work, employment and income, education,
health care, nutrition even if constitutional provision favoring their
equal rights (Sen, 2013). 

Labor Act (Government of Nepal, 1992) says that any
individual working in formal sectors has to work for 8 hours and not
more than 48 hours a week and if the individual is needed to work
more than that (not more than 4 hours) such an individual needs to be 
paid one and half more than general pay and will be provided with
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one day weekly leave (Government of Nepal, 2017). According to the
Nepal Labour Force Survey (2008), 68.2 percent of employed Nepali
persons worked 40 hours and more. Nepal’s Civil Code (1963)
recognizes that childcare should not be the sole responsibility of the
mother. If a woman cannot and does not want to take care of her
child, it is the legal duty of the father to take care of the child.
However, this provision applies most to cases of divorce rather than
to everyday life. In 2011 Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) developed
a questionnaire to collect data on 40, 000 citizens regarding unpaid
care work. Additionally, the Disabled Persons Protection and
Welfare Act (1983), the Children’s Act (1992) and the Senior Citizen
Act (2002) state that it is the family’s legal obligation to provide the
disabled, young and elderly with care. 

Although various researches have been carried out on behalf of

women development, these have not yet been analyzed in this

perspective. So, this is a new inquiry. It is argued that in Nepal and

most south Asian countries, women have a triple burden of work,

family care, productive work and community work.  They have over

burdening of care work due to this they have less time for productive

work. There should be time distribution and sharing of role and

responsibility within men, women and family members to balance

power relations in family and society and to provide enough time for

capability enhancement and income for decent living. Based on

literature review, it is clear that what has not been researched quite

extensively is the status of care work and productive work of women. 

Although there exist some empirical studies regarding women’s care 

work and productive work but the measures to minimize the

unequal time allocation for care work and productive work that

bring women in the mainstream of development have not been

studied. However, there is no sufficient work made on this issue and

a concrete research has not been conducted in Nepal as well. So, this

study covers the situational analysis on workload of women for care

work and productive work in Kirtipur municipality of Nepal. The

paper will be significant mainly for the government, planners, policy

makers and the concerned stakeholders who are concerned directly

to the social policy domain with reference to welfare of women

whose contribution still does not incorporate in Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) and also provides the substantial base for choice,

sufficiency, autonomy, independence, which in reality achieve little

in terms of gender equality. Furthermore, it would be helpful for all



the researchers, non-governmental organization and other

institutions to identify the measures that help women to spend their

time in productive work. 

2. Objective of the Study

The objective of this paper is to examine the status of time

consumption of married women for care work and productive work

in Kirtipur municipality of Nepal. 

3. Method and Data Sources

This study had adopted descriptive and cross-sectional

research design. Both the primary and secondary sources of data had

been used in the study. Secondary data had been collected from

different related secondary sources through document study. A

community based cross sectional study was carried out among

married women of age group (18 years and above) of Kirtipur

Municipality. The study focused on the entire households of the

Municipality including 10 wards each. The total households of the

study area are 19441 (CBS, 2011). Hence, the total households of the

Kirtipur Municipality were considered the universe of this study.

From the total universe, 10 households from each ward were selected 

by proportionate purposive sampling technique and sample size

was100 households. If any household was found without married

women that household was left and another household was chosen.

At the 90 percent confidence level, required sample size could be 100

that can well represent the universe (Cohen et al., 2007) and selected

sample size in the study area well represented the total household.

Semi-structure scheduled questionnaire and in-depth interviews had 

been carried to meet the objective of the study. Chi-square and

correlation test was carried out for data analysis. 

4. Results and Discussion

In this study, care work was considered as overall household

management (washing clothes, respecting guest and taking care of

sick family members),daily cooking in house, managing overall

children sanitation, daily time spent for cooking in house, daily time

spent for children overall sanitation (bathing, caring, feeding etc) and 

daily time spent for overall sanitation of house. These variables were

considered as dependent variables. Caste, family structure and
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employment status were considered as independent variables.

Within these variables, a Chi-square and a correlation test were

performed. If the P-value was less than 0.05 then the test was

considered significant or there was association between the variables

selected otherwise non-significant or no association between the

variables selected. The correlation test was also performed in the

study to check the relationship (or inverse or direct) between the

variables.

Table-1 : Distribution of Respondents by Socio-demographic
Characteristics

Characteristics Frequency (N=100) %

Caste

     Brahmin 17 17

     Kshatri 42 42

     Janajati 41 41

Structure of Family

     Nuclear 58 58

     Joint 42 42

Source : Field Survey, 2020

The above table reveals background information of the

respondents. By caste Kshatri (42%) occupied the highest proportion

followed by Janajati (41%) and Brahmin (14%). Moreover, by family

structure, the nuclear family occupied more than half (58%) with

joint family (42%) respectively. 

Table-2 : Distribution of Respondents by Care Work

Background
Characteristics

Respondents by Overall
Household Management

Total

Female
Self
(%)

Husband
and Wife

(%)

Father and
Mother-in-

law (%)

Caste Brahmin 0.0 64.7 35.3 17

Kshatri 59.5 40.5 0.0 42

Janajati 41.5 58.5 0.0 41

The chi-square value is 41.495 and P-value is 0.000.



Family
Structure

Nuclear 41.4 58.6 0.0 58

Joint 42.9 42.9 14.3 42

The chi-square value is 9.462 and P-value is 0.009.

Background
Characteristics

Respondents by Daily Cooking
in House 

Total

Female
Self
(%)

Husband
and Wife

(%)

Father and
Mother-in-

law (%)

Caste Brahmin 100.0 0.0 0.0 17

Kshatri 88.1 0.0 11.9 42

Janajati 82.9 14.6 2.4 41

The chi-square value is 13.359 and P-value is 0.010.

Family
Structure

Nuclear 79.4 10.3 10.3 58

Joint 100.0 0.0 0.0 42

The chi-square value is 9.875 and P-value is 0.007.

Background
Characteristics

Respondents by Managing
Overall Children Sanitation

Total

Female
Self
(%)

Husband
and Wife

(%)

Others
(helper)

(%)

Caste Brahmin 64.7 35.3 0.0 17

Kshatri 76.2 11.9 11.9 42

Janajati 80.5 17.1 2.4 41

The chi-square value is 8.432 and P-value is 0.077.

Family
Structure

Nuclear 79.4 10.3 10.3 58

Joint 71.4 28.6 0.0 42

The chi-square value is 9.040 and P-value is 0.011.

Source : Field Survey, 2020.

The above table reveals that by caste “respondents by overall

household management” was seen ‘husband and wife’ with the
highest proportion of Brahmin (64.7%) and the least of ‘female self’

with nil proportion and the highest proportion of ‘husband and wife’

(58.5%) and the least ‘father and mother-in-law’ of Janajati. Also, it

was ‘female self’ of Kshatri (59.5%) sharing the highest proportion

and the least of ‘father and mother-in-law’ with nil percent
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respectively. Similarly, “respondents by daily cooking in house by

self” were ‘female self’ occupying the highest proportion of Brahmin

(100%), Kshatri (88.1%) and Janajati (82.9%) respectively.

Furthermore, “respondents by managing overall children’s

sanitation” were seen ‘female self’ sharing the highest proportion of

Brahmin (64.7%), Kshatri (76.2%) and Janajati (80.5%) respectively.

In the same way, by family structure, “respondents by overall

household management” were seen the highest of ‘husband and wife’ 

(58.6%) sharing the highest proportion followed by ‘female self’ (41.5)

and nil of ‘father and mother-in-law’ of nuclear family. This was equal 

of ‘female self’ (42.9%) and the least of ‘father and mother-in-law’

(14.3%) respectively of joint family. Respondents by daily cooking in

house by self was seen the highest of ‘female self’ (79.4%) followed by

‘husband and wife’ (10.3%) with equal proportion respectively.

Respondents by managing overall children’s sanitation were seen

‘female self’ (79.4%) with the highest proportion followed by

‘husband and wife’ and others (helper) (10.3%) with an equal

proportion of nuclear family. Similarly, in joint family this was also

the highest of ‘female self’ (71.4%) followed by ‘husband and wife

(28.6%) and nil of others respectively.

Moreover, a chi-square test was performed for the test of

significance. From table (2), Pearson’s Chi-square indicates that there

is highly significant relation between caste with respondents by

overall household management (as P-value is 0.000), significant

relation with respondents by daily cooking in house (by self) (as

P-value is 0.010) and close significant relation with respondents by

managing overall children sanitation (as P-value is 0.077).

Furthermore, there is significant relation between family structure

and respondents by overall household management (as P-value is

0.009), respondents by daily cooking in house (by self) (as P-value is

0.007) and respondents by managing overall children sanitation (as

P-value is 0.011).

Table-3 on next page reveals that “daily time spent for cooking” 

was ‘3 hours’ (64.7%) sharing the highest proportion and the least

‘1 hour’ with nil percent of Brahmin caste. This was the highest of

‘2 hours’ (50.0%) and the least of ‘1 hour’ (23.8%) of Kshatri caste and

this was the highest of ‘2 hours’ (58.5%) and the least of ‘1 hour’

(4.9%) of Janajit caste respectively. “Daily time spent for children



overall sanitation (bathing, caring, feeding etc)” was ‘1 hour’ (64.7%)

sharing the highest proportion and the least ‘3 hours’ with nil percent 

of Brahmin caste. This was the highest of ‘1 hour’ (76.2%) and the

least with nil percent of Kshatri caste and the highest of ‘1 hour’

(53.7%) and the least ‘3 hours’ with nil percent of Janajati caste

respectively. “Daily time spent for overall sanitation of the house”

was the highest of ‘1 hour’ (64.7%) and the least ‘3 hours’ of Brahmin

caste.

Table-3 : Distribution of Respondents by Time Spent on Care Work

Background
Characteristics

Daily time spent for cooking Total
No.

1 hour
(%)

2 hours 
(%)

3 hours
(%)

Caste Brahmin 0.0 35.3 64.7 17

Kshatri 23.8 50.0 26.2 42

Janajati 4.9 58.5 36.6 41

The chi-square value is 14.797 and P-value is 0.005.

Family
Structure

Nuclear 0.0 46.6 53.4 58

Joint 28.6 57.1 54.3 42

The chi-square value is 27.205 and P-value is 0.000.

Background
Characteristics

Daily time spent for children
overall sanitation (bathing,

caring, feeding etc.) 

Total
No.

1 hour
(%)

2 hours
(%)

3 hours
(%)

Caste Brahmin 64.7 35.3 0.0 17

Kshatri 76.2 23.8 0.0 42

Janajati 53.7 46.3 0.0 41

The chi-square value is 4.631 and P-value is 0.099.

Family
Structure

Nuclear 70.7 29.3 0.0 58

Joint 57.1 42.9 0.0 42

The chi-square value is 1.965 and P-value is 0.161.
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Background
Characteristics

 Daily time spent for overall
sanitation of house

Total
No.

1 hour
(%)

2 hours
(%)

3 hours
(%)

Caste Brahmin 64.7 35.3 0.0 17

Kshatri 73.8 26.2 0.0 42

Janajati 56.1 43.9 0.0 41

The chi-square value is 2.862 and P- value is 0.239.

Family
Structure

Nuclear 60.3 39.7 0.0 58

Joint 71.4 28.6 0.0 42

The chi-square value is 1.315 and P-value is 0.251.

Source : Field Survey, 2020

Again by family structure “daily time spent for cooking” was

‘3 hours’ (53.4%) and ‘2 hours’ of the nuclear families. This was

‘2 hours’ (57.1%) sharing the highest proportion and least (28.6 %) of

joint families respectively. “Daily time spent for children overall

sanitation” was ‘1 hour’ (70.7%) sharing highest proportion and least

nil percent of ‘3 hours’ of nuclear family where as it was ‘3 hours’

(57.1%) and nil of ‘3 hours’ with least proportion of joint family.

Again, by “daily time spent for overall sanitation of house, ‘1 hour’

(60.3%) and ‘2 hour’ (39.7%) of nuclear family and ‘1 hour’ (71.4%)

and ‘2 hour’ (28.6%) of joint family respectively shared the

proportion.

From table-3, Pearson’s chi-square indicates that there is

significant relation between caste  and daily time spent for cooking

(as P-value is 0.005), non-significant relation with daily spent for

children overall sanitation (as P-value is 0.099) and daily time spent

for overall sanitation of house (as P-value is 0.239).  Furthermore,

there is significant relation between family structure and daily time

spent for cooking (as P-value is 0.000), non-significant relation with

daily time spent for children overall sanitation (as P-value is 0.161)

and also non-significant relation with daily time spent for overall

sanitation of house (as P-value is 0.251) respectively. 

The distribution of respondents by characteristics of productive 

work has been depicted in Table-4 on next page.



Table-4 : Distribution of Respondents by Characteristics
of Productive Work

Characteristics Frequency
(N=100)

Percentage

Status of Employment

     Yes 24 24.00

     No 76 76.00

Factors behind Unemployment (N=76)

     Because of Care Work 22 22.00

     No Permission for Working Outside 12 12.00

     No Qualification 30 30.00

     Have to Look After Children 12 12.00

Nature of Employment(N=24)

     Wage labour 6 25.00

     Internal Work** 2 8.33

     Official Work 9 37.50

     Business 7 29.17

Time Spent for Wage labour(N=6)

     3-5 hours 2 33.33

     5-8 hours 4 66.67

Daily Average Earning by Wage Labour

     Rs.200-600 6 100.00

Time Spent For Internal Work

     4-6 hours 2 100.00

Daily Average Earning by Internal Work

     Rs. 200-600 2 100.00

Nature of Official Work (N=9)

     Semi-Government 4 44.44

     I/NGos 5 55.56

Monthly Average Income by Official Work

     Rs. 15000-30000 9 100.00

Nature of Business (N=7)

     Capital Goods based Business 4 57.14

     Consumer Goods Based Business 3 42.86
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Daily Time Spend for Business (N=7)

     3-6 hours 4 57.14

     6-9 hours 3 42.86

Daily Average Earning per-day by Business

     Rs.1000-3000 7 100.00

Desire to Involved in Productive Work (N=76)

     Desire 76 100.0

Factors to be involved in Productive Work(N=76)

     Enhance Strong Economic Status 18 23.68

     To be Self-reliance and Independent 14 18.42

     Official Job is comparatively easier than

     agriculture work and Wage labour

9 11.84

     Helpful to Household Expenditure 9 11.84

     To Achieve Quality Life 4 5.27

     To Reduce Economic Burden of Husband 13 17.11

     To Achieve Self-esteem and Social Prestige 9 11.84

Source : Field Survey, 2020

**Periodic and seasonal paid work especially, cleaning house, marriage
ceremony and other festivals.

Table-4 reveals that, in the study area out of total (100)
respondents most of them (76%) were found unemployed. Similarly,
those who were unemployed explained the reasons for unemploy-
ment were “no qualification” (30%), care work (22%), no permission
for working outside (22%), and having to look after children (12%).
Out of the total 24 respondents who were employed, they explained
the natures of employment were wage labour (25%) internal work
(8.33%), official work (37.5%) and business (29.17%). Those who were 
employed as wage labour were asked further how long they spent
working. Around 34 percent respondents responded ‘3 to 5 hours’
and about 45 percent respondents responded ‘5 to 8 hours’ and their
daily earnings were around Rs.200 to Rs.600 per day. Similarly, those
who were employed as ‘internal work’ responded that their time
duration was ‘4 to 6 hours’ and their earnings wereRs. 200 to Rs.600
per day. In the same way, those who were employed in ‘official
work’, about 45 percent were employed in ‘semi government’ and 56
percent were employed in non-governmental organization earning
Rs.15000 to Rs. 3000 per month. Those who had business, nearly 58
percent had capital-based business and 43 percent had consumer



goods-based business and their daily time spent was ‘3 to 6 hours’
(57.14%) and ‘6 to 9 hours’ (42.86%) respectively and their daily
earning was Rs. 1000 to Rs. 3000. 

Again, those who were not employed were further asked about
their desire to be involved in productive work. Almost all
respondents who were not employed desired to be involved in
productive work. Furthermore, factors to be involved in productive
works were ‘to enhance strong economic status’ (23.68%) sharing the
highest proportion followed by ‘self-reliance and independent’
(18.42%), ‘to reduce economic burden of husband’ (17.11%), ‘official
job is comparatively easier than agriculture work and wage labour’
(11.84%), ‘helpful to household expenditure’ (11.84%), ‘to achieve
self-esteem’ and ‘social prestige’ (11.84%) respectively.

Table-5 : Distribution of Respondents by Employment Status with
respective to Care Work

Background Characteristics Daily time spent for Cooking Total

1 hour
(%)

2 hours
(%)

3 hours
(%)

Employment 
status

Employed 0.0 62.5 37.5 24

Unemployed 15.8 47.4 36.8 76

The Spearman correlation is -.086.

Background Characteristics Daily time spent for children
overall sanitation (bathing,

caring, feeding etc.)

Total

1 hour
(%)

2 hours
(%)

3 hours
(%)

Employment 
status

Employed 50.0 50.0 0.0 24

Unemployed 69.7 30.3 0.0 76

The Spearman correlation is -.177.

Background Characteristics Daily time spent for overall
sanitation of house

Total

1 hour
(%)

2 hours
(%)

3 hours
(%)

Employment 
status

Employed 75.0 25.6 0.0 24

Unemployed 61.8 38.2 0.0 76

The spearman correlation is .118.

Source : Field Survey, 2020
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Table-5 reveals that ‘daily time spent for cooking’ was ‘2 hours’

(62.5%) sharing the highest proportion and the least ‘1 hour’ of

employment with nil percent. It was the highest of ‘2 hours’ and least

‘1 hour’ (15.8%) of the unemployed respectively. Similarly, ‘daily

time spent for children overall sanitation (bathing, caring, feeding

etc.)’ was ‘1 hour’ and ‘2 hours with equal percent’ (50.0%) sharing

the highest proportion of the employed. It was the highest of ‘1 hour’

(69.7%) of the unemployed. Furthermore, “daily time spent for

overall sanitation of house” was ‘1 hour’ of employed and also

‘1 hour’ (61.8%) the unemployed with highest proportion.

Moreover, the correlation test was also performed to check the

association between the variables. It was found that there was highly

negatively correlation (-.086) between employment status and daily

time spent for cooking, negatively weak correlation with daily time

spent for children overall sanitation (bathing, caring, feeding etc.),

however, positive correlation (.118) but weak positive correlation

was seen with daily time spent for overall sanitation of house. All

these values of correlation indicate that when employment status is

increased the time spent for care work is decreased or vice versa.

5. Conclusion

In this study, most of the respondents were engaged in care

work rather than productive work. This was verified by the

chi-square test showing the significant association between caste and

family structure with care work like overall household management,

daily cooking food in house and managing overall children’s

sanitation. They spent an average 1.5 hours for overall household

management, 2 hours for cooking, 1.5 hours for children’s sanitation.

Also, the study showed the inverse relationship between the employ-

ment status and the time spent for care work. Furthermore, almost all

female respondents have a desire to be involved in productive work.

The researchers found that professional training, support by family

members; uses of modern equipment were the essential measures in

the study area to reduce care work. The planners, policy makers and

concerned stakeholders should incorporate such measures in

development practice in detail through planning interventions.

Recommendations

All the respondents have logically recommended some

alternative measures to reduce the care work and increase



productive work on behalf of women development and self-reliance.

The key suggested recommendations are: professional training and

employment, empowerment, support by family members,

socio-cultural transformation and uses of modern equipments like

vacuum cleaner, washing machine, freeze and so forth. The concern

stakeholders, therefore, should focus their policy measures for

taking women care work to productive work in market. This paper

did not address the women’s household decision with regard to care

work and productive work, so this can be the issue of further study.  
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The Interconnections between the

BRICS Nations

 Aloka Dutta*

The objective of this article is to define the interconnection between the
BRICS nations. Without cooperation and negotiation procedures, the world is
extremely shaky and helpless to deal with large-scale catastrophes, as the 2020
pandemic demonstrated. As a result, the paper argues that multilateral systems for

resolving global challenges such as BRICS is becoming increasingly necessary,
particularly in the modern-day. The premise is that informal groupings such as the

BRICS could develop into a viable alternative for resolving existential risks and
difficulties. The research is innovative in that it attempts to lay the groundwork for
an informal group of countries to develop a healthy relations with multilateral
institutions accountable for specific issues such as digital money circulation, loan

availability, and debt reduction. The theoretical relevance of the research is that the
proposed model of the BRICS’s shared economic mechanism may serve as a
springboard for a new era of globalization characterized by digitization and more
inter-country cooperation.. The purpose of this article is to demonstrate how the
BRICS can actually connect peace and security to sustainable development The
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paper finishes with proposals for the BRICS’s joint economic policy and its
post-pandemic future.

[Keywords :  The BRICS, World, Nation, Interconnections, Economy]

1. Introduction

The purpose of this article is to demonstrate how the BRICS can

actually connect peace and security to sustainable development.

BRICS was created out of frustration that the global South’s concerns

are not adequately reflected and handled in world institutional

frameworks that are frequently skewed in favor of the global North’s

interests. Thus, its establishment is intended to focus thought on

growth in an unconstrained manner by the fallibilities of a biased

world perspective. This approach aims to translate peace and

security concerns into development possibilities, by examining

potential avenues for establishing and funding this nexus, resulting

in well-coordinated and demonstrable development outcomes. The

study begins by assessing the maturity of BRICS as an institution at

its seven-year anniversary. It studies BRICS conceptually, through

the statements of its summits, as it considers itself within a multiple

political and financial world system.1 This is mainly to clarify the

BRICS’s stance, whether reformist or radical, in the context of the

international system’s institutional reconfiguration dynamics.

Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa have established

a group of nations that has left some international relations

researchers perplexed as to what to call them and how to evaluate

them in general. The BRICS, a term established in 2003 by investment 

bank Goldman Sachs, is widely seen as a significant new actor in

global politics. Their rapid economic growth has prompted

speculation that the BRICS would surpass the G6 in the next decades. 

This has led some researchers to speculate that the BRICS could

evolve into a counter-pole to the West. However, is this coalition as

strong as some researchers and analysts indicate, and does the BRICS 

have the ambition to become such a strong and united group? When

considering what the BRICS have accomplished since they began

planning regular summits, one could argue that their leaders believe

cooperation is beneficial when the benefits are obvious, but they also

appear to be extremely hesitant to assume any of the costs and risks

associated with such a partnership. “However, this evolving

common and convergent approach is not immune to the members’



disparate country characteristics and their deeply entrenched desire

to retain their sovereignty and noninterventionist disposition.”2 As

a result, this study will examine the nature of the BRICS’ relationship

via the lens of complex interdependence.  

The narrative in the paper then follows the BRICS’ mission on

peace and security through its summit pronouncements, with a

special emphasis on establishing a relationship between peace,

security, and growth. As a result, it settles on a distinction between

“hard” and “soft” peace and security challenges, as well as the

wisdom of advising BRICS countries on them in light of competing

national and foreign policy and regional economic community

interests, all of which regard these challenges as their prerogative to

address.

1.1 Historical Analysis

The BRICS are the result of globalization and have benefited for

decades from the liberal West’s open economy promotion. While the

economic side of the BRICS is critical, there have been countless

examples of the BRICS playing a political role in the world order. The

combination of India, Brazil, and South Africa, predated the BRICS

politically. IBSA was established to engage the G8 in a debate

concerning the Iraq war and multilateral World Trade Organization

(WTO) discussions. Brazil and India both felt left out of previous

international negotiations and sought to reassert their influence

through alternative means due to a lack of major authority at the

United Nations (UN). “The three countries positioned themselves as

multiethnic, multicultural, and democratic developing powers” that 

advocated for a more democratic international order.3 Simul-

taneously with these advances, the BRICS engaged in dialogue on a

variety of subjects, including development and trade. At some point,

thee philosophies collided, and a new alliance was formed to

“incorporate regional hegemony in order to pool their strength  in the 

numerous multilateral negotiation venues”. At the 2003 WTO

conference in Cancun, the BRICS coalition would make its first move

as a new political player.

India, China, and Brazil spearheaded a coalition of developing

nations in scuttling the Doha round deal negotiated by the United

States and Europe. The three BRICS nations did not necessarily enter

these conversations with the same objectives, but they would all
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benefit from dismantling the Euro-American hegemony that had

been evident at previous summits. “It is suggested that the WTO has

become significantly more democratic, and that the Europeans and

Americans are no longer the sole key players.”4 

As a result, while considering the BRICS, economic factors play
a larger role in defining these countries. South Africa and China are
so diverse that collaboration appears improbable and difficult. Brazil
should be grouped alongside other South and Latin American
countries, such as Mexico and Argentina, based on their political and
economic structures. While India would benefit from a deal with
Bangladesh and Indonesia, South Africa would benefit from a deal
with slightly less developed countries such as Nigeria and Botswana. 
This observation reaffirms the BRICS’s vulnerability to coercion.
However, such a judgment may have been reached in haste. Such
coalitions may be justified in international relations theory on the
basis of factual and normative results. The conclusions drawn from
this research may shed additional light on the BRICS’s existence, as
well as assist future scholars in analyzing the BRICS through the lens
of an international relations theory that best fits this coalition.

1.2 Examining the Evolution Trajectory of BRICS

In Yekaterinburg, Russia, the first BRICS formal summit was
held, attended by the leaders of Brazil, Russia, India, and China. The
first summit focused on increasing global economic output,
transforming financial institutions, and charting a course for future
collaboration. Following this summit, brainstorming sessions were
held to consider alternatives to the US dollar’s supremacy. In 2010,
South Africa was admitted to the BRICS. Later that year, in April
2011, President Jacob Zuma of South Africa attended the BRICS
summit in Sunaya, China. Several significant changes occurred as
well, such as the establishment of BRICS as an independent
international organization in 2011 to promote economic, political,
and cultural cooperation among member states. Similarly, the BRICS
members promised US$75 billion in 2012 to bolster the IMF’s lending
capacity. At the 5th summit in South Africa, it was proposed to form
an alternative to the World Bank and IMF. It was determined in 2014
to formalize the institutional structure, however, this was not
possible due to disagreements over shared burden and location.
China pledged US$ 41 billion to the pool at the  BRICS leaders’
summit, while Russia, India, and Brazil pooled US$ 18 billion and



South Africa pooled US$ 5 billion. On 15 July 2014, at the BRICS’s
sixth meeting in Fortaleza, Brazil, member nations signed the
long-awaited treaty establishing the US$100 billion BRICS
Development Bank. Optical fiber link between BRICS countries over
the sea is also on the table for enhancing existing communication
between BRICS countries. The BRICS Contingent Reserve
Arrangement is a more significant achievement since it protects
member states from global liquidity pressures. The CRA is
considered as a rival to the IMF, while the BRICS Development Bank
is viewed as a model of growing South-South cooperation. In the
recent decade, the BRICS’ contribution to GDP has increased by 179
percent, while trade has increased by 94 percent,” Wang Jianzhou
stated during a discussion at the BRICS circular table talk’s tenth
meeting in Durban. Between 2008 and 2017, the global average
growth rate was roughly 1%, whereas the BRICS countries were
predicted to achieve 8%. Additionally, the BRICS increased its share
of overall global financial esteem from 12% to 23%. (Cameron, 2017).5 

During the 2014 BRICS Summit, Chinese President Xi Jinping

described the BRICS spirit as one of inclusion, participation, and

win-win outcomes. It has gradually evolved into an all-inclusive

accord among the BRICS countries and has been received far too

enthusiastically by other emerging markets and developing

countries. The correspondence principle underpins this one-of-

a-kind key organization. Coordination and communication, as well

as the ability to reach an agreement during the meeting, have

resulted in the BRICS decision-making process serving as a model for 

emerging markets and developing nations to emulate. The BRICS

countries adhere to the principles of balance, organization, and

actual participation. The principle of correspondence is paramount.

Regardless of economic, population, or geographic differences, all

component states adhere to the principle of correspondence and fully 

regard and examine the interface of each component, which may be a

significant differential between BRICS and the pleasant components

of developed countries (Maria, 2019).6 

1.3 The Transformation over the Years 

BRICS is an acronym for China, Brazil, India, and Russia. The

BRICS concept dates all the way back to, when the foreign ministers of

these four governments met at the United Nations’ 61st session. The

inaugural BRICS Summit took place in Yekaterinburg, Russia, in 2009, 
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and the summit has since then held 11 sessions as an annual event.

Whereas South Africa was added in 2010. The governments agreed at

the very first summit to work only in economic and financial matters;

they discussed their presence and positions in global institutions

based on transparency and merit. In 2010, a conference in Brazil

decides to focus on the energy industry and to collaborate on an

infrastructure project. In the Chinese city of Sanya, nations refocused

their attention on global institutions and decided to reform them.

They demonstrated their commitment to opposing terrorism,

eradicating hunger, utilizing renewable energy sources, and adhering 
to the millennium development goals. States decided in Durban,

South Africa, to begin a border exercise dubbed “Outreach” in order

to expand their engagement with emerging countries.

The next year, in Fortaleza, Brazil, the result of cooperation was
the establishment of a new development bank for the purpose of
allocating resources for infrastructure and other significant growth
initiatives. Russia hosted the seventh BRICS meeting, which
established a framework for development and strengthening the
cooperation through the formulation of the “BRICS Economic
Partnership Strategy.” In 2017, the BRICS states had their annual
summit in China, during which an innovation plan was agreed upon
by all party states, as well as a memorandum of understanding
between the NDB and the Business Council. The BRICS governments 
have been increasingly cooperative during the last two years in the
Regional aviation cooperation and BRICS innovation network. Now,
BRICS-related obligations and agreements have grown in scope
throughout the years. It has evolved into a multi-level and
multi-dimensional structure that includes meetings of National
Security Advisors, Foreign Ministers, and Heads of State in order to
foster rational collaboration in dozens of areas such as trade,
business, agriculture, expertise, science, health, budget, economics,
culture, and think tanks. Additionally, the assistance mechanism
involves the formation of a bank (NDB), a reserve arrangement, a
council for business, and a think tank council, all of which contribute
to more prolific results and strengthen this link.

The 11th BRICS Summit, which took place in Brazil on
November 13th and 14th 2019, focused on economic development and
collaboration in the areas of the economy, innovation, security,
health, science, and business. As a result, the summit’s objective was
to strengthen collaboration in the digital economy. Apart from



financial cooperation, India’s priority was to bolster cooperation
against terrorism. Prior to the summit’s start, The Times of India
predicted New Delhi will chair the subgroup on terrorists’ use of the
internet. BRICS recognizes the critical nature of counter-terrorism
measures, and as such, it established five sub-groups within the
counter-terrorism department to address issues like terrorist
financing, radicalization, and capacity building for terrorists, among
others (Ibid). Additionally, it emphasized the fight against the drug
trade, organized crime, and money laundering. The BRICS Summit
emphasized the importance of establishing collaborative ventures in
the aforementioned sectors prior to the next summit. Modi urged
that the BRICS member states lower their trading expenses and
tariffs with one another.

As a result, the conference also explored the establishment of a

stable currency for trade. Prime Minister Modi and President Putin

decided during the Summit to organize the first Bilateral Regional

Forum in 2020 to eliminate regional trade impediments.

Additionally, Putin urged that India invest in the Arctic region’s oil

and natural gas resources while collaborating with Russia on defense 

and nuclear energy (Sangeeta, 2019).7 PM Modi and Chinese

President Xi Jinping held bilateral meetings during which they

discussed the WTO and the critical role of peace and security in the
area of investment and innovation (Ibid). President Xi and Putin both 

stated that the BRICS would seek to mitigate the effects of

protectionist policies that hamper global economic growth. China’s

trade conflict with the United States was considered a byproduct of

such protectionist political practices that foster unfair competition.

1.4 Prospects of Trans-Regional Cooperation-Challenges and

Opportunities

One critical degree of cooperation and collaboration is regarded 

trans-regional, which is urgently needed. However, cooperation

needs nations to contribute in a variety of ways, including economic,

technological, political, and developmental. This shifts the scenario

from hegemony to a collaborative border posture, as well as from

global to regional scales. Additionally, when you combine a

population that accounts for around 41% of the world’s population,

23% of GDP, and a massive volume of trade that accounts for
approximately 16% of global trade, collaboration matters and the

collaborating members can have a truly significant impact. This
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cooperation is not limited to the primary objective of promoting

peace, security, and development; it also advances collaboration in

other spheres of life among member states, ultimately benefiting the

BRICS nations. The BRICS countries are unquestionably the

fastest-growing economies of the twenty-first century. Members of

the BRICS have amassed considerable influence in regional affairs.

China, with its broad network of global investments, dominates

global trade. India, being the world’s fifth-largest economy,

represents an attractive opportunity for international investment.

Brazil’s economy has grown at a breakneck pace and is currently the
world’s ninth-largest.

Russia has positioned itself as a pivot in the technology, energy, 

and defense sectors (Terry, 2019).8 Significantly, member govern-

ments have committed to uphold the ideals of equality, non-

interference, and mutual benefit. Considering the aforementioned

members’ strengths, one can infer about BRICS’s important future

prospects. The BRICS are rumored to bring about a durable answer

to inclusive growth. Multidimensional cooperation will continue to

expand. According to some researchers, multilateral and bilateral

trade between BRICS countries would grow exponentially in the next 

years. The establishment of the New Development Bank (BRICS

Bank) will result in infrastructure development and economic

assistance to small economies. Additionally, member states have

recommended doing trade in their domestic currencies. For example, 

India and Brazil will conduct business in either rupees or real (plural

realis). The BRICS Contingent Reserve Arrangement (CRA) will

provide a framework for member states’ economy to be protected

from global market liquidity. This also includes the protection of

local currencies against global financial pressure. The NDB and

ECAs (export credit guarantee agencies) have signed a

memorandum of understanding, which is expected to serve as a

framework for technical, strategic, and operational cooperation. This

will eventually result in the member states achieving common goals.

2.  Economic Profile of BRICS Member Countries

This section provides an overview of the BRICS members’

economic and trade profiles. To comprehend and analyze BRICS as a

group, it is vital to grasp the global context in which these five

growing powers scattered over four continents operate. Together,



the BRICS countries accounted for 26% of global GDP (PPP) in 2011

and more than 40% of the global population. Russia is by far the

largest member in the grouping in terms of landmass (it is also the

largest country in the world). China, closely followed by India, is the

world’s most populated country demographically. These two

countries together account for more than a third of the world’s

population.

Over the last two decades, the BRICS have outperformed the

world trend line in terms of per capita GDP growth. The figures for

investment and savings are quite good. Gross saving and investment

rates as a percentage of GDP averaged about 28.8 percentage points

throughout the BRICS members. In terms of FDI flows, the BRICS

collectively accounted for more than US $ 300 billion, or more than

20% of worldwide FDI flows. China is the largest single beneficiary

of FDI, followed by Brazil, Russia, and India. In 2010, the BRICS

countries’ total foreign exchange reserves were the US $ 4,025.0

billion, or around 37% of world foreign exchange reserves. China

alone contributes for about 75% of reserves, totaling close to $ 3

trillion. Except for India, which ran a modest deficit on the capital

account in 2010, all of the BRICS economies run a surplus on the

capital account (Armijo et. al. 2007). The current account picture is

mixed, with only China and Russia posting surpluses. This is

reflected in the balance of trade figures as well. The BRICS

collectively account for more than 40% of the world’s labour force.

According to UN forecasts, India’s working-age population is

predicted to grow by 240 million by 2021, while Brazil’s is expected to 

grow by 20 million. According to China’s demographic estimates, the 

labor force will peak in 2015 and thereafter fall.9 A growing

population will only produce a demographic dividend if the number

of available employment increases proportionately. Overall factor

productivity improvements are also crucial for growth possibilities.

On the other hand, South Africa’s unemployment rate is over 20%,

Brazil and Russia’s is over 8%, and India and China’s is just under

4%. With a sizable informal sector and a sizable section of the

workforce still unemployed, the demand for skill and human

resource development continues to grow. More and better

employment require investment in education, health, and soft skills

training to prepare the workforce for 21st-century jobs. Brazil, China,

Russia, and South Africa all have literacy rates of at least 90%.
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However, India has a literacy rate of somewhat more than 60%. In

1990, the BRICS collectively accounted for less than 3% of global

trade. By the turn of the century, this proportion had more than

doubled.

 By 2020, the five countries had planned to double intra-BRICS

trade to $500 billion. The world requires stronger economic

frameworks, and BRICS has become a symbol of the global economic

power shift away from developed economies and toward emerging

economies. Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa all have the

potential to be among the world’s five most powerful economies by

2050. They are the world’s largest economies outside the OECD, with 

the exception of South Africa (Organization for Economic

Co-operation and Development). Although BRICS is still a new

organization, its members’ size, power, and expanding global impact 

have increased its appeal. Although coordinating policies at the

BRICS level will not be easy, given the BRICS members’ divergent

political interests at multiple levels, this organization could serve as a 

conduit for resolving a number of important global political and

economic challenges. Environmental deterioration is one of the

primary impediments to BRICS development and prosperity (Breslin 

et. al. 2011).10 Another key source of concern for the BRICS is the large 

number of poor people living in these nations; therefore, in addition

to economic progress, anti-poverty programs are required, as

poverty inhibits rapid growth.

The global order is in flux, as Western liberal free-market

concepts are being questioned in the face of rising nationalism and

protectionism. In such uncertain times, a void in the global order may 

arise, with BRICS serving as a vital forum for resolving international

issues. New concepts reflecting aspirations for equality and a decent

global order require rebirth. The new global order requires that ideas

from the global south find a reasonable arena for expression, which

BRICS would provide. The BRICS group works cooperatively to

maintain regional peace and stability and to foster regional growth.11

The BRICS countries strive to increase collaboration and benefits for 

their citizens. Because BRICS excludes Western countries, conver-

sations about the issues and potential of the developing world can

occur without Western influence or meddling. The perspectives

discussed during BRICS summits are more non-Western than

anti-Western. The BRICS summits establish potential areas of



cooperation and attempt to form a common perspective on political

and economic issues and concerns, coordinating their positions

accordingly in order to prepare for future negotiations. The BRICS

countries have enormous potential for collaboration in a variety of

domains, including education, natural resources, technology, and

agriculture, and are capable of developing work plans in these areas.

At each summit, the group elects a head of state from one of the
component countries to serve as BRICS President Pro Tempore. In
2019, Brazil’s President was appointed pro tempore president. The
theme of the 11th BRICS summit was “BRICS : economic
development for an innovative future,” and the Brazilian Pro
Tempore Presidency has set the following objectives for 2019:
Collaboration in science, technology, and innovation; Collaboration
in the digital economy; Collaboration in the fight against
transnational crime, particularly organized crime, money
laundering, and drug trafficking; Facilitating the rapprochement of
the New Development Bank (NDB) and the BRICS Business Council.
Russia is the President Pro Tempore at the moment, and its objectives 
include investing in BRICS economies to help them grow,
cooperating in the energy and environmental sectors, assisting
young children, and developing migration and peacekeeping
resolutions.

Several new projects were launched under India’s Chair ship
this year (2021), including an agreement on collaboration in the field
of remote sensing satellites; a virtual BRICS vaccine research and
development center; and a BRICS Alliance on Green Tourism.

Underscoring the pivotal role that BRICS nations can play in the 
post-Covid global recovery, the Prime Minister advocated for
increased BRICS collaboration under the banner of ‘Rebuild
Resiliently, Innovatively, Credibly, and Sustainably’.12 

Apart from cooperation in finance, India focused on countering
radicalization and online terrorist threats, border management, and
information/intelligence sharing. BRICS understands the
significance of counter terrorism and hence decided to create 5
subgroups within the terrorism department to deal with terrorist
threats.13 

The five economic powers have expressed their desire for
improvements in the United Nations’ key organs, notably the UN
Security Council (UNSC).It is also  for the first time that BRICS has
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adopted a position collectively on ‘Strengthening and Reforming
Multilateral Systems.’ Additionally, it urged for an “inclusive
intra-Afghan dialogue” to ensure Afghanistan’s stability.

Apart from Afghanistan, the BRICS leaders discussed the wars
in Myanmar and Syria, the tensions on the Korean peninsula, the
hostilities between Israel and Palestine, and other territorial issues.
India’s and South Africa launched a request to the   World Trade
Organization (WTO) for a waiver of the Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) mechanism in order to facilitate
a rapid global development of Covid-19 vaccine production.

3. Conclusion

The world at present is marching in the direction of
Interconnections and economic integration . The new pattern of
International alliances are developments, shared profits and deep
cooperation amongst all nations. BRICS is one such platform for
emerging economic powers who are possessing trans-regional
visions, stronger economic interconnections and developing people-
to-people contact. BRICS has come a long way since the past decade
and is heading towards a higher GDP. The existence of China and
Russia needs to be exploited  more efficiently for getting the desired
remittance in near future.
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Development of Realistic Optimism

Scale

Aneesah Nishaat*

The present paper aims to develop a scale to measure realistic optimism. For
this purpose, the researcher developed a preliminary scale of realistic optimism
consisting of 16 items (including four reversal items), based on the definition of the
realistic optimism by Magari (2013). The researcher conducted survey on 260
university students (144 boys and 116 girls) using the preliminary scale of
Realistic Optimism and Saitou and Okayasu’s (2010) Resilience Scale. As a result
of exploratory factor analysis, 13 items and 3 factors were extracted. These 3 factors 
are future orientation, flexibility, and will/courage. This is the tentative Realistic
Optimism Scale. Next, the researcher conducted another survey on 943 university
students (478 boys and 465 girls) using the tentative scale. 12 items and 3 factors
were extracted using exploratory factor analysis. Pearson’s correlation coefficient
was calculated between the Resilience Scale and the Realistic Optimism Scale. The
scale demonstrated convergent validity as a significant positive correlation was
observed between the factors of the Realistic Optimism Scale and the factors of the
Resilience Scale. Furthermore, the test-retest method (N=210) was used to examine 
the reliability of the scale. Results of Pearson’s correlation coefficients of the
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test-retest method indicated high positive correlations for each factor. So, this scale
is designated as the main Realistic Optimism Scale.

[Keywords :  Realistic optimism, Future orientation, Flexibility,

Will/Courage] 

1. Introduction 

Optimism is a broad concept that has attracted many scholars

and researchers in recent times. Different researchers have defined it

in various ways concentrating on certain characteristics and

perspectives of optimism. Carver, Scheier, and Segerstorm (2010)

defined optimism as the tendency to expect positive outcomes in the

future and view things in a positive light, and pessimism as the

tendency to expect negative outcomes and to view things in a

negative light. Optimists are people who expect good things to

happen to them, while pessimists are people who expect bad things

to happen to them (Scheier and Carver, 1987). 

Recent psychological research indicates that optimism is a

coping mechanism that reduces stress in life (Hanssen et al., 2014),

promotes a positive way of life, and leads to happiness (Conversano

et al., 2010). In addition, optimism has a significant effect on various

areas of life such as education and health (Coelho et al., 2018). 

As the concept of optimism has been explored from various

points of view, different scales have also been developed to measure

it. Weinstein (1980) explained that people make an error in judgement

while thinking about being victims of misfortune. They tend to think

that others are more likely to encounter misfortunes in life than

themselves. Weinstein named it unrealistic optimism. In order to

examine optimism in terms of the cognitive bias of individuals rather

than simply the degree of expectation they have, Weinstein (1980)

developed the Unrealistic Optimism Scale. It consists of 42 items,

including positive events such as “Like post-graduation job” and

“Owning your own home,” and negative events such as “Attempting

suicide” and “Divorced a few years after married.” The Unrealistic

Optimism Scale was developed to examine the likelihood of these

events occurring to oneself and others in the future. 

Dispositional optimism is a concept proposed by Scheier and
Carver (1985). Carver and Scheier (1982) developed research that

hypothesized that optimism has a significant influence on human

behavior. Based on this study, Scheier and Carver (1985) attempted
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to create a Life Orientation Test (LOT) consisting of 12 items

(including four filler items) from the perspective of dispositional

optimism. The LOT was designed to measure the degree of general

expectation for the future. 

Later, Scheier, Carver, and Bridges (1994) revised the LOT and

created the Life Orientation Test Revised (LOT-R). The LOT-R

consists of 10 items (six items on optimism and pessimism and four

filler items), excluding two undesirable items from LOT. Chang,

Maydeu-Olivers, and D’Zurilla (1997) created a new Extended Life

Orientation Test (ELOT) by considering optimism (6 items) and

pessimism (9 items) as separate concepts (20 items in total, including
5 filler items). These optimism scales represented by LOT, LOT-R,

and ELOT are all attempts to measure dispositional optimism as an

individual tendency. 

Dember et al. (1989) developed an Optimism and Pessimism

Scale from the perspective of both optimism and pessimism. It

consists of 56 items (18 optimism items, 18 pessimism items, and 20

filler items). This scale was developed from the perspective of both

Weinstein’s (1980) cognitive bias and Scheier and Carver’s (1985)

generalized outcome expectancies for the future.

Explanatory style, which views optimism in terms of causal

attribution, was developed by Seligman (1991). Depending on how

people perceive events in their lives, they can be optimistic or

pessimistic (Seligman, 1991). This concept is based on Seligman’s

own theory of “learned helplessness” (Seligman & Maier, 1967) and

“attributional style” (Seligman et al., 1979). The explanatory styles of

optimists and pessimists could be explained in three dimensions:

temporary-permanent, specific-universal, and internal-external. 

Peterson et al. (1982) developed the Attributional Style

Questionnaire (ASQ) based on this perspective of explanatory style.

This questionnaire provides 12 hypothetical situations (6 good and 6

bad) to the survey participants. Participants are asked to write down
a major reason for each situation. Then, they are asked to rate it from

the perspective of each of the three dimensions mentioned above. 

Another concept explored in the study of optimism is realistic

optimism. According to Schneider (2001), unrealistic optimism is a

tendency to have a positive viewpoint regardless of circumstances.

On the other hand, realistic optimism is hoping, and working

towards positive outcome but also being aware of circumstances and



limitations. Schneider (2001) pointed out that the characteristics of

realistic optimists are: (1) focusing on own favorable experiences in

the past, (2) moving toward the future with hope while objectively

recognizing and accepting reality, and (3) having the will and

making efforts toward desired outcomes.

Magari (2013) defined realistic optimism as a way of thinking

and living that allows one to have a positive outlook on the future

even when encountering various difficulties. He included the ideas of

Schneider (2001) and the cognitive aspect represented by Seligman’s

(1991) explanatory style along with the philosophical perspective on

optimism. In his definition, he has also covered ideas expressed by
prominent personalities such as Alain, Keller, and Mandela.

Alain (1953) says, “Pessimism comes from the temperament,

optimism from the will,” and from a philosophical perspective,

“will” is an important element of optimism. In addition, Keller

(1904), a social welfare activist, states that “optimism is the faith that

leads to achievement; nothing can be done without hope.” Mandela

(1994) also points out the importance of “future orientation.”

Magari (2013) states that realistic optimism consists of three

factors : “hope/future-orientation”, “flexibility”, and “will/

courage”. These three factors are considered to be interrelated,

influencing, and interacting with each other in a way that strengthens 

each other. Magari (2015) mentioned that the concept of resilience is

at the center of realistic optimism.

Magari (2013) created a questionnaire based on these factors.

However, he did not develop it into a scale to measure realistic
optimism. Therefore, this study attempted to create a new scale to

measure realistic optimism by revising the contents of Magari’s

questionnaire (2013). 
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2. Creating Preliminary Scale of Realistic Optimism:

Study I

2.1 Methodology

2.1.1 Survey Period and Participants 

274 students of a university in Tokyo participated in the

research. Data from 260 participants (144 boys and 116 girls) were

included in the analysis, excluding responses with missing or

incorrect entries. The survey was conducted in July 2017.

2.1.2 Measures

Preliminary scale of Realistic Optimism 

Based on the questionnaire made by Magari (2013), the
researcher developed a preliminary scale of realistic optimism
consisting of 16 items (including four reverse items). Researcher took
permission from Magari to make changes to his questionnaire and
develop it as a scale.

The Resilience Scale 

Resilience is at the center of the realistic optimism in the
concept proposed by Magari (2013). So, the researcher used the
Resilience Scale developed by Saito and Okayasu (2010) to examine
the convergent validity of the preliminary scale of realistic optimism. 

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Examination of the Factor Structure 

In order to clarify the factor structure, exploratory factor
analysis (the principal-axis factor method and Promax rotation) was
conducted using the raw scores of all 16 items. The reverse items
(item 2, item 6, and item 10) were processed by reversing the raw
score by subtracting each raw score from “6”, since the 5-point Likert
method was used as the response format for questions.  As a result,
13 items and 3 factors were extracted, excluding the 3 items with
factor loadings less than .35 (Table-1). 

The items included in the first factor were those related to
future orientation and hope, such as “I am living with goals for the
future” and “I am living with a dream”. Therefore, the first factor was 
named “future orientation”.

The second factor consisted of items such as “Even if I fail, I am
quick to recover from it”, and “Even if I had an unpleasant



experience, I move on immediately”, which indicated flexibility and
quickness of recovery. So, the second factor was named “flexibility”. 

Since the third factor was related to willpower and firmness,
such as “I feel anxious and frightened even for small things (reversed
item)” and “I often tend to think about past (reversed item)”, it was
named “will/courage”.

Table-1 : Result of Factor Analysis of the Preliminary Realistic
Optimism Scale (N=260)

Items Factor Loadings

I II III

I   Future Orientation (a = .83)

12.  I am living with goals for the future. .92 -.14 .05

 9. I am living with a dream .83 -.16 .09

15.  There is hope in my life. .66 .11 .05

11. I think difficulties or hardships are
      rewarding for self.

.59 .22 -.13

13.  Even if I lose once, I will not always lose. .47 .14 .06

 8. I step up for things by myself. .37 .30 .08

II   Flexibility (a = .84)

 4. Even if I fail, I am quick to recover from it. -.06 .80 -.01

 1. Even if I had an unpleasant experience, I
     move on immediately.

-.06 .67 .18

 7. I am not worried about small things. -.02 .65 .21

 3. I am positive about everything. .22 .65 -.03

III  Will/Courage (a = .61)

 2. I feel anxious and frightened even for
     small things. (R)

-.02 .04 .58

 6.  I often tend to think about past. (R) -.02 .01 .58

10.  If one thing goes wrong, I think that it
       will happen to other things as well. (R)

.06 -.03 .57

(R)……Reverse Item                             I
             inter-factor correlation            II
                                                                III

-

.40 -

.22 .53 -

2.2.2 Test of Reliability (Internal Consistency)

In order to examine the internal consistency of the factors,
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was calculated. The first factor, “future
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orientation (a = .83)” and the second factor, “flexibility (a = .84)”
showed high internal consistency. The third factor, “will/courage (a
= .61)” also showed a certain level of internal consistency.

2.2.3 Test of Convergent Validity

In order to examine the convergent validity, the researcher

calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficient with the resilience scale.

As a result, moderate to highly significant positive correlations were

found between the factors of the Resilience Scale and that of Realistic

Optimism Scale (r = .16 to .71), confirming convergent validity

(Table-2). Only for the relationship between “social support” and

“will/courage” (r = .07), no correlation was found.

Table-2  : Convergence between the Realistic Optimism Scale
and the Resilience Scale (N=260)

Factors Competence Social Support Positive
Evaluation

I.    Future Orientation .71** .35** .35**

II.   Flexibility .31** .16** .66**

III.  Will/Courage .21** .07 .42**

Realistic Optimism
Score (Total)

.54** .25** .65**

**…p <.01

As reliability and convergent validity were confirmed, and this

scale with 13-item, 3-factor was used as a tentative Realistic

Optimism Scale. 

3. Creating Main Scale of Realistic Optimism : Study II

3.1 Methodology

3.1.1 Survey period and participants

The survey was conducted with 961 university students (490

boys and 471 girls) at three universities in the Tokyo metropolitan

area. Data of 943 students (478 boys and 465 girls) was used in the

analysis, excluding those whose responses were found to be

incomplete or incorrect. The survey was conducted between

December 2017 and January 2018.



3.1.2 Measure

Tentative Realistic Optimism Scale 

In order to create the final scale, the researcher conducted a

survey with the tentative scale consisting of 13 items and 3 factors

created in Study I. Five-point Likert method was used for answering

the questionnaire. 

The Resilience Scale 

To examine the convergent validity of the realistic optimism

scale, the researcher used the Resilience Scale by Saito and Okayasu

(2010) as in Study I using 5-point Likert method.

3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Examination of Factor Structure

When the mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of each of the

13 items of the tentative scale were calculated, a ceiling effect was

found for item 13, “Even if I lose once, I will not always lose”

(M+SD=5.02). Therefore, item 13 was excluded. Then, factor analysis

was conducted using the principal-axis factor method and Promax

rotation on the remaining 12 items. As a result, 3 factors and 12 items

were extracted. The results of the factor analysis are shown in Table- 3.

Table-3 : Results of Factor Analysis of the Realistic Optimism Scale
(N=943)

Items Factor Loadings

I II III

I   Future Orientation (a = .83)

12.  I am living with goals for the future. 0.94 -0.17 0.02

 9. I am living with a dream. 0.87 -0.12 0.00

15.  There is hope in my life. 0.62 0.15 -0.02

11. I think difficulties or hardships are
      rewarding for self.

0.54 0.10 0.00

 8. I step up for things by myself. 0.51 0.10 0.02

II   Flexibility (a = .84)

 4. Even if I fail, I am quick to recover from it. -0.05 0.86 -0.03

 1. Even if I had an unpleasant experience, I
     move on immediately.

-0.03 0.81 -0.01
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 7. I am not worried about small things. 0.02 0.65 0.11

 3. I am positive about everything. 0.26 0.62 0.00

III  Will/Courage (a = .61)

 2. I feel anxious and frightened even for
     small things. (R)

-0.00 -0.03 0.60

 6.  I often tend to think about past. (R) -0.03 0.08 0.54

10.  If one thing goes wrong, I think that it
       will happen to other things as well. (R)

0.03 -0.05 0.53

(R)……Reverse Item                             I
             inter-factor correlation            II
                                                                III

-

.47 -

.20 .50

The items in each of extracted factors were the same as in the
tentative Scale of Realistic Optimism. So, the researcher named the
extracted factors same as in the tentative scale that are: “future orien-
tation” (5 items), “flexibility” (4 items), and “will/courage” (3 items).

The values of inter-factor correlations were r = .50 for
“flexibility” and “will/courage”, r = .47 for “future orientation” and
“flexibility”, and r = .20 for “future orientation” and “will/courage”,
indicating that the factors are related to each other. These results
support the idea that the three factors of realistic optimism are
interrelated, influence each other in a way that strengthens each
other.

3.2.2 Test of Reliability (Internal Consistency)

Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was calculated to examine internal 
consistency of all the factors. The values of .83 and .86, and .60 were
obtained for “future orientation”, “flexibility”, and “will/courage”
respectively. It confirmed a higher degree of internal consistency for
the first two factors and a certain degree of internal consistency for
the third factor. 

3.2.3 Mean and Standard Deviation of the Realistic Optimism

Scale and its Factors 

The mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of the factors were
M = 22.54 (SD = 4.73) for “future orientation”, M = 10.52 (SD = 3.43)
for “flexibility”, and M = 7.52 (SD = 2.46) for “will/courage”. The M
and the SD for the Realistic Optimism Scale was M = 40.59 (SD = 7.91) 
(Table-4).



Table-4 : Mean and Standard Deviation of the Realistic Optimism Scale

Factors Mean Standard
Deviation

I.   Future Orientation (5 items) 22.54 4.73

II.  Flexibility (4 items) 10.52 3.43

III. Will/Courage (3items) 7.52 2.46

     Total  (12 items) 40.59 7.91

3.2.4 Test of Convergent Validity 

In addition, the researcher used the Resilience Scale to examine

the convergent validity of the Realistic Optimism Scale (Table-5). In

order to examine convergent validity, Pearson’s correlation

coefficient was calculated, and significant correlations were found

for all the items. Values of r were .59 for “positive evaluation” and

”flexibility”, and .57 for “competence” and “future orientation”,

which showed a high correlation between these items. Also, there

were high correlations between “positive evaluation” and

“will/courage” at r = .34, “competence” and “flexibility” at r = .33,

“positive evaluation” and “future orientation” at r = .45, and “social

support” and “future orientation” at r = .30. 

In addition, correlation between “positive evaluation” and

“realistic optimism (total)” at .67 and “competence” and “realistic

optimism (total)” at .56 were extremely high. The correlation

between “social support” and “realistic optimism (total)” was

positive at r = .28. 

Table-5 : Convergence between the Realistic Optimism Scale and the
Resilience Scale (N=943)

Factors Competence Social
Support

Positive
Evaluation

I Future Orientation .57** .30** .45**

II Flexibility .33** .20** .59**

III Will/Courage .26** .09** .34**

Realistic Optimism Score
(Total)

.56** .28** .67**

**…p <.01
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3.2.5 Reliability test using Test-Retest Method 

In order to examine the reliability of the final scale of Realistic
Optimism, test-retest method was used. For this purpose, two
surveys were conducted on the same participants with an interval of
one month. The first survey (test) was conducted with a total of 313
students of the Department of Education at the University A in
September 2019. A survey form with a random three-digit survey
number was distributed to the survey participants, and they were
informed that the survey number would be used for the second
survey.

The second survey (retest) was conducted in October 2019 with
the same students of the first survey. The total participants were 257
students. At the time of the second survey, participants were asked to 
write the same three-digit survey number used in the first survey on
the survey form to ensure identification of the individual
participants. A total of 210 participants who responded to both tests
without errors were included in the analysis. 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated based on data
of 210 university students who responded to both surveys. Result
indicated high positive correlations for each factor with scores of r =
.77 for “future orientation”, r = .79 for “flexibility”, and r = .63 for
“will/courage”. 

 In addition, the total score of the Realistic Optimism Scale was r 
= .80, indicating high reliability. Based on these results, the scale
consisting of these 12 items was designated as the main scale of
realistic optimism (Table-6).

Table-6 : Correlation Coefficient in Test-Retest Method (N=210)

Factors

I.   Future Orientation .77**
II.  Flexibility .79**
III. Will/Courage .63**
     Total .80**

**…p <.01 

4. Conclusion and Discussion 

The present research aimed to create a realistic optimism scale.
In Study I, 13 items of the tentative scale were obtained from the

results of exploratory factor analysis of the preliminary scale of



16-items. Convergent validity test and internal consistency test were

also performed, which showed significant positive results. In Study

II, the tentative scale obtained in Study I was used for the second

survey on university students at three universities. As a result, a total

of 12 items and 3 factors were extracted. Further, the researcher

performed a convergent validity test of the Realistic Optimism Scale

with the Resilience Scale, which confirmed the correlation between

the two. Also, the value of Cronbach’s alpha coefficient confirmed

high internal consistency, and the test-retest method confirmed the

high reliability of the scale.

The first factor of the scale is the “future orientation”, which

consists of questions about the existence of goals and dreams for the

future. The second factor is “flexibility”, which consists of questions

about getting out of unpleasant experiences and moving forward. The 

third factor is the “will/courage”, which consists of items related to

mental strength that is not affected by anxiety, fear, or past events. The 

characteristics of these three factors were considered to be consistent

with the definition of each component of realistic optimism. 

Realistic optimism is defined as a positive way of life that

recognizes and accepts the harshness of reality but carries hope and

will and maintains a positive outlook and orientation toward the

future (Schneider, 2001) backed by human strength (Magari, 2013).

Cleave (2012) also mentioned that realistic optimists tend to confront

problems rather than avoid them and can adapt flexibly to negative

situations without giving up. Realistic optimism can be expected to

“broaden-and-build” positive emotions, increasing the expansion of

individual activities and adaptability, as Fredrickson (2009) pointed

out.

Shepperd et al. (2015) noted that sometimes people might

exhibit a tendency of excessive optimism and that unrealistic

optimism can lead to disappointment, regret, and other problems

when expectations are not met. Optimism can also have adverse

consequences, and sometimes optimism can discourage effort and

persistence (Carver, Scheier, and Segerstrom, 2010). So, it is

necessary that optimism has the element of reality to make it more

effective as mentioned by Schneider (2001). This scale is an attempt to 

measure and deepen the understanding of realistic optimism. 

The Realistic Optimism Scale which researcher has attempted

to make in this study is based on the idea of the way of living by
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confronting the real difficulties of life as advocated by Alain (1953),

Keller (1904), and Mandela (1994). Allport (1937) suggests that the

use of will is an important personality trait and that willpower is a

part of an individual personality. Fromm (1968) mentions that hope

is a quintessential spiritual part of life and growth and an essential

element in the process of human life. The researcher has attempted to 

incorporate these ideas into the realistic optimism scale in this study. 

The possibilities of the use of this scale are various. Recently,

the mental health environment of college students is not optimistic

(Pedrelli et al., 2015). A study by Katayama, Mizuno, and Inada

(2014) shows that more than half of the students are said to be in need

of attention in terms of health and lifestyle. They point out that the

effort to maintain and promote the mental health of college students

is a challenge. 

In this regard, using the Realistic Optimism Scale based on the

perspective of positive psychology can be one of the effective ways to 

understand the positive way of life and mental health of university

students. 

The possibility of using this scale as an assessment instrument

in psychological interviews and as a screening instrument to support

adjustment in university and work environments should also be

considered. 

5. Future Research 

In the future, it would be desirable to examine the distinctive

validity of this scale using, for example, the Self-Rating Depression

Scale (Zung, 1965). Also, it may be necessary to include new filler

items to prevent the intention of this scale from becoming too clear. 

Finally, in the process of developing this scale, the survey was

conducted only on university students. So, it is necessary to examine

the general applicability of the scale to various age groups by

administering the scale to high school students, adults, and even the

elderly. 
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Sub-Nationalism and National
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The histories of immigration and migration of outsiders to Assam is not a
recent phenomenon. Bahiragota (outsider) and bidexhi (foreigner) are the two
terms with which the immigrant communities came to be recognized. Access to

resources was one of the many reasons for the contention between the Assamese and 
‘bideshi’ (or foreigner)/‘Ona-Axomiya’ (or non-Assamese). The Assam movement
was perceived by people of Assam as a call to protect the land from the domination
and control of the immigrants. With the existing scholarship, media reports, field
visits this paper tries to elucidate that a long neglected issue by the succeeding
governments has created politically complicated situation often leading to
contestation of citizenship in Assam. This paper seeks to understand the historical

trajectories of the implementation of the NRC in Assam and how these histories
have led to a complex identity question in the region. The study will also try to
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understand the multi-faceted dimensions of Assamese sub-nationalism in the
present context and what meaning the updating of National Register of Citizens
(NRC) holds for various ethnic groups and communities in Assam. 

[Keywords : Sub-nationalism, Migration, Indigenous, Identity,

Ethnicity, Citizenship] 

1. Introduction 

Immigration and migration to Assam is not a recent
phenomenon. Almost all groups living here seem to have come to the
region, from different places at different points of time. With
increasing migration after inclusion of Assam into British India, there
emerged a boundary between the natives or the indigenous and
outsiders or the ‘bahiragota’ and a call to defend the indigenous
identity was initiated. The people of Assam witnessed this
phenomenon of Identity formation not because of sheer self-
discovery but was driven by the anxiety of a demographic change.
When they felt vulnerable and susceptible in the economic, cultural,
and ethnic front, according to Baruah ‘the Assamese invoked their
distinctiveness of language and culture (Baruah, 2001). This
invocation of distinctiveness contributed to the rise of Jatiyotabadi or
‘sub-nationalism’ (sense of belongingness to a nation within the
nation as an imagined community). Baruah rightly mentions that
‘Ethnic sentiments, emotions related to their culture, language,
symbols and politics of recognition or representation come together to 
give birth to an image of their communion or nationhood which can
also be described as sub-nationalism’ (Baruah, 1991). Sanjib Baruah 
when using the terms refers to ‘a dynamic essence that makes it
inherently different from nationalism but describes a situation at a
particular historical moment’ (Baruah, 2005). Many scholars from
Assam use these terms to convey the distinct aspirations of people of
Assam in asserting their identity of language and culture in and
around the Assam movement. The usage of the term has been
contested by other scholars. Marxist scholar Hiren Gohain mentions it 
as ‘Chauvinism’ (Gohain, 1980), while historian Amalendu  Guha has
called it to be ‘Little Nationalism’ (Guha, 1977). This work seeks to re-
articulate citizenship debates in the region focusing on aftermath of
the Assam Movement 1979-1985 and also reflects on the historical
trajectories and consequences of national register of citizens in
Assam. It also maps the historical development of sub-nationalist
politics in the state. 



2. Sub-nationalist Upsurge : ‘Solving Demographic

Aggression’ 

The history of migration to Assam continued in undivided
India, and later from East Pakistan; it was only after 1971 that several
lakhs of Hindu and Muslim refugees fled to Assam. The Prime
Minister of India on 8 February 1972 assured that: ‘all possible
assistance will be given to the Government of Bangladesh in the
unprecedented task of resettling the refugees and displaced persons
in Bangladesh’ (Baruah, 2001). Baruah (2001) states that ‘not all
refugees returned, Bangladeshi migrants constantly crossed the
international border into Assam and thereafter to other parts of India
in the quest of a better living’. In Assam, the presence of outsiders
inculcated fear and restlessness among the natives and indigenous at
the demographic alteration, linguistic population, culture, and access
to resources. 

Prerna Singh (2015) in her work How Solidarity Works for
Welfare, argues that sub-nationalism and social development are
interlinked. She is of the view that greater levels of sub-national
solidarity is directly linked to improved commitment of the state for
social welfare. To argue her point she states that Uttar Pradesh with
little or no sub-national solidarity lags behind states with higher
solidarity like Kerala and Tamil Nadu. Whether or not there is an
agreement with this view, it is commonly argued that one of the
crucial elements of sub-nationalism is more power and a greater
share of resource allocation. 

The sub-nationalist aspirations in many parts of India had
given resurgence and reassertion to many who were earlier
marginalised on ethnic identity and linguistic grounds. According to
Basu (1992), ‘the influx of migrants, dwindling job prospects for the
indigenous and natives, immobility of local population, the rapid
growth of education among the lower middle classes, language
domination or insecurity of language-culture-religion were some of
the common factors which were responsible for the rise of
sub-nationalism in these regions’. 

Nani Gopal Mahanta (2007) in the article ‘Assam : Portents of
Violence and Hope for Peace’ states that the ‘state has failed to
provide basic human security to the people and as a result of which
various sub- national groups are taking recourse to violent methods’. 
He mentions that ‘the ethnic groups of Assam like Bodos, Karbis,
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Rabhas, Missing, Tiwa, Koch-Rajbangshis are increasingly asserting
an identity that is quite distinct from the caste Hindu Assamese
identity. Therefore, there is a need to involve the representatives of
the ethnic groups to engage with their identity concerns. 

In the rise of sub-nationalism and ethnicity, politics play a two-
way role, making the spread of sub- nationalism or Jatiyotabada
deliberate process. In strengthening the demand for a distinct
administrative mechanism by the ethnic groups, politics of
recognition and representation has played a greater role which
consequently led to the rise of sub-nationalism. This requires the state
to identify and recognise the distinctiveness of these ethnic groups.
When this recognition is alleged to be a granted favour or as a political
right attained through a long demanding political struggle; the state’s
plan to recognise and represent the ethnic groups in the
decision-making bodies could nurture stouter opinions and
sentiments of ethnicity among other groups. At various levels, these
outcome can be witnessed. According to Baruah (2005) ‘at the
institutional level, the ensuing politics of ‘recognition’ employed by
the federal state have fashioned a multiplicity of institutions that
contest with similar institutions of other groups and also with the
structures.

Within the state of Assam, there has been a constant struggle for
power vis-a-vis sub-nationalist aspirations by various ethnic groups.
Many insurgent groups have been fighting for separate homeland,
various ethnic groups are constantly demanding a separate tribal
council for additional autonomy within the sixth schedule of the
constitution. There are also many students groups like All Assam
Students Union (AASU), All Assam Chutia Students Union
(AACSU), Asaam Jatiyotabaadi Yuva Chatra Parishad (AJYCP), All
Assam Koch-Rajbongshi Students Union (AAKRASU), All Assam Tai 
Ahom Students Union (AATASU), All Assam Bodo Students Union
(AABSU), All Assam Minorities Students Union (AAMSU)
persistently demanding constitutional ‘safeguards’ for the protection
of the welfare of the respective communities of the state and
autonomous institutions’. Benedict Anderson’s (1991) work
‘imagined community’ appears to find resonance in such
circumstances. Sentiments of ethnicity among groups in relation to
their language, culture, and politics of recognition and representation
helps build an image of their communion, in other words the
sub-nationalist aspirations. 



3. Battle for Homeland : Assam movement and Assam

Accord

In the 1980s, with the leadership of All Assam Students Union
(AASU) a popular social movement erupted with the demand to oust 
the illegal immigrants from Assam. This movement; considered as
one of the most stringent mass movements in the contemporary
Assam had erupted as a result of the resistance by the civil societies
against the inclusion of the names into the voters’ list of people who
they believed were, illegal immigrants. This anti-immigrant
movement (1979-85) is known as Assam movement or Asom
Andolon. Assam Movement is considered as the movement by the
people of Assam against whom they considered the outsiders,
citizens against the people whom they considered non-citizens;
indigenous or ‘Khilonjiyas’ against the foreigners. The movement
saw participation from various sections of the population
‘irrespective of their ethnic affiliations to drive out who they
considered illegal immigrants’ (Weiner 1983).The Assam movement
ended with the signing of the tripartite agreement ‘Assam Accord’
between the leaders of the movement, the Assam government and
the Indian government on 15th August 1985. The main demand of
the movement was to detect and deport the illegal foreign nationals
especially from Bangladesh. Roy (2016) opines that, 

‘With the signing of the Assam Accord, one can see the
confirmation of a hierarchized model of citizenship constituted
by the universal (we), the Assamese people, whose claim to
citizenship was beyond any legal dispute. The universal (we)
was superimposed on residual citizens, whose citizenship was
rendered ambivalent by their linguistic identity and their
religion. The government sought to resolve this ambivalence
through the law, by conferring deferred citizenship onto some,
through the determination of their legality by the Foreigners
Act’.1

‘People from numerous ethnic groups overwhelmingly
participated in the movement; the Karbis, Dimasas, Rabhas, Bodos,
native Bengali speakers, and native Muslim communities.’1 This
movement appealed for a distinctive ‘Assamese’ identity and
demanded for what can be called differentiated citizenship. ‘This
difference was expressed in the early years of the Assam movement
concerning the linguistic/cultural identity of ‘Assamese people’, and 
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in the later years, when the United Liberation Front of Asom (ULFA)
took over the struggle, the difference was in terms of unequal
development and discrimination’ (Roy2016). At the root of both the
differences and in the foundation of the Assam Movement was a
controlling sentiment in the minds of people of Assam, about the
crisis of citizenship in Assam. However, the prototypical model of
citizenship that the Assam movement implored had certain
contradictions; including seeking to change the relationship with the
Indian state. The articulation of citizenship changed both within the
state as well, between the different ethnic groups and Assamese, the
Assamese and the Bengalis among others. Roy(2016) mentions that
‘The Assam accord and the amendment in the Citizenship Act, 1955
following the accord in 1986, put in place a template of graded
citizenship in Assam, and shifted the chronological boundary of
citizenship for the state to 25 March 1971, from 19 July 1948, which
was the constitutional deadline for the rest of the country’. The
central Government of India pointed out in the Assam accord certain
promises that would ensure; 

‘Constitutional, legislative, and administrative safeguards...to
protect, preserve, and promote the cultural, social, linguistic
identity and heritage of the Assamese people and the all- round
economic development of Assam. On the question of outsiders
in Assam, the accord evolved a graded/differentiated system,
categorizing the outsiders basedon the date of their entry into
Assam. It legitimized the citizenship status of those who had
entered Assam from the (then) East Pakistan before 1 January
1966. Those who had entered the state between 1 January 1966
and 24 March 1971 were to be legitimized in phases, that is, they 
were to be disenfranchised for 10 years from the date of
identification, while others who had come after 24 March 1971
were to be deported as illegal immigrants.’2 

The two tiered nationalism; pan-Indian and regional as
mentioned by Baruah has resemblance with Amalendu Guha (1977)
and Sudhir Chandra’s (1982) expression. They very well pointed out
that the consciousness of the Assamese identity on the basis of
regional cultural homogeneousness was established ‘along with the
all India cultural homogeneity and anti-imperialism at the beginning
of the 19th century’ (Guha 1986). Baruah very rightly emphasizes on
the fact that the skirmishes and conflicts in Assam on the lines of
language and identity are suggestive of unsuccessful subnational



ambitions and aspirations in the process of nation-building in India.
He pointed out at many instances in post-colonial India where the
concept of nation has become innately unstable and challenging
especially the movements for self-determination by different ethnic
groups.

The outsiders’ question or ‘illegal immigration’ that got
aggravated in Assam, in the 1980s, endures even today. The
parliament of India introduced the Citizenship Amendment
Act(CAA) 1986, it added section 6A to the CAA 1955. Section 6(A),
that introduced an additional category of citizenship along with
birth, registration, descent, naturalization, and by integration of the
foreign territory into India, that was exclusive to Assam. According
to this act, “all persons of Indian origin who came to Assam before 1
January 1966 from the specified territory (meaning territories
included in Bangladesh) and had been generally resident in Assam
will be considered the citizens of India from the date except when
they chose to not be. The section also added that the persons of Indian 
origin from the specified territories who came on or after 1 January
1966 but before 25 March 1971 and had been resident in Assam since
also and had been detected as outsider by the provisions of the
Foreigners Act, 1946 upon registration will be considered as citizens
of India, from the date of expiry of a period of ten years from the date
of detection as an outsider. In the interim period, they will enjoy all
facilities including Indian passports, but will not have the right to
vote. All other persons who entered the state on or after 25 March
1971, upon identification as illegal migrants under the Illegal
Migrants (Determination by Tribunal) (IMDT) Act, 1983, will be
deported”. 

Responding to the crisis of citizenship and the contestation over 
illegal immigration in Assam, two Public Interest Litigations (PIL)
were filed in the Supreme Court of India, to interrogate the
constitutional legitimacy of Section 6A of the Citizenship
AmendmentAct. The PIL filed by Assam Sanmilita Mahasangha
focused on the provision in Section 6A that granted citizenship of
India to those who came to Assam from the specified territories
(mainly Bangladesh) between 1 January 1966 and 24 March 1971.
According to this PIL, this provision with alteration of legal
frameworks of citizenship promotes indiscriminate migration
thereby increasing the anxieties of the people of the state. The PIL
filed by the NGO Swajan and Bimalangshu Roy Foundation in 2012,
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raised their concern on that provision of Section 6A, which treated all
migrants from specified territories as illegal who entered Assam after 
24 March 1971. This PIL states that the ‘clubbing of all migrants who
entered Assam after 24 March 1971 as illegal is problematic; it is
imperative to distinguish illegal migrants from displaced persons
(primarily Hindu and other minority groups fleeing persecution),
who must be given the legal status of citizens’ (Roy, 2016). 

To resolve this contestation of citizenship, it is not pursued

exclusively through the legal mechanisms of the Foreigners Act.

Pressed by political agreement identification of belongingness, it is

pursued now through a bureaucratic intervention. In recent years,

the sub-nationalist movements have been replaced by projects of

citizenship reaching deep into history in its search for the indigenous

identification 

4. National Register of Citizens : Re-articulating

Citizenship 

Duschinski (2009) has argued that ‘the demand for

identification that opens possibilities of sanction and prohibition, is

the moment at which state power is practiced and state subject-hood

is formed’. The  identity documents are erratic, uneven and unsteady

enactments of state power, continually alternating between being a

‘threat’ and ‘a guarantee’ to their bearers, and negotiating the

undefined and ambiguous geographies between indiscriminate

violence and the sanctity of law. National Register of Citizens was

being updated for the first time since 1951 in Assam under the aegis

of the supreme court of India, trying to document the ‘original

inhabitants’ of the state and detect out ‘illegal immigrants’. 

To prepare and update this register, Assam has witnessed over

the past few years an unparalleled and extra-ordinary bureaucratic

exercise of recognizing ‘citizens’. There is little political contestation

or any challenge in Assam over the NRC, instead this exercise has

tremendous support and approval from the people in the state. This

is suggestive of the enduring appeal of authentic Assamese identity,

a definition that is presently being formally deliberated and

contested in the state. In NRC, people have entrusted for an efficient

mechanism for the mammoth task of identifying those who belong. 

The NRC that is being prepared in Assam is about identifying

the Indian citizens. However, to derive to this Indian citizenship, it is



to be traced to a legacy in Assam, making the NRC a register of

citizens who are legitimate residents of Assam. Anupama Roy

suitably recognizes this as hyphenated citizenship, hitherto

unfamiliar and unknown in the constitutional terminology of

citizenship in India. 

This updating of the NRC has instigated unanticipated hassles

and apprehensions across the entire ethnic range of the population in

the state. For the small ethnic indigenous communities, to fulfil the

demand for citizenship rights have put them in dire situations, as

many of the people from these groups do not have documents to

prove their status. On the other hand, after facing decades of

harassment in the hands of insurgents and state police apparatus, the

immigrant population are more often equipped with these

documents as a kind of shield against abuse of power. People

without proper documentation were considered non-citizens. ‘The

arduous expanse of documentation that one needs to procure to

prove one’s citizenship is a strenuous process especially for the

communities with a nomadic existence such as the Mishings, a

riverine community indigenous to Assam and also the

Bengali-speaking Muslims who live on the riverine islands locally

known as char-saporis and specifically to women of such

communities’ (Ahmed, 2016). 

For most people in Assam, NRC is about integration and

recognition of an identity or belongingness by descent and a

verification of legal residence in Assam. However, in total NRC is an

enormous bureaucratic intervention for ‘identification and

enumeration of citizens, of putting in place efficient and effective

identification regimes and associated documentation practices, often

associated with the exercise of state power, and state-formative

practices’ (Singh, 2015). During the process of identification and

enumeration in the NRC, many people have been charged under a

redundant act and often end up in being incarcerated in detention

centres of the state. 

5. Incarceration and Detention Centres 

It is commonly understood that ‘socio-political condition of the

migrants, whatever is their juridical status within the larger

immigration system of any nation, remain more or less deportable’

(Genova, 2019). To this the situation and specific conditionality of
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Assam remains an exception. The NRC as an identification

mechanism has become a complicated process as there is no

extradition treaty signed by India and Bangladesh regarding the

citizens of Bangladesh illegally living in India, especially Assam.

These situations make these people stateless and make them

susceptible to an indefinite period of detention. ‘There is no clear-cut

policy as of now from either the Indian government or the state

government on how to handle immigrants who do not know their

place of origin. For instance, some of the detainees came to Assam as

toddlers or children with their parents/guardians who may have

died by now. There is no clarity on what the state ought to do with

such cases’ (Ray, 2016). This crisis of citizenship of Assam has ushered

in an unprecedented imbroglio for the people of the state. In August

2019, Assam became home to 1.9 million people whose names were

excluded from the NRC and whose status until then had remained a

subject of immense contestation and conflict in India, particularly in

Assam. These people were excluded as ‘rightful citizens of India’ in

effect making them to be de-facto citizens of Bangladesh, a contested

category by the Bangladesh government, making these people

‘non-citizens’. These people have faced extreme dehumanization

particularly in populist and political rhetoric ‘equating them with

criminals, terrorists and garbage’ (Ahmed, 2019). Arendt (1951) in the

work ‘The origins of Totalitarianism’ has argued that such

dehumanization and criminalization of ‘people is usually coupled

with policies and edicts that strip them of their rights and exclude

them from wider human community making them superfluous’.

Zedner (2015) believes that ‘such categorization of non-citizens as

object of distrust legitimizes the state’s authority to isolate and create a 

legal framework for social exclusion of these non-citizens,

criminalizing migrants invokes a rationale that therefore legitimizes

detention: migrants might be criminals necessitating detention,

migrants might be criminals, because they are detained’. In absence of

detention facilities, Assam has been detaining the ‘non-citizens’ in

state run prisons in which certain barracks are notified as detention

centres, located at Dibrugarh, Goalpara, Jorhat, Kokrajhar, Silchar

and Tezpur. 

Thus, there is an undeniable continuum between criminal laws

and immigrant policies in Assam. The intensity of isolation from

family, locked quarters, closed supervised and restricted movements 



of being confined makes this practice of detention utterly inhuman

and uncivil, yet backed by the state. These people are trapped within

the pompous gestures of ‘sovereignty’ of the state and state’s

prerogative to enforce its legal order. 

Now that almost 47 years have already passed since March
1971, one more question that arises is what will happen to the
people-with their children and grandchildren born and brought up
in this country- who came to Assam after the cut-off date? Will they
be pushed into statelessness forever? Will they be forcibly put into
detention camps by the state? Or will the government solve this crisis 
in a humane way? The government does not have any clear position
on this. Amidst all these lingering questions, it remains to be seen if
the citizenship conundrum will ever get resolved in the state. The
present situation is too damaging to our constitutional, social and
moral system and above all against the humanity. As Assam
grapples with one of the biggest humanitarian crisis, the time is ripe
to revisit the immigration practices. However any reformulation of
the immigration policies needs to acknowledge that the present
imbroglio has developed within the broader historical trends of
immigration and increasing assertion of identity coupled with
natives being insecure in a flood-prone state of Assam. 

6. Politics of Migration and way ahead

Where there are conflicts, there are horrifying life instances;
partition displaced millions of people from their land, and the birth of
a new nation did not end their rendezvous for identities. The journey
of their tryst with identity was not a smooth sailing one and endured
numerous conflicts. Abantee Dutta (2019) very rightly points out that
‘When borders are created; the people on both sides of the border who
share a common culture, language and religion, and a sense of
common identity have to bear the brunt; they become citizens of two
nation-states overnight. Such a situation has aroused when the border 
between Assam and East Pakistan was drawn dividing the lives of
many people’. 

Without taking into consideration the problems of the people on
either side, the international boundaries were created which led to
incessant migration from both sides. Migration in a globalized world
is an unstoppable natural occurrence, making it imperative for us to
understand the economic aspect of it. The question of poverty and
hunger needs to be addressed along with inclusive development to
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regulate migration. Immigration can be termed illegal when it is
expressed in the terms of borders and since this globalized world
demands the territorial borders to be drawn, there is absolutely no
chance to undo it. The solution lies in making the process of migration
easy and ensures that people crossing the border through permissible
routes for the search of livelihood are treated as legal migrants, as no
human can be illegal. The term ‘illegal migrants’ categorically
dehumanizes the immigrants and divorces them from human rights.
Terming any migration, whether temporary or permanent as illegal
constantly dehumanizes the migrant population. One pertinent
question that indicates towards the erroneous decision making
powers of the government is that why policies and programs of the
government term the migrant population as ‘illegal’ immigrants,
often leading to identity movements in Assam. The rising insurgency
in the area is attributed to the rising identity movements in the region.
The strategy of violence adopted by many of these identity
movements has had adverse impacts on the economy of the state.
Hazarika (2000) has very rightly pointed out that ‘The areas of
commonality cutting across the ethnic boundaries need to be
strengthened instead of focusing on the singularity of communal
identity’. The added politicization of the phenomenon of illegal
immigrants and the essentialisation of the tribals as xenophobic seem
to have added to the loss of humanitarian hue of the phenomenon. 

Therefore it would not be wrong if we say that Assam accord
even though imperfect, but is the only realistic attempt at
maintaining a fragile social peace in the state. This tri-partite
agreement had set down a certain list of goals that aimed at the
growth, stability, and peace in the state. There was a certain clause in
the accord that guaranteed constitutional protection for the
Assamese people and to provide them political assurance. For more
than three decades, government after government, committees after
committees made miscarried efforts to define who is an Assamese. In 
a multi-ethnic and multi-lingual state, there will be certainly an
opposition to the notion of a homogeneousness in an identity called
the Assamese identity. Homogenizing the Assamese identity as one
standard identity would call for assimilating smaller tribal,
linguistic, religious, and ethnic groups into it. Thus, it seems that
although it would be easy to define who is an Indian in Assam in the
NRC update, defining who is an Assamese possibly will take longer
as it appears to be far more complex to unravel a standardized
Assamese identity. This brings us to the question if the NRC will



bring about a closure to the discourse of doubt in Assam, or would
there be any conclusion to this crisis? 

7. Conclusion 

The sub-nationalist politics of the region has privileged the
Assamese identity over other-categories like caste, class, and
religion; however, the national media, with the essentialisation of the
ethnic groups as xenophobic; has very easily produced this as a
narrative that is based on the fear of the “outsider”. Thus in the
present times, it appears that the state of Assam with its irreversible
past is being burdened with an unfavourable and unprepossessing
present. One pertinent question that remains is, is the future of the
state also in jeopardy. The need of the hour is to contemplate on the
lessons that we must draw to circumvent prospects of a jeopardized
future. NRC came as a bureaucratic intervention to deal with the
sub-nationalist aspirations of the people of Assam; therefore any
attempt to drop and abandon the exercise of NRC might lead to an
unremitting, incessant, and amplified intensive conflict among
different ethnic groups of people in Assam. What is more saddening
is that the national media failed to delve into the root of the problem
and very conveniently splattered all of the north-easterners as a
bloodthirsty horde and ethno-fascist. The authorities and the
government have been playing on the internal divisions of the people 
that were planted by the colonial rulers some hundred years ago. 

In the last few decades, Assam has witnessed many bloodied
and tearful times; the river Brahmaputra has turned red several times 
(Assam Movement, Nellie and Khoirabari Massacre, Secret killings,
the Bodo-Muslim ethnic conflicts). Therefore, during these times, it is 
imperative to realistically find solutions to their socio-economic and
cultural problems and to highlight the demands for identity quest in
a politically correct manner while providing the utmost dignity to
human lives. 
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Gandhiji’s Perspective on Nai Talim

in context of Modern Education

System

Radhey Shyam Singh*

An endeavor has been made to put light on the maxim of Gandhiji and his

instructive way of thinking on life, social training, fundamental schooling.

Gandhiji needed to change over the entire world into peacefulness and see the

general public where residents are residing in agreement. This motivation behind

peacefulness and concordance can be accomplished exclusively by following the

different statements of Gandhiji. As per him, truth and training assist one with

coming to at the pinnacle of self-realization. He needed a quiet friendly upheaval

through essential training.
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1. Introduction

The expression Nai Talim is a mix of two words-Nai Means

‘New’ and Talim - a Urdu word-signifies ‘Schooling’. ... All in all, in

educating learning process, instructor student ought to gain from

one another. They ought to have shared arrangement. Nai Talim is a

philosophy which expresses that knowledge and work are not

discrete. Mahatma Gandhi advanced an instructive educational plan

with a similar name in light of this instructive standard. Gandhi was

an idealistic; he attempted to bring ‘the Realm of God on the earth’

(Ram Rajya) where truth and peacefulness would be core values. His

utopianism emerged out of his adoration for humankind. The three

mainstays of Gandhi’s instructional method were its emphasis on the 

long-lasting person of schooling, its social character and its structure

as a comprehensive cycle. For Gandhi, training is ‘the moral

improvement of the individual’, a cycle that is by definition ‘lifelong

learning’.

2. Nai Talim Methodology of Mahatma Gandhi

Nai Talim or Basic Education is considered as instruction

forever. It is an equivalent of basic education which is a fundamental

considered Gandhiji on schooling. Its point is to fabricate a kid

independent by empowering him to utilize his obtained information

and abilities in pragmatic issues of life. Mahatma Gandhi has given

his plan of Nai Talim (New Education) in a very much figured

methodology to training in 1937 in his newspaper ‘Harijan’. It is an

all-around created theory of instruction based on tests he did well

from 1904 when he was in South Africa to his visit in ashrams in India 

at Sabarmati (Gujarat) and Sevagram (Maharashtra). It is a way to

deal with the all-out character advancement of body, brain and soul

and depended on four fundamental standards :

1. Schooling or learning in first language alongside craftsmanship 

work,

2. Work ought to be connected with most valuable professional

requirements of the region.

3. Learning ought to be connected with vocational work.

4. Work ought to be socially valuable and useful required for

living.



This methodology of work driven instruction with innovation

open privately was the fundamental methodology of Nai Talim. It is

basically a mass instruction approach because of its centrality of

socially helpful work, and was relied upon to make National System

of Education.

3. Fundamental Formulation of Nai Talim

The three components of training - learning, work and locally

accessible innovation are connected by an iterative interaction:

 Training + work + Technology = Socially Useful Productive

                                                              Work (SUPW)

In this definition,

l Work is thought to be healthy, having schedule, rest,

progress and joy all incorporated into working and utilizing

innovation.

l Innovation is either enabling and/or non-shady of

individuals and nature, and does offer healthy work, and

doesn’t make an individual a ‘gear-tooth in the machine’ and 

debases human innovative nature, or dirties and corrupts

the nature around.

l Instruction is the learning through working and utilizing

innovation for making SUPW, in which quality is inserted

because of result of work (items and administrations) being

socially helpful and supportive in raising efficiency of every

one of those associated with utilizing the items and

administrations. This is the Nai Talim that could be engaged

with the most common way of working-in its bits of

feedbacks, throughputs and results - giving opportunity and 

independence to the student and his/her work in picking

and making new cycles and results.

4. Linkage with Life-long Learning and Developing

A training framework could be planned and created in which

individual and social execution could be improved by giving

independence to the student and his learning for doing healthy work

and to make work inventive and imaginative. Another issue is the

means by which to make this process a long lasting, inventive and

creative, just as valuable for satisfying the requirements of living and
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working. Gandhian methodology in training is for learning forever,

gaining from life and learning all through life - connecting training

with yoga, industry and helpful working (yoga, udyoga and

sahayoga). It is a way for getting the hang of, working, creating and

changing constantly what’s more ascending on higher social and

development levels of innovation and post-advancement.

5. Failure of Nai Talim

Prior to thinking about the idea of New Age society, it is smarter
to know why Nai Talim was met with rout in its execution in India.
The conspicuous reasons are the establishing standards of two
frameworks, western model of schooling as embraced in India and
Nai Talim, are incongruous. Current Indian schooling framework is
an instrument for the industrialization, which relies upon large scale
manufacturing and worldwide showcasing processes, which are
serious and shifty in nature. The idea of abundance made and utilized
in large scale manufacturing and open advertising frameworks with
monetary business models for the worth or abundance creation, have
restricted the importance of abundance as far as GDP development as
estimated in financial terms. The social capital, which is very
fluctuated and various as needed for living and working, isn’t really
convertible as far as just one measure, cash. The mass creation
processes clearly remove occupations from numerous and makes
them not just non-benefitting furthermore non-cutthroat, yet in
addition removes occupations and working freedoms, makes them
non-useful what’s more pointless for society. This is the essential
inconsistency between work driven and information driven learning
and working methodologies. As per Gandhian Nai Talim, we remove
essential capacity of living of long-lasting working, learning and
making by accomplishing healthy work for moderate and good
living.

6. Conclusion

Observing formative ways and connecting them with training
is a major issue. Our objectives are restricted at this stage in
observing Social Developmental Education model that will look like
with Nai Talim and connection the schooling with arranged
improvement with help for offering Quality Education for All that
will allow imaginative and inventive instruction fundamental for
living and working cycles to people and gatherings.
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Ethics, Arts and Culture in

Literature : Religious History of

Adhinath Temple Chovar, Kirtipur

Mani Bhadra Gautam*

Artistic beauty of Adhinath temple and cultural ethics of the religious

groups inspires Chovar people to continue the rituals like performing jatras and
doing the puja/path and other activities. Cultural activities reflect their religious
history as a part of literature is this article’s claim that is proved through religious
activities and social/cultural believes in application of cultural norms and values as 
socio-cultural theories. Objective of this study is to expose the ethics in cultural
arts of religious people excavating through Cultural Studies as a methodological

tool and technique to dig out in the hole of research that helps to carry out the
expected result. Artistic structures of temple’s front face, back side, walls, pillars
and tudals are reflections of then rituals and emotional activities and cultural
performances are popular among the cultural communities. This article highlights
that the religious history of Adhinath temple begins from Anandadi Lokeshwor and 
continues with artistic ethics as a matter for literature. 
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Adhinath temple firstly known as ‘Anandadi Lokeshwor’ has a

long history from Pre-historical Period (Adimkal) and myth making

from Lichhavikal and Malla periods. Indra Bahadur Shakya, retired

but not tired first class officer of the examination controller office TU

who is now playing a key role for the reconstruction and renovation

works of Adhinath temple as a chairman of Adhinath temple speaks

about its religious histories and rituals he participated and observed.

He says, “Adhinath temple is said to be known as Anandadi

Lokeshwor and now the name is mis-pronounced as Adhinath”

(Interview with Shakya). It is believed that there are three Lokeshwors 
in Kathmandu Valley and one in Banepa i.e. Anandadhari Lokeshwor

of Chovar-Kirtipur, Padampani Lokeshwor of Indra Chowk-

Kathmandu, Minnath Jatadhari Lokeshwor of Patan-Lalitpur and

Shristikanta Lokeshwor of Banepa.

Anandadi Lokeshwor temple’s foundation is said to be built in

6th century in stone structure. According to the stone carved records

and myth making Chovar daanda was then known as Subernagiri

Kachhapal Parbat (Turtle shaped mountain of golden rocks). It is said

that the Anandadi Lokeshwor temple was built on the Kachhapal

Parbat in the time of Amshuvarma. According to the kimbadanti

stone made statues of Devi, Devta and their activities are interlinked

with rituals performed in Kirtipur. According to Nani Chhori Maha-

rjan “......rituals were/are really connected with the life, arts and death 

related activities of the people that started from Siddhinarshing Malla

by forming the Guthi institutions in the name of temple” (Interview

with Nani Chhori). The fund collected in the Guthi institutions was

used for the rituals and government based national budget was used

for the infrastructure development and innovative works. 

Source : Snapshot taken by the researcher.  
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Puja-path and other daily activities of the temple are done by the

priest and special religious groups worship on the statues of Lokesh-

wor, Tara, Buddha and Dipankar. Kirtipur locals donate copper,

silver and bronze plates in the name of demised parents and family

members and attach them on the walls of temple and nearby bihar. 

 Source : snapshots taken by the researcher.

 It is believed that the deadly souls are turned back to the
heavenly spirits through the rituals and donation to the temple.
Sambhu Maharjan says, “.....they also donate the kitchen utensils,
swords, iron caps, carpet making sticks, iron, cupper and bronze
made pots etc. and they attach them in the walls of this temple as
saviors of external forces and demon attacks to the statues and other
properties“ (Interview with Sambhu Maharjan). Temple was built in
Lichhavi and Malla periods, portraits and statues were built and
established then but the stone structured Asthabaitaak statue of
Bodhisatta that seems tall three stories structured with gazur on the
top was built earlier than the Lokeshwor statue.

 Indra Bahadur Shakya says that “..... in Shah Bamsha and
Rana’s time the rituals were in crisis and Kirtipur was always in
danger of them. King Pirthivi Narayan Shah attacked Kirtipur and
cut the noses of Kirtipur people that is always the black day for
Kirtipur Newars“ (Interview with Shakya). Reflection of the bitter
experiences is exposed in Lakhe dance, jatra and other rituals
performed in Kirtipur Municipality. In addition to the artistic beauty
of statues in the temple there is a colorful big rounding instrument
named as Maane that is much valued to the Buddhist gurus and
Lamas. It is believed that the people will get freed from pain after
rounding around the Maane. 



Source : Snapshots taken by the researcher. 

 In the back side of the temple there are four tall and three

thatched stone structured statues of Buddha. Buddhist religious

group believe that worshipping there enables them to forget the

individual pain and they can enjoy and live the life in heavenly

pleasure.  

Such inclusive involvement of Hindu, Buddhists and other

religious groups within a temple premises show religious freedom
and the broader views of keeping all the people in brotherhood

relationship.

 

Source: Photo taken by the researcher.

Nearly in distance of about one hundred meters there is a

separate temple built now in the 20th century establishing the

Saraswoti, Balkumari, Bhimsen and Ganesh statues in front of the
Amitab’s Bihar whereas the Shakyas from out of the Kathmandu

Valley come to worship there, sit in the Bihar and work as a priest.   
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Shakyas from Kathmandu and Lalitpur, especially from

Kirtipur worship and work as a priest in the main temple and

Shakyas from other places in the temple in front of the Bihar, offer

holy water as ‘jala’ and other religious groups from Patan, Ashan and 

Kirtipur sing hymns, show Lakhe dance, perform jatras and expose

the rituals supporting the cultural performances honouring rivers,

mountains, ponds etc.

In relation to the importance of those religious and cultural

places and socio-cultural practices of the Chovar-Kirtipur in his book

Prayagman Pradhan writes, “They took the mountains, rivers, ponds,

spring-well, Himalayas, thundering, storming and all the natural and
environmental things as gods and goddesses’ power and so they

worship there with different kinds of puja-path” (Kirtipurko, 6). Even

in the modern time those natural resources are taken as divine power.

Among all the gods and goddesses Kirtipur people have a great trust

on Anandhari Lokeshwor’s power and so in every rituals, jatra,

puja-path and hymns programs they sing the hymns and religious

songs of cultural groups in Nepal Bhasa honoring Adhinath.

Religious groups use different kinds of dresses and other

performances in ghatu dance, pulukisi dance, holi dance, jatra and

lakhe dance on the basis of objectives, causes and consequences

whether the coverage is joyful subject or the melancholy. Dance

represents the alternative sphere of satisfying and joy as Adrienne

Mclean writes :

In the dance performances, the dancing bodies of the characters

are not only the object of the gaze but as a subject who

participates and presents chosen aspect of their self to gaze

willingly and consciously. Dancing bodies simultaneously

produce and are produced by their own dancing that not only

reflects the way how the things are put but also have the

potential to effect change (Dying Swans and Madmen, 15).

Different kinds of costuming, musical instruments, music,
performances and other visual activities are continued to organize in

religious and cultural functions of the Chovar locals. 

Socio-cultural activities in Adhinath temple run through guthi.

Guthi system is in practice where as the local people collect some

funds, take help from local authority, agencies and government.

They spend the fund in renovation of the temples, worshipping the

gods and goddesses, doing the daily puga-path in the temples and



showing the jatras. Lots of land is in control of Adhinath guthi and

people run the religious, social and socio-cultural functions upon its

help and supervision. In the ritual activities like puja-path and Jatra

religious groups are in different dances and dresses according to the

mythical reflections that symbolize the views and sights connection

as Mars Fishwick writes, “..... the mind trains the eye” (Seven Pillars

of  Popular Culture, 14). Means to say in this quote is that wearing

different kinds of dresses wins the attraction of the dance and the

performance observers. In this regard Dipa Maharjan Quotes Gopal

Singh, “A network of guthi institutions binds the people together at
the three different levels of caste, patrilineal grouping and territory”

(Pangaya, 26). The Chovar people have different guthi networks and

socio-cultural activities run through them from the time of Amshu

Varma, Lichhavi and Malla Kings. 

The guthi network continued strongly, in this regards writes
Deepa Maharjan, “Amshu Varmaya’s avilekhayas are Baditraya-
guthi, Archaguthi, Goyudyaguthi, Brahmanguthi and they were
formed for different socio-cultural activities” (26). Defining the
Cultural Studies, Stuart Hall in The West and the Rest: Discourse and
Power writes, “Cultural Studies is an approach to studying culture
that lies at the intersection between the Social Sciences, most notably
sociology and the humanities. As a non-disciplinary study, Cultural
Study draws ideas from diverse fields and academic traditions”(63).
Stuart Hall’s principle in Cultural Studies is important for decoding
cultural oppression whereas American pop culture represents
experience of power. Cultural Studies at the University of
Birmingham, England came strongly in 1963 with the views to study
all the social and socio-cultural activities. Merriam-Webster,
America’s most-trusted online dictionary 2002 writes, “Semiotics is
the study of signs and cultural studies that approaches all cultures”
(54). Hemingway focuses on the function of language and meaning
produced differently in linearity and syntactic relations. Therefore,
Cultural Study studies about multiple aspects of the society and
socio-cultural activities. 

Talking about Chovar-Kirtipur’s arts, culture, literature and the 
cultural history, it was populated since the rule of Gopal Bamsi. Early 
residential of Kirtipur were Shrestha, Maharjan, Shakya, Nakarmi,
Dulal, Kapali and they have some similarities and some differences
in cultural arts, performances, activities etc. Kirtipur people have
close attachment with the people living in Patan and Gaushala. Some
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of them were in attraction of Chanakya philosophy and Buddhism,
too. Majority of the people from then society in Kirtipur follow
Hinduism as Prayagman Pradhan writes :

Kirtipur’s history is older than PashupatiNath’s history.

Talking about PashupatiNath, cow farmers (gopal) of Kirtipur

used to say that there was a cow named Bahuni with them

which used to go there regularly and put on milk there. People

eagerly wanted to know that why the cow goes there regularly.

After a long they found that there was a place of religious value

and named as Pashupati and built the PashupatiNath temple.

There is a residential area in Kirtipur named Sagal whereas Sa

means cow and Gal or Ga means the place to keep the cows.

King Dhana Bajra started people keeping in the community in

Sagal. There is a water collection centre named ‘Gopal Pokhari’

where King Dhana Bajra used to teach and convince people.

Cow farmers used to sit together and discuss about different

things there (Kirtipurko, 2).

Talking about Kirtipur’s religious and socio-cultural history, in

addition to Newars there are residential from Dulal, Kapali, Nakarmi 

communities, too who perform the cultural activities together with

them. About Adinath temple and the place around it, and so Kirti

Study and Research Mandal writes :

........Adhinath temple is an important place whereas

Chovar-Kirtipur people show the mela/ jatras from

Katipurnima in the month of Kartik upto Sakimila purnima. In

Chaitra Dashain they bring the Lokeshwor Statu from Nakhu

with various musical instruments keeping over the long clothes 

and show the jatras after they make the Statue entered to the

temple. It is one among the four Lokeshwors (Machhendra-

nath) that is also known as Anandadi Lokeshwor. Baha is kept

in the upper part of the Lokeshwor. In Newari it is said Cha:

and the place where the god Lokeshwor is placed is called Baha. 

Therefore, this place is called Cha Baha but now days it is

mis-named and called to be Chobhar (Kirtipurko, 80)  

Anandadhari Lokeshwor’s puja-karma rituals continue

worshipping with fruits, rice, bitten rice and breads/selroti and have

to do the excuse ritual process if mistaken in worshipping. Bali-puja

continues in Ganesh, Bhimsen and Balkumari temples compulsorily

in every Dashain.



Main temple of Anandadhari Lokeshwor is renovated after the

earthquake disaster of 2072 in investment of thirty millions sixty

lakhs donation by Nepal Government through ‘Puratatto Bibhag’

Historical and Cultural Departments and remaining works through

the donation and help of the local people. It is believed that people

will get relief from all kinds of diseases after worshipping there and

drinking the holy water there. 

Special kinds of rituals begin in the temple from Kartik

Purnima and continue upto Sakammena, nearly for a month.

“Religious groups come from Ukuwal Patan and Golden temple

Patan formed as Kuwal, Buwal, Siwal and Sabuwal from
Mahaboudha. They have to come and continue the rituals

compulsorily for a month” (Interview with Indraman). It is

compulsory to continue the rituals from Shakyas being a priest to

worship in the Anandadhari Lokeshwor but the other religious

activities are done by other ritual groups of Bajracharya, Maharjan,

Chitrakar, Joshi who search for the good time for rituals and Darji

and Kashai for playing the musical instruments like Funge Sanai,

Namekular and other instruments compulsorily with the ghee

needed for rituals. They perform Lakhe dance, jatra and other

performances.   

Source : Photos taken by the researcher.

King of Patan Siddhinarshing Malla and Yogendra Malla had a

great initiation in collecting the historical things, controlling the loss

and utilizing the resources and they supported and helped strongly

to the people of Kirtipur from Lalitpur as Chovar was in Patan area’s

administrative control. According to Indra Bahadur Shakya “...... in

ancient arts time it is much written, recorded and well known from

Manjushree’s time who cut the Subarna mountain known as

Kachhapal parbat for the water outlet in Chovar that lies in south of

Kirtipur Municipality and made the Kathmandu Valley likely to
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live“ ( Interview with Indra Bahadur). He says that the statue of god

in the Anandadi Lokeshwor temple was of gold for the first time and

Malla and Lichhavi rulars used to make the rath-yatra from

Anandadi Lokeshwor Chovar to Indrachowk Kathmandu and

Lagankhel Lalitpur in the name of making a meeting between gods

and goddesses. There was a big flow of Tibbetians in Kathmandu in

that time whereas they loot that golden statue from Balkhu

Kathmandu and put on Kerung Tibbet, locked with seven big keys.

Tibbet was so big, highly populated and powerful than Nepal and

Nepali people couldn’t take revenge with them. 

Though the statue was looted and locked in Kerung the goddes
dissatisfied and disguised as a girl, escaped from there, entered
Nepal and was wondering as a mad girl. Religious groups of Patan
saw it and took it to Patan, built the temple in Siddhipur and settled
the statue there but the goddess dissatisfied and a very dangerous
disease like plague was there, Patan people got angry and “..... throw
the statue in Nakhu river that was found by Gapal Bamshi gwalas in
between the Nakhu river and Bagmati river and brought it in the
Anandadhari Lokeshwor temple in the day of Chaitra Asthami with
ritual activities and musical instruments and so even today religious
people go to the place in every Chaitra Asthami with all the ritual
process to bring the goddess” (Indra Bahadur). It is also believed and
said in Kimbadanti that all the gold industry of Chovar went to
Tibbet with Anandadhari Lokeshwor statue and goddesses.
“Papantirtha gufa of Manjushree Park is too much long and it is too
much difficult but it is said that religious people can come out from
the stone structured temple of Adhinath, Bhadrakali and even from
Pashupatinath rarely” (Interview with Shakya). It is said that in
Lichhavi Period a man entered in the gufa from near to the
Manjushree Park and after a long time there was a sound of a man
crying near stone structured statue, in front of the Anandadi
Lokeshor and the people searched for him. When the people meet
him, he was unconscious and almost dying as they took him out. 

There are lots of holes like roads to come out but it is not clear
that which way goes where and the hard structure of the mountain
seems really surprising. Historically, Chovar is known as
Subarnagiri Mountain whereas people found and took out gold,
silver, bronze etc. whose natural holes are known as gufas as there is
a palace of Snake’s King Karkata in Taudaha who gave the golden
bhoto to the gwala of Patan. The history shows that people started



living in Kathmandu Valley from Kirtipur-Chovar-Taudaha and it
has a long history in arts and culture. 

Adhinath Temple is a big and tall seven story building from the

backside counting upto the stone carved places, too and that has

three roofs supported by woods and wooden and metal structured

tudals carved with artistic instruments representing erotic activities

of goddesses in different places of the temple designed in different

shapes from the front. The roofs of the temple are covered with

metals, bronze and copper plates. Statues of gods and goddesses are

designed and covered in many places with highly valuable copper,

silver and bronze plates. Wooden carved writings and written

documents in metal are much important records. Gajurs in the

temple is center of attraction for the tourists and religious people. 

Adhinath Temple and Jalapadevi Temple in Chovar Height are

other important religious-cultural temples for Kirtipur Newars and

other religious groups whereas the people come for worshipping

from different places of Kirtipur and Sanepa, Lalitpur. Every

morning, people go there and worship the gods and goddesses

placing the flowers and offering/sounding Namaste/Bhagawan

sharanam ringing the gongs. Religious fanatics, in addition to their

daily ritual activities, especially in the month of Kartik keep on

fasting, worship the gods and goddesses, sing the hymns and pray in

different ways. They believe that they can fulfill their dreams and

desires by worshipping there. There are lots of scenes and written

documents in the temple and around the temple premises for the

researchers in addition to the oral histories. 

 

  Source : Adhinath Temple.    Source : Snapshots taken by the researcher. 
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Adhinath Temple is made up of oily bricks that have three roofs 

supported by woods carved with artistic instruments representing

erotic activities of goddesses in different places of the temple

designed in different shapes. Well carved wooden doors and

windows represent the traditional arts and bring the study subjects

to the students/researchers of religious-cultural studies. The study

of arts and literature helps to analyze cultural history. Wooden

carved writing and written documents in stone and metal are much

important for historical records. In top of both the temples there are

Gajurs and bronze and copper structured toran lowered down from
the main temple. Gajurs in the temple are center of attraction for all. 

Conclusion of the study is that Anandadi Lokeshwor’s art and
local people’s ethical activities in cultural activities bring multiple
subjects for literary studies. In struggle for existence of their cultural
identity, society forces the authority to accept the rules in the steeps to
change. The social system, cultural values, and ethical activities
preserved and protected by the Chovar people, and state policy for
the development of certain community determines the national
status. Talking about Chovar’s religious and socio-cultural history
there are lots of things to research and so Arts and Literature
knowledge helps to study the society and socio-cultural changes
change that occur there. Socio-cultural/Cultural study is a part of
Humanities and Social Sciences. Among different theoretical aspects,
specifically this research concerned with social and socio-cultural
perspective.
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Vedic Psychology : Comparative

Study in reference to Neurology

Yajnadev Sharma*

The modern and Ancient Vedic study on the brain functions are factually
presented with reference of four Vedas. The aim is to notice the gap between two
studies with Brain and Manas. Chitha Ahamkaras, as sermonised in Vedic
philosophy, Yoga, Ayurveda are discussed finally. The final Studies of both

Modern and Vedic differences are highlighted  

[Keywords : Psychosomatic, Vedas - Rigveda, Samveda, Yajurveda,

Atharveda, Yoga, Manas, Kala, Chitha, Ahankara, Jopa, Nadi, Chakra]

1. Introduction

The Human Brain is the final instrument in the body to realise
our goal, Action and presentation. What is the difference of Human
and Animal? This is an authentic and final tool to decide the
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importance and span of human psychology where it keeps more

importance of action, thought process and creation. The difference

between human and animal is basically freely evolving in those

actions which can lead a human to be more wise and goal oriented in

a medium of doing actions according to goal. Human mind is not

bound in certain actions it can be motivated to get idea to be free from 

all actions and sanctions. Where the animals have only certain

actions to fulfil their needs.

^^vkgkjfunzkHk;eSFkqu¥~p] lkekU;esrn~i'kqfHkZujk.kke**

Animals and human have similarity in fulfilment of food needs, 

sleeping, fear and sex. Only the difference between two is Dharma.

without Dharma humans are also animals.
^^/keksZfg rs"kkef/kdks fo'ks"kks] /kesZ.kghuk i'kqfHk% lekuk%**

Niti Shatakam

This is a Vedic authentification of Human which makes him

different from all species. The Dharma means human have modi-

fication and motivation of mind towards these actions which can

lead them to achieve development on all levels ¼vH;qn;½ without

expecting the result of Karma (Actions) to get fulfilment of goals).

^^;rks·H;qn;fuJs;lflf) l /keZ%** Vaisheshika 1.1.2

From where the human begins to get development on all levels

with the actions and not accepting results.

lkfgR;laxhrdyk% foghu%

lk{kkRi'kq%iqPNfo"kk.kghu%

r`.ka u [kknUufi thoeku%

rn~ Hkkx/ks;a ijea i'kwuke~** Niti Shatakam

Other difference between two is that human can evolve

themselves to get the wisdom of literature, music, fine, arts also to get 

cultural socio-economic development.

2. Vedic Psychology

The human mind study with the scientific view is described by

Mr. Gardner Murphy in the book. “an introduction to psychology”.

where the western basic study of mind indicates the human mind is

key of all actions.

Conscious and unconscious acts for their fulfilment of needs.

The Vedic psychology depends upon the basic study of human
actions which have implemented for the welfare of others and self.
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There are three steps : One Mind, Second Orally Presentation, Third

Action. What Human think, that speaks and starts to act. Normally a

mother when care her child, she first thinks, presents and does her

action.

vkRekua jfFkua fof) 'kjhja jFkeso rqA

cqf)a rq lkjfFka fof) eu% izxzgeso pAA

bafnz;kf.k g;kukgqfoZ"k;kaLr"kq xkspjku~A

vkResfUnz;euks;qDra HkksDrsR;kgqeZuhf"k.k%AA
Kathopanishad 1.3.3.4

The consciousness enlightened with truth as “Atma” is owner
of human body and it is said the owner of chariot steering in Mind
(Pre thought process).

^^ladYifodYioku~ eu%**

It means deciding or un-deciding levels are the attributes of
Manas. Which is defined pre-thought process, where we decide yes
or no for any action. So the driver of steering is called Mind and five
organs of senses. The five action are horses of the chariot and the road 
is work of mind, five senses and actions.

Here the important thing is to understand five senses:- word,
aspect, taste, smell, touching are related with serially mouth, eye,
tongue, Nose, and skin with the help at these five sense organs the
human mind decides its action to fill the needs of human and where
the pre deciding factor as thought process is in dilemma of doing or
denying is called level of Manas but where the thought process ends
to final motivation there it is called mind. The mind gives direction
for sense organs to get the result and fulfilment of human needs. So
finally Vedic psychology and modern psychology makes difference
of their opinion on the definition of Manas only but the facts are
seeming similar to all human actions, which are oriented to achieve
the goal of development and prosperity. 
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A Study of Attitude of Prospective

Teachers towards Mobile Learning

in context of their Demographic

Factors

Poonam Singh*

In this study, it was aimed to examine the m-learning attitudes of teachers in
terms of different variables. Today, advances in technology have changed the ways

information is obtained, generated and spread. Technological developments,
particularly those which affect spreading of information, became the main factor in

determining the content of education, its organization and execution from spatial
scales to individualization. As the processes related to information change in the
information society, educational institutions will have to change themselves. Man’s
social learning effort has gained a new dimension with the development of individual 

needs and new technologies. One of these new dimensions is mobile learning.
M-learning is defined as a learning model that lets the students’ access learning
materials at any place, any time through the use of mobile technology and the
Internet.

[Keywords : Attitude, Mobile learning and Demographic factors]
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1. Introduction

The importance of a teacher as an architect of our future
generations demands that only the best and the most intelligent and
competent members of our intelligentsia be allowed to qualify for
this noble profession. It is unfortunate to find that generally the worst 
and the most incapable people of the society find their way into this
profession. Anyone who fails to find an opening in any other walk of
life, gets into this profession and recklessly plays with the destiny of
the nation. An important reason for this is understood to be the poor
salaries of our primary and secondary teachers which are no better
than that of clerks. A large number of our teachers are, therefore,
frustrated and uninterested.

Nowadays, it is increasingly common to find, in our schools,
unmotivated pupils who experience repeated academic failure, what 
leads, in many cases, to dropping out of school. What is required
from teachers, psychologists and schools’ principals are new ways to
combat these phenomena and increase student interest in school, and 
in addition improve their academic performance. 

2. Objectives of the Study

1. To Study the attitude of mobile learning secondary school
teachers towards teaching profession on their gender aspects.

2. To study the attitude of mobile learning secondary school
teachers towards their teaching profession in respect to their
marital status.

3. To study the attitude of mobile learning secondary school
teacher towards teaching profession in respect of their types
school.

3. Hypotheses of the Study

1. There is no significant difference between the attitude of mobile 
learning secondary school teacher towards teaching profession
on their gender aspects.

2. There is no significant difference between the attitude of mobile 
learning secondary school teacher towards their teaching
profession in respect to their marital status.

3. There is no significant difference between the attitude of mobile 
learning secondary school teacher towards teaching profession
in respect of their types school



4. Design of the Study

The present study belongs to the category of descriptive field

survey type of research and includes composite characteristics of

causal comparative and co relational survey research.

4.1 Population of the Study

The population for the purpose of this study is defined as the

entire mobile teaching secondary school teachers of district Meerut.    

4.2 Sample of the Study

A sample of 100 mobile learning secondary school teachers

from all schools of Meerut (40 male and 60 female) were selected

through random sampling technique. The type and name of schools

from which the samples were taken by the researcher are shown in

the following table :

Table-1 : Sampled Schools and Number of Teachers

S. No. Schools No. of Teachers

Govt. Schools

1. Government Inter College, Meerut 15

2. N.A.S. Inter College, Meerut 15

3. S.D. Sadar, Meerut 15

4. S.S.D. Boys Lalkurti, Meerut 15

Total 60

Private Schools

1. Noble Public School, Meerut 10

2. Rishabh Public School, Meerut 10

3. Radha Govind Public School, Meerut 10

4. Meerut Public School, Meerut 10

 Total 40

4.3 Tool Used for the Study

For the present study investigator has employ the following
tool ASTTP inventory (2001) developed by Dr UMME KULSUM.

4.4 Statistical Technique Used for Analysis of Data

For the present study investigator has used mean, standard

deviation and ‘t’-test.
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5. Results and Analysis

The results of this study are presented in the folloeing tables :

Table-2 : Attitude of Mobile Learning of Secondary School Teachers
towards Teaching Profession according to their Gender 

Gender N Mean SD t-Value Level of
Significance

Male 50 162.56 23.18
0.47

Not significant 
at 0.05 levelFemale 50 164.46 17.01

It is clear from above table, that there is very little difference
between the mean attitude scores of male and female teachers on
teaching profession, the mean scores of male and female teachers are
162.56 & 164.46 respectively. The t-value is 0.47(<1.98 for df 98) which 
is not significant at 0.05 level. Therefore, formulated null hypothesis
“There is no significant difference in the mean scores of male and
female mobile learning secondary school teachers’ attitude towards
their gender aspects” is accepted.

Table-2 : Attitude of Mobile Learning of Secondary School Teachers
towards Teaching Profession according to their Marital Status

Marital Status N Mean SD t-Value Level of
Significance

Married 54 160.26 20.27
1.73

Not significant 
at 0.05 levelUnmarried 46 167.17 19.62

It is clear from above table, that there is not much difference in
the mean scores of married or unmarried teachers in marital aspects
of teaching profession. The mean score of married and un married
teachers are 162.26 & 167.17 respectively the t-value is 1.73 which is
not significant at 0.05 level. Therefore, formulated null hypothesis
“There is a much significant difference in the mean score of married
and unmarried mobile learning secondary school teacher attitude
towards their marital aspect” is accepted.

Table-2 : Attitude of Mobile Learning of Secondary School Teachers
towards Teaching Profession according to their Type of School

Type of School N Mean SD t-Value Level of
Significance

Govt. 60 163.32 4.23
0.07

Not significant 
at 0.05 levelPrivate 40 163.63 21.73



By observing above table, that there is not much difference in

the mean scores of private and govt. mobile- learning secondary

school of teaching profession. The mean score of private and govt.

school teachers are 163.63 & 163.32 respectively the t- value is 0.07

which is not significant at 0.05(<1.984 df 98) level. Therefore,

formulated null hypothesis “There is a much significant difference in

the mean score of private and govt. mobile learning secondary school 

teacher attitude towards their marital aspect” is accepted.

6. Findings of the Study

The result revealed that the male and female, married and
unmarried and private and government mobile learning secondary

school teachers were found not differ significantly on their attitude of 

teaching profession. However male teachers, unmarried teachers

and private teachers have slightly higher mean score than their

counterparts.
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Woman Participation in Politics and 

its Impact upon Indian Democracy

 Kamlesh Rani*

The present study has been carried to know the role of women in Indian
politics and its impact on democracy. In this research paper, women’s participation
in politics, present situation, problems and political future of women have been
studied. Politics has been active with men’s physical strength and the ego that
emanates from it. Therefore, the participation of relatively soft-spoken women in
politics has been low all over the world. The participation of women in politics has
been an exception not only in India but throughout the history of the world. The
percentage of women’s participation in politics has progressively improved since
independence. Firstly, the principle of gender equality has been proposed in the
Preamble, Fundamental Rights, Fundamental Duties and Directive Principles of
the Indian Constitution. The Constitution has not only given equal status to
women, but has also empowered the state to take positive discrimination measures
in favour of women. Through the survey conducted under the research, it was
found that the dominance of men is one of the main obstacles in the political
participation of women. Two-thirds of women over the age of 50 believe that
political dominance by men does not give women opportunities in politics, while
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half of women in their 20s and 25s hold the opposite view. The survey also found
that their social and economic status has a significant impact on women’s electoral
participation. Political participation was found to be high among women of higher
social class and economic classes, whereas this participation was very less among
women of lower socio-economic strata.

[Keywords : Politics, Democracy, Legislature, Constitution,

Universal adult franchise] 

1 Introduction to the Concept

The percentage of women’s participation in politics has

progressively improved after independence. Firstly, the principle of

gender equality has been proposed in the Preamble, Fundamental

Rights, Fundamental Duties and Directive Principles of the Indian

Constitution. The Constitution has not only given equal status to

women, but has also empowered the state to take positive discrimi-

nation measures in favour of women. Which is needed today. In

other areas, women are facing challenges in an energetic and

concrete way while establishing their dominance. New dimensions

of politics are being created in which women are being encouraged

equally, even if it is at the Panchayat level. The village Sarpanch won

women candidates in many panchayat level elections and opened

new doors of advancement.

From home to education, banking, corporate sector, they have

proved their worth as men and have carved a respectable position for 

themselves. There should be a system of equal participation in

elections, but it requires social thinking, systemic change, social

development and most of all, an educated and healthy environment.

Also it is very important to incorporate higher principles. Even at the

grassroots level, some initiatives have to be taken in which educated

women, even if they are from rural areas, get a chance to come

forward. Such efforts in which participation of women at a healthy

level will be possible. The government has given shape to many such

schemes. In which the welfare of women and their development have 

also been included in the major issues.

Under the 73rd and 74th Amendments, women have been

provided reservation in seats in panchayats and in local bodies of

municipalities. In order to provide a strong basis for their

participation in politics. Equality has been given prominence by

reforming many acts and eliminating all discrimination. One of the

main impediments to the political participation of women is the
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dominance of men. Two-thirds of women over the age of 50 believe

that political dominance by men does not give women opportunities

in politics, while half of women in their 20s and 25s hold the opposite

view. Moreover, majority of women believe that Indian voters vote

more in favour of male candidates than women.

Most of the women believed that it is easy for upper caste

women to participate in politics, while it is comparatively difficult for

lower caste women. The political parties and governments of the

country have shown apathy towards the participation of women in

national level politics. All political parties seem to be discouraged in

passing the proposed Women’s Reservation Bill, which provides for

reservation for women in Parliament and state legislatures. The main

reason for this is that male politicians fear that women’s elections may

reduce or eliminate their chances of being re-elected, which they are

not prepared for.

2. Global Review on Women’s Participation in Politics

Politics has been a formidable task in the history of the world.

Politics has exploited the people, shed blood in the name of protecting

religion and protecting the life and property of the people. Hence

politics has been the arena not only of common men but also of men

who behave harshly and cruelly. Politics has been active with men’s

physical strength and the ego that emanates from it. Therefore, the

participation of relatively soft-spoken women in politics has been low

all over the world. The participation of women in politics has been an

exception not only in India but throughout the history of the world.

But in the modern era, with the decline of monarchy and the

development of democracy, when politics based on army and police

force began to decline and public opinion gained special importance,

the general public also dominated at one place. Some powerful people 

of the society. Started growing Gradually, the participation of women

in the participation of the general public also started increasing. With

the increasing participation of women, the nature of politics is

changing and which is a unique experience not only for India but for

the whole world. But it is worth considering whether this group of

men sitting on political rights will adopt discretion to increase the

participation of women in politics to make the political environment

of the world stress-free.



3. Woman Participation in Politics in India

The modern period in the history of India is more important

than the participation of women in politics. Rani Lakshmibai, Madam

Bikaji Cama, Kasturba, Aruna Asaf Ali, Sarojini Naidu, Sucheta

Kriplani, Vijayalakshmi Pandit, Indira Gandhi etc. contributed

significantly in our freedom struggle. Nandini Satpathy, Mohsina

Kidwai, Girija Vyas, Sushma Swaraj, Mayawati, Vasundhara Raje,

Sheila Dikshit, Mamta Banerjee, Renuka Chaudhary, Sonia Gandhi

etc. showed activity in the politics of independence. Indira Gandhi led 

the country as the Prime Minister for 16 years. In the country’s

constitution, formed soon after independence, women are not only

given equal rights to vote as men, but also contest elections to

represent the public from panchayat to parliament.

Thus, the numerical representation of women’s participation in

politics has increased with at least one-third membership in all public 

representative forums in the Panchayati Raj system. The idea of

equality of men and women in society is rapidly changing due to the

representation of one-third of the membership by the Public

Representation Act for women. A new confidence has arisen in

women. His image of himself has improved, he has grown in his

eyes. Special emphasis has been laid on issues related to women in

the society, awareness has been raised against atrocities against

women, use of force etc., girl child education has been promoted. The 

respect of women voters has increased, but the irony is that a bill to

increase the participation of women in parliament and assemblies to

one-third is pending since 1998, a bitter case of unjust decisions by a

male-dominated society.

4. Constitutional Provisions for Women Participation in 

Politics

l Reservation for women in Parliament : Although the 73rd

and 74th Amendments to the Constitution of India have

made a provision for reservation of one-third seats in local

bodies for women, but other efforts are also needed to ensure 

equal participation of women in politics. The Women’s

Reservation Bill, providing 33% reservation to women in the

Lok Sabha and the Legislative Assemblies of all states, needs

to be introduced and passed immediately.
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l Reservation for women in political parties : Although this

step does not provide any concrete assurance regarding the

increase in the number of women MPs, but it can be a

concrete step to ensure adequate number of women in

politics. This provision has been made in many countries of

the world such as Sweden, Norway, Canada, Great Britain

and France etc.

l Political leadership development of women : To increase

the participation of women in politics and other diverse

fields, it is necessary that efforts should be made for women

empowerment and their community participation at every

level in the society so that they develop self-confidence,

leadership ability etc.

5. Impact of Women’s Participation on Indian

Democracy

In the result of this general election, women voters of the

country have not only registered their presence, but this time it has

happened for the first time in Indian democracy that 78 women have

got elected as MPs. At the same time, the number of male MPs was

462 in 2014, which has come down to 446 in 2019, due to which their

number has come down by about 3%. This time, out of 8,000

candidates who stood for the general election, the number of women

candidates was less than 10%, but the number of women who

reached Parliament by winning is 14 percent. This is a sign of positive 

change in the electoral politics of India that - this election can prove to 

be helpful in removing many political prejudices associated with

women candidates. Along with this, political empowerment of

women will also prove to be effective.

As a voter, if we discuss the electoral participation of women,

then we come to know that the participation of women through

voting in the general elections of 2009 and again in 2014 has increased 

in 2019. For the first time, women voted more than men in this

election. It is also worth noting the fact that this is the first time in the

democratic history of India that 67.11% of the voters have exercised

their voting rights. If we do not study the last Indian elections, it is

found that in this election the number of female voters was more than 

male voters in 13 seats of the country.



While the percentage of female voters in the 1962 general
elections was 45, it increased to 66 in 2014 and the difference between
the male and female voters in the 1962 general elections was 17%, it
decreased to 1.4% in 2014 and this time in the 2019 elections. It has
remained only 0.4%. In this election, there were 8.35 crore women
voters as compared to the previous elections. If we study these figures
in the context of the states, it would have been known that in this about 
54 lakh voters were included in Uttar Pradesh, 48 lakh in
Maharashtra, 42.8 lakh in Bihar, West Bengal 42.8 lakh Tamil Nadu 39
lakh voters.

6. Conclusion

Woman participation in politics is a collective responsibility in
which all the stake holders have to participate equally. But, the most
important role is to be played by the women themselves. If Priyanka
Gandhi comes into politics, then her dress and her Nain Naksh are
commented on. There has been a lot of talk about Priyanka as to what
the beautiful lady will be able to do in politics.

Similarly, all those women politicians of Mamata Banerjee,
Mayawati, Sushma Swaraj have to face such comments. Any failure
of hers is exposed from the angle of her being a woman, whereas a
failure has to be faced by a male politician as well. Arguments about
women being weak in politics - Women candidates have little chance
of winning. Women in politics are not able to give time to any man in
their domestic work. Women have less political understanding, so
they remain confined to areas like women’s department, children’s
department even if they win.

At the end it may be said that the 21st century has belonged to
women since the beginning. In these years, women’s contribution to
India’s economic system has increased, as a result of this, today
women of India are creating new dimensions by reaching politics,
business, art and jobs. The women of India have established a very
respectable place in the globalized world. Statistics show that every
year 50 percent of the total candidates pass the medical examination,
after independence, about 12 women have become chief ministers of
different states. 21 percent of professionals in India’s leading software
industry are women. In military, politics, sports, pilots and entre-
preneurs, in all the fields where women could not be imagined till
years ago, women have not only established themselves but are also
succeeding there.
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Harmonious Growth of Society and

Philosophy in Ancient India
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Philosophy and society in ancient India were closely connected to each other
as both of them regulated the lives of human beings giving them a well directed
purposeful life pattern. They were developed together by the ancient sages who were
great visionaries having universal perception and divine understanding. After
generations of outward and inward journey and years of intellectual discipline they
found out that the inhabitants of earth have a profound connection with some
superior universal power which they are unaware of. Therefore they cultivated the
technique of self-control and self-awareness that initiated the journey of divine
realization. To prepare human mind for the final goal the sages trained them by
regulating their lives by way of Varna, Ashram and Purusharthas. The harmonious
interconnectivity between philosophical understanding and social functioning laid
down the foundation of family and community life in India. Our unparallel philo-
sophical ideology and social norms make us a unique country where people were
trained to follow the right path creating balance within individual, society and
nature.
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Ancient India offers harmonious growth in various aspects of
life. Its religious ideas, philosophical thoughts and socials norms
were closely connected to each other. Philosophy, being a
fundamental basis of Indian society, influenced the social lawgivers
who made rules in consensus with renowned philosophical
teachings of their age. Peace and harmony, the prerequisite of Indian
philosophy, brought peaceful and stable order to ancient society of
India initiating progression and development of mankind. India's
renowned philosophical teachings had deeply influenced each and
every sphere of our ancestors' life. Our religious understanding,
social traditions and ethical evolution were based on ideologies
produced by various schools of philosophers. Ancient philosophers
of India evolved few socio-cultural formulas that were supposed to
sort out some most challenging problems that every society
confronts. To ensure smooth running of the human life they decided
to administer society by a set of rules. Their idea of civilized society
revolved around the doctrine of dharm. According to their perception 
each and every soul of universe is assigned certain duties by the
Supreme Authority. Under the ideal situation everyone should
recognize ones responsibility and determine the right path for
oneself. But not everyone is competent enough to find out the path of
righteousness and follow it without having a code of conduct or a
specific guideline. This initiated the process of setting up of rules by
the intelligentsia. With an aim of creating a well designed civilized
society the enlightened ones introduced the concept of varnas,
ashramas, and purusharthas and many more such doctrines.

They organized the whole society in four varnas namely
brahmana, kshatriya, vaishy and shudra.1 Keeping in view of one's
choice and ability every individual was put in one of the four
categories and was supposed to perform the duties assigned to that
specific varna.2 According to Gautama and Baudhayana Dharmsutra, a
Brahmana’s duty was to study, to teach, to officiate as priest in the
sacrifices and to give and receive alms.3 To study, to give alms and to
serve the country in the administrative positions or in the army were
the duties of a Kshatriya.4 Duties of a Vaishy included land tilling,
cattle rearing and trading.5 While the practice of handicrafts fell
within the sphere of Shudras.6 Similarly it is mentioned in the Majjhila
Nikaya that the chief source of livelihood for a Brahmana was his
working as a priest and teacher; for a Kshatriya, his skill in the use of
bow and arrow; for a Vaishy, his land and animal wealth; and for a



Shudra, his work as sickle man and labourer. This remarkable
arrangement laid down the foundation of an elaborate social system
contributing to a disciplined lifestyle.7 Each person was given the
freedom of choosing his profession but after taking a decision it was
his dharm to follow the allotted duty with complete dedication. This
developed a deep sense of responsibility and inseparability among
all varnas of society. Similar hypothesis can be noticed in ashram
system that was formulated to maintain a perfect social environment. 
To make the maximum possible use of the limited life span of
humans, their lives were divided in four sections Brahmcharya,
Grihasta, Vanprastha and Sanyas. Each one contained a period of
twenty five years as human life was supposed to have a span of
hundred years. During each part of life a person should perform the
duty specified for that particular age zone. A comfortable social
environment was evolved involving all the members of society by
allotting duties in accordance to their age and capability. Thus each
person was linked to the other imbedding a social nexus where
members of society experienced intense emotional interdependence.
The presence of social ties helped in their survival linking them to
their kinsmen from whom they could expect moral and physical
support. The Varnashram system provided a sense of belonging to
Indians, allocating different tasks to different people in accordance to 
their ability and training them to do what was morally and ethically
correct in the eyes of men and gods. It strengthened the society
putting more efforts in flourishing a blissful society where people
were trained to follow the right path creating balance within
individual, society and nature. The idea encouraged them to develop
the doctrine of four Purusharthas : Dharm, Arth, Kama and Moksha, the
four basic obligations from which every person should liberate
himself at the right time. Purusharthas provide a perfect combination
of every householder's liabilities towards himself, his family and
society. Dispensing one's familial and social obligations without
ignoring one's duty towards his/her own material and spiritual
needs is a unique feature of ancient philosophy. Purusharthas were
the guiding principles of Indian society. A person belonging to any of 
the four varnas and four ashramas was supposed to follow the four
purusharthas. If he was a brahmachari he was to follow his dharm of a
true student accomplishing his duties towards his teacher, fellow
students and himself. As a grihasta his dharm was to hold the reins of
family looking after the elders and supporting the youngsters. He
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was supposed to earn right money, to raise a balanced future
generation and to fulfill their duties towards their family and society. 
In the role of a vanprasthi, his dharma towards the family was
diminished by his duty towards society. Finally the dharm of a sanyasi
was self upliftment along with the upliftment of society. Thus the
social regulations were closely linked with the Indian idea of mental,
moral and spiritual growth at various stages of life. According to
Indian philosophy the final goal of man's life is to connect himself
with the supreme man. Keeping in view, the goal the ancient Indian
social regulations were formed and human beings were given the
chance to follow the path of progression.

Indian philosophers were great visionaries having universal
perception and divine understanding. After generations of outward
and inward journey and years of intellectual discipline they found
out that the inhabitants of earth have a profound connection with
some superior universal power which they are unaware of.
Therefore, they cultivated the technique of self-control and self-
awareness that initiated the journey of divine realization. A well
conceived theory of ever changing transformative cycle of life was
evolved by them which suggested that all beings come from, live in
and go back to a single source.8 There is close proximity between the
external and internal elements of existence. The realization of the
presence of some unknown and undiscovered supreme energy
motivated the sages to find out the purpose of creation of cosmos.

No one can assess the amount of time and labor induced by
them in the path of finding the supreme reality. Eventually they
reached to a conclusion that the Divine Being, the creator of the
universe, is constantly expanding the universe and creating new
realms. All living and non-living beings are the extension of His
energy. He parts away with us so that we can gain the experience of
outer world and the soul can reach the state of enlightenment which
the Creator wants us to attain. Only then the cycle of creation will be
completed. As only a pure soul can go back to Him, all doctrines and
rituals were aimed to create a chaste society. Inner consciousness was 
the guiding force for every member of society. Their field of
contribution may vary according to the nature of job but their
sincerity and commitment should be of highest level. It is the first
step towards self discipline that educates us how to control of our
mind and body and eventually prepares us to commence our journey 
towards self-mastery. This theory helped in producing generations



of committed individuals who became the architects of Indian
political, economic, social and cultural arena.

Thus a harmonious interconnectivity between philosophical

understanding and social functioning laid down the foundation of

the family and community life of India. Our unparallel philosophical

ideology makes us a unique country. We are still known for our

social regulations, religious tolerance and cultural adaptability. A

journey through the path of history makes it evident that our

philosophy and social set up is our identity and our strongest

support system without which we cannot survive. The intermingling 

of philosophical ideas with social institutions helped in the growth of 

stable and balanced society giving way to peace and harmony. It

paved way for a society where people felt connected with other

beings and also with the Supreme Being. It enabled them to develop

positive and meaningful social relationships together with mental,

emotional and spiritual well being.
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Women's employment in industrial sectors can be taken as one of the basic
prerequisites for their empowerment. Though nowadays the number of women who 
are involved in industrial sectors as labourers is increasing day by day, they are
also facing different constraints in their occupations. This study explores the
constraints of women labourers in industrial sectors in general and the women who 
are involved as labourers in the Balaju Industrial Area in Kathmandu Nepal in
Particular. In this study, I have used an exploratory research design by taking 88
respondents through purposive sampling and have conducted interviews. I found
that women laborers have faced different constraints, mostly related to duty hour,
behaviour of employer, punishment system, and condition of working place.
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1. Introduction

Employment for women is essential for making them

independent and empowered. Women's employment can raise their

status by allowing them to earn income and have more control over

resources. Nowadays, their participation in the labor force has

increased in almost all regions of the world. Moreover, women are

participating in the labor force in the greater number but they

typically receive lower pay than men even when working in the same 

sector (Yellen, 2017). In today's world, every society has its social and

cultural values and they feel that women should work to protect their 

rights.

Nepalese women have socio-cultural responsibilities more

complex than men. They carry out dual roles and responsibilities in

and outside the household. They spend much of their time carrying

water over long distances, preparing food, and gathering firewood

for household needs. In an average Nepalese household, women care 

for their babies and at the same time for other family members too.

They do it by taking as their duty and they work very hard without

any complaint. The household work of the women is not an

economically rewarding job. Even the country's national accounting

system does not consider being economically dependent on their

husband even though they work so hard women who are interested

to work and earn money have to fight for the right (Luitel, 2009).

In Nepal, there is no argument against the empowerment and

autonomy of women, and it has been recognized that the social,

economic, and political empowerment of women is essential for their 

sustainable development in all areas of life. Thus, it has been well

accepted that women's empowerment and full participation on the

basis of equality in all spheres of society, including in the

decision-making process, and access to power are fundamental to the 

achievement of equality, development, and peace. Accordingly,

appropriate policies and programs have been formulated to address

women's development issues and problems in various ways at the

national as well as local levels. But, due to the absence of effective

mechanisms and political commitment to implementing them,

women's concerns and needs tend to be marginalized and lost during 

the course of implementation.
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2. Statement of the Problem

In every country, women have been facing different types of
problems. Relating to women's employment in the industrial sector
women's representation is very poor in South Asia especially in the
countries like Nepal, Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan. This indicates
that there is an increase in the work burden of females. But the
control and the benefit of their work have been taken by males
because women are confined only in household activities so they
think inferior.

The economic activities of women are always underestimated
because household works are not classified under the economic
activities which show that women suffer from hard and face
difficulties in society. Even family members do not assimilate that
household work is really important work. It is true that in addition to
the work in the factory, field, or plantation, women have to spend
many hours attending to household chores. Women, therefore,
experience the double day, double burden, and double shift. That is
they bear the burden of "paid work" and "unpaid work". This double
burden also makes it difficult for women to get better jobs, to get
trained, and to make up the professional ladder (Bhasin & Khan,
1986).

Men and women possess different levels of power in the family, 
with women, typically being the less powerful partners. The work
women do in their home is unremunerated and therefore, not even
regarded as "real work". Women's jobs in the labor force are often
what other demands wives have on their time. As such women's
work is devalued and remunerated at a substantially lower rate than
men's work (Renzetti, et al., 2012). The choices about who works in
the family and who stays at home to care for the household and
children are based on an ideology of appropriate gender roles. The
jobs men do in home-do-it-yours, for example, are those that have a
lasting output, while women are responsible for day-to-day
repetitive, never-ending ones (Abbott &Wallace, 1997).

When it comes to housework, research consistently shows that
wives spend more time on domestic chores than husbands do. A
study of more than 200 scholarly articles and shows that although
women have reduced and men have slightly increased their hourly
contribution or routing household talks. Women do at least twice as
much as housework as men do (Coltrane, 2000). A number of factory



workers show a similar pattern women and men working in separate 
occupations, with men working in jobs classified as skilled and
women doing work classified as semi-skilled or unskilled and
earning substantially less than men (Abbott & Wallace, 1997). 

An increasing number of women's participation in the

workforce is the result of several factors such as being independent to 

support family and to use education. But they are inferior positive in

every sphere from public to domestic (Stri Shakti, 1995). So, this

study explores the constraints of women laborers working in the

Balaju Industrial Area of Kathmandu district. The purpose of this

study is to find out the problems faced by the women laborers in

industrial sectors in general and Balaju Industrial Area in particular. 

3. Theories Related to Women's Employment : Liberal,
Marxist, Psychoanalytic, Radical & Social Feminism 

Liberal feminism argues that gender inequality is the result of

patriarchal and sexist pattering of the division of labor (Ritzer, 1994).

Liberal feminists have been concerned to demonstrate that the

observable differences between the sexes are not innate but a result of 

socialization "sex-role conditioning" (Abbott & Wallace, 1997). For

Marxist Feminists, the feature of contemporary society in capitalism,

within which women are subjected to a special form of oppression

which is mainly the effect of their exclusion from wage labor and of

their role in the domestic sphere reproducing the relations of

production. That is women's unpaid work in caring for the labor

force and raising the next generation of workers benefits capitalism

and is essential to its continuation. The main beneficiary of women's

unpaid labor force in capitalism, though individual men also benefit

to some extent (Abbott & Wallace, 1997). 

Similarly, the roots of psychoanalytic feminism maps and

emphasizes the emotion dynamics of personality, emotions and are

often deeply buried in the subconscious areas of the psyche; they also 

highlight the importance of infancy and early childhood in the

patterning of these emotions (Ritzer, 1994). Another variant of

feminism, radical feminists, called a revolutionary form of feminism

is a theory on gender oppression that views patriarchy as an

elaborate system of male domination which pervades all aspects of

culture and social life. The central tenet of radical feminists is that

gender inequalities are the outcome of an autonomous system of
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patriarchy and that there has always been a sexual division of labor

underpinning and reinforcing a system of male domination. The

family is seen as a key instrument of the oppression of women,

through sexual slavery and forced motherhood-through male

control of women's bodies (Abbott &Wallace 1997).

Finally, socialist feminism sets out to bring together dual

knowledge-knowledge of oppression under capitalism and of

oppression under patriarchy into a unified explanation for all forms of 

social oppression (Ritzer, 2000). It opposes both capitalism and

patriarchy commonly called 'capitalist patriarchy'. The socialist

feminist attempts to develop an analysis that recognizes two systems,

the economic and the sex gender. To understand women's oppression

fully it is necessary to examine the sexual division of labor in the

domestic sphere as well as in the labor market, and the partners' ship

between the two. Women's reproductive labor limits their access to

wage labor, but the limited range of wage labor available to women is

what dives many of them into marriage (Abbott &Wallace, 1997).

4. Research Methodology 

This study is based on qualitative and quantitative data with an

exploratory research design to fulfill the specific objective of the

study. The universe of the study was the total number of women

laborers who were working in the Balaju Industrial Area in different

industries. In this study the total number of universe is unknown and

out of the universe, I have taken 88 respondents by using a purposive

sampling design. Being based on the objectives, I have collected the

required data by using the Interview process with an interview

schedule. Finally, quantitative data are presented in terms of

percentages. Frequencies tables and tables are used for the illustration 

of both qualitative and quantitative information. The collected data

through various interview schedules were systematically processed

and analyzed using both descriptive and statistical methods.

5. Data Presentation and Analysis

5.1 Skill Level of the Respondents

The level of skills of the labourers influences the problems faced 

by them in their working situation. Skill Level of the women laborers

of the Balaju Industrial Area can be presented into three categories.



Table-1 : Skill level of the Respondents

Skill Types No. of Respondents Percentage

Skilled 8 10

Semi-skilled 6 7

Unskilled  74 83

               Total 88 100

Source : Field Survey, 2021

The above table shows that majority (83 percent) of the women

laborers working in the Balaju Industrial Area were unskilled

laborers. Seven percent of the women were semi-skilled laborers.

Only 10 percent of women were skilled laborers. They were at an

administrative level.

5.2 Employment Status of the Respondents

The job types and job positions of employment also have

significant affects on women laborers work and family and other

social relationships. These aspects of the respondents are presented

as following :

Table-2 : distribution of Respondents by Type of Job

Job Types No. of Respondents Percentage

Permanent 30 34

Temporary  68 66

               Total 88 100

Source : Field Survey, 2021

The above table shows that 34 percent of the respondents were

permanent and they get salaries on monthly basis. Other 66 percent

of the women laborers get the salary on a daily wage basis but are

paid monthly. All the respon1ents get the salary regularly and there

was no delay on the distribution of salary only a few months. 

Table-3 : Respondents by job position

Job Position Education No. of Respondents Percentage

Administrative level Above  SLC 14 15

Manual labor Under SLC 74 85

              Total 88 100

Source : Field Survey, 2021
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Table-3 on preceding page clearly shows that overwhelming
proportions (85 percent) of women laborers are concentrated at the
manual level of position. Only 15 percent of the women are
concentrated at administrative level of position. One woman is
working as managerial position among the sampled women. This
clearly shows that women workers are experiencing low level of job.

5.3 Working Hours per Days

Working hours is also a crucial factor in determining the work
life balance of women. Because women have to maintain both the
household duties and outside work simultaneously this is often not
in the case of man. This variable was taken into consideration.

Table-4 : Respondents by Average Daily Hours in their Job

Average Daily Duty Hours No. of Respondents Percentage

 8  Hours 58 66

10 Hours 20 23

11-14  Hours  10 11

               Total 88 100

Source : Field Survey, 2021

The above table reveals the duty hour of the female laborers.
Most (66 percent) of the women laborers had duty hours of 8 hours. 
23 percent of women laborers had 10 hours. Out of the total, 11
percent of respondents had 11-14 hours. This shows the variations of
duty hour among the respondents.

5.4 Physical Condition of Working Place

Physical condition of working place is one of motivating factor
for analyzing the women perception towards work.

Table-5 : Respondents Comments with the Physical Condition
of Working Place

Physical Condition of
Working place

No. of Respondents Percentage

Good 14 13

Bad 66 77

Alright  8 10

               Total 88 100

Source : Field Survey, 2021



Table-5 on preceding the page shows that majority (77 percent)

of the respondent's working place was bad. Among the total, 13

percent of respondents' working place was good and 10 percent of

informants working place was alright.

5.5 Working Place of Women Labourers

Working place of women laborers is important indicator to

mention their problems faced at work. It is known that most of the

women are manual level workers and they have not get very good

place for working. 

Table-6 : Respondents with the Condition of their Working Place

Condition No. of Respondents Percentage

Too hot 30 33

Too cold 8 10

Wet place 6 7

Fresh air does not come 36  40

Good 8 10

               Total 88 100

Source : Field Survey, 2021

Data contained in the the table above shows that most (40

percent) of the respondents comment that their working place is not

good because fresh air does not come inside their working area. 33

percent of the informants feeling were too hot in summer seasons

inside industrial area. 10 percent of the respondents experience about 

their working place was also not good because of too cold in winter

seasons. But rests of 10 percent of the respondents are happy and

satisfied with their working area. The working environment for

manual level workers not found good. The women have been

working in cold temperature, not properly ventilated room and

somewhere in hot room as well

5.6 Moral and Physical Exploitation Faced Work

The main problem of women laborers at the work is moral and

physical exploitation by the employee and co-workers. The study

questions had asked to the informants and their response is

presented in the table-7 on next page.
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Table-7 : Respondents by Moral and Exploitation Faced at Work

Exploitation No. of Respondents Percentage

 Yes 6 7

 No  82 93

               Total 88 100

Source : Field Survey, 2021

It is evident from the data contained in the table above shows

that most (93 percent) of the women laborers do not feel any moral and 

physical exploitation from employers and male coworkers. Another 7

percent of women laborers feel as moral and physical exploitation at

work as abusing sex words, teasing, and morally domination.

5.7 Problems Faced at work Due to Household Responsibility

Women have to perform the double role in household and at

work. Women in almost all over the world do domestic work

coupled with their additional work in productive spheres. A

question was asked to the women laborers that do you feel problem

at work due to your household responsibility. 

Table-8 : Respondents with Problems at Work by Household Duties

Problem at Work by
Household Duties

No. of Respondents Percentage

 Yes 68 77

 No  20 23

               Total 88 100

Source : Field Survey, 2021

There was no wage difference for women laborers with males
for the same post. The majority (73 percent) of the women laborers

received suggestive comments from employers when they made

mistakes. 17 percent of women laborers received threatening and 10

percent of women laborers received demotion at jobs when they

made mistakes.

5.8 Punishment System

When women laborers made mistakes at work, the nature of
punishment was depend on nature of mistakes. The study question

asked about the punishment system for mistakes they have done at

work and the work.



Table-9 : Respondents by Type of Punishment System

Type of Punishment No. of Respondents Percentage

Suggestive 64 73

Threatening 16 17

Firing from job 8 10

               Total 88 100

Source : Field Survey, 2021

From the above table, it can be observed that majority (73

percent) of the women laborers received suggestive comment by the

employer for their minor mistakes. They never feel abusive words or

very bad comment from their management. Another 17 percent of

the informants stated that the experience was threatening in work as

the punishment when they did mistakes. 10 percent had the bitter

experience of firing jobs as the punishment. The punishment system

begins in Balaju Industrial Area from suggestion, threaten and

termination from the job respectively.

5.9 Behavior of Employer (Boss) towards the Employee 

The behavior of employer towards the employee shape the

women's perception and attitude toward work. The women laborers

were asked what type of behavior they received from their employer.

Table-10 : Respondents with the Behavior of Employer

Behavior of employer No. of Respondents Percentage

Best 6 6

Good 40 46

Tolerable 42 48

              Total 88 100

Source : Field Survey, 2021

It can be observed from the data contained in the table above

that only 6 percent of women laborers have experience of good

behavior of employer towards them. Another 46 percent of women

laborers feel that behavior of employer was good. But 48 percent of

women laborers experience about the behavior of employer toward

them was tolerable. 
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5.10 Satisfaction Level on Wage

The employee's perception and attitude towards work largely

depend on how much salaries they get from their job.  To what extent

they are satisfied or dissatisfied by their wage determine the

perception towards the work, question had asked to the respondents

that do they satisfied with their wage or not. 

Table-11 : Respondents by Satisfaction Level on Wage

Satisfied with wage No. of Respondents Percentage

Yes 13 30

No 31 70

Total 44 100

Source : Field Survey, 2021

Data depicted in the table above amply demonstrates that most

of the respondents (70 percent) are not satisfied by their wage.

Moreover, they are not satisfied with that salary because this amount

is not sufficient to run their family properly. Another 30 percent

women laborer is satisfied by their wage. 

6. Conclusion

The slogan of development remains only in paper unless

women participate equally in making and sharing the fruits of

development. In Nepal, the thrust women constitute almost half of

the labor force of Nepal. The research study was mainly focused to

explore the overall condition of the women laborers working in the

Balaju Industrial Area. The main target of the study was to explore

the socio-economic profile and working conditions of the women

laborers, household responsibilities and problems faced and work,

and to find overall perception, attitude, and prospects of the women

laborers towards work. 

The overall situation of women laborers in the Balaju Industrial

Area is not satisfactory and there was no proper adjustment process

of work and household responsibility. The main aim of the study was 

to find the perception and attitude of women laborers in the Balaju

Industrial Area who were satisfied with their work; because they do

not have any other option except that labor work. Most women are

not satisfied with their wages and it was just moderate for them to



sustain livelihood. Thus, the overall situation of the women workers

can be analyzed as their perception and attitude toward work is

positive. 
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1. Introduction

Microfinance or cooperative is the provision of savings which
mainly focuses on those groups of customers who are economically
challenged due to poverty.  It involves loan, savings, insurance and
other financial services. Organizations like non-government
organization, independent group, cooperative institutions, bank,
insurance and loan providing agencies are included in microfinance.
For the different development efforts, microfinance has been a
unique and different program (Sharma, 2005). The idea of
microfinance arose  on the mid 1970s when Mohammad Yunus
started a pilot scheme lending small amounts of money to the
villagers on  Bangladesh who had to access to the conventional loans
due to lack of collateral .In recent days, microfinance has been
growing into various models indifferent countries. In Nepal, the first
credit cooperative society was formed in Chitwan district (B.K, 2008).

In Nepal, the status of women in various sectors is miserable in
comparison to man. The status of women in rural areas is rather
upsetting. Women are still victimized by the discrimination,
violence, prejudice and inferiority complex because of male
domination in different sectors and levels. It has been clear that
women's empowerment in society is still nominal. They are not given 
opportunity in different decisions making activities that makes
women's participation in different sectors less important (Acharya,
1997). Women empowerment is one of the raising issues in the
present context. The most common use of the term "empowerment"
refers to increasing the power of the low-power group, so that it more 
nearly equals the power of the high power group. In recent years
microfinance institute has become one of the most important
instruments in development policy.

Microfinance programs have generally targeted poor women.
By providing access to financial services only through women,
making women responsible for loans, ensuring repayment through
women, maintaining savings accounts for women, providing
insurance coverage through women-microfinance programs send a
strong message to households as well as to communities. Women's
participation in income generating tasks from house is very low in
Nepal. Moreover, the work done by women in household care and
their contribution in agriculture are not considered as economic
activity and thus, remain unreported. Women therefore, find
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themselves as powerless citizens and their living standards are very
low. Many women cannot carry out a decision on their own. Male
family members continue to guide women even the energetic and
educated women cannot do their work without assistance and
guidance of their male guardians. It is the perception that must be
changed in Nepal to empower in the work force (Bashyal, 2008).

A huge number of micro credit programs are expending micro
loans to support economic activities of the poor people particularly
focusing on women empowerment as their explicit goal. The basis
theory of empowerment is that putting capital in women's hands can
generate income and contribute financially to their households and
communities, when they can socially be mobilized in community
based non-government organizations. Many studies intend to
explore the changes in the women empowerment through the
activities carried out by the microfinance institutions. So this research
is based on the role of microfinances for women empowerment in
Sindhuli district, Nepal. The purpose of this study is to find out the
role of microfinances for the empowerment of women in the selected
study area.

2. Theories Related Women Empowerment

2.1 Moser's Empowerment and Others' Approaches

The empowerment approach according to Moser (1993) puts
emphasis on the importance of women increasing their power. It
envisages identifying powerless in terms of domination over others,
more in terms of the capacity of women to increase their own
self-reliance and strength. This is identified as the right to make
choices in life and to influence the direction of change through the
ability to gain control over crucial materials and non-material
resources. Batliwala (1994) discusses the term power while dealing
with empowerment where she sees empowerment as a manifestation
of the balance of power in terms of resource distribution and change in 
ideology or ways of thinking. 

In economic empowerment, economic power is considered the
basic source of all other kinds of power in society. Batliwala (1994)
notes that women's low status is seen to stems from their lack of access
and control over economic resources, resulting in independence and
lack of decision-making power. She views women's economic
powerlessness as deriving from a combination of the following
factors (Batliwala, 1994).



2.2 Women in Development (WID), Gender and Development

(GAD), Women and Development (WAD) 

The WID approach is located within the liberal framework,

which sees development related to increased efficiency of production 

in a competitive market economy. Women are seen as an important

factor of production and development theories have to move away

from focusing on men as producers and heads of households

(Koczberski, 1998). The GAD approach views women as active

agents of development and aims at changing their marginal position

in society to achieve equal status between women and men. It does

acknowledge that women do not necessarily have a complete

understanding of their situation but stresses that they need to

organize themselves to increase their economic and political power.

The approach draws on a more holistic picture considering both,

women's productive as well as reproductive roles as important

aspects in societies (Moghadam, 1998).

The last stream presented here that advocates women`s

development is the WAD approach. The main goal of WAD is the

welfare of society a community made of women, men, and children.

As women constitute more than half of the world`s population and

are key contributors to the economic and social well-being of

societies, they have to be given the legal right and access to existing

means to upgrade the status in society, to fully meet development

objectives. In practice, that means to give the maces to practical needs 

such a material service, health, and education, while less attention

was given to those factors that influenced systemic gender inequities

such as sexual division of labor, legal discrimination, and domestic

violence (Snyder et al., 1995).

3. History of Microfinance in Nepal

The history of microfinance programs in Nepal can be traced

back to the beginning of the First Five Year Plan, which commenced

with the establishment of a cooperative in 1956. However official

policy got the recognition of the importance of the sector in

alleviating poverty in the fourth five-year plan with the

establishment of Small Farmers Development Programmers (SFDP)

in 1975. It is to ensure that women, who traditionally have not had

access to formal credit, have been started in 1981/82 with the

introduction of the Women development Programme (WDP) within
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the operational framework of SFDP. Soon after in 1982, the Women

Development Division (WDD) of the ministry of local with two

public commercial banks (Nepal Bank Ltd and Rashtriya Banijya

/bank) and UNICEF as their partners (Poudel, 2011).

In other sectors like bilateral and multilateral agencies have also
been rapidly increasing programs in saving credit in rural-urban
areas since 1990 like Swabalamban, Credit Default Swap(CDS),
DEPROSC, Laghubitta Bikash Bank Ltd, Center for Environmental
and Agricultural Policy Research, Extension and Development
(CEPREAD), Action Aid Nepal, Center for International Studies and
Cooperation (CECI) Canada, Danish International Development
Agency (DANIDA) are also supported to this credit/saving program.
Several thousand community-based saving credit organizations have 
engaged in the past few years, largely in response to the promotional
efforts of local and international NGOs there is much diversity among
these organizations in terms of size levels of operations and financial
status (Maharjan, 2011).

In Nepal micro-credit project for women was implemented in
1994 with the objective of improving the socio-economic status of
women in Nepal and promoting their participation and interaction in
national development, thereby contributing towards poverty
alleviation. As of the fiscal year 1996/97 the project has covered 12
districts which include 10 municipalities and 98 VDCs. The loan has
been channeled through the women's development section and 62
NGOs to 7545 beneficiaries amounting to NRs 88.84 million. The
project's aim is poverty alleviation through the flow of credit to the
deprived sector in a more effective way by giving responsibility to the
banks, women's development division, credit guarantee co-
operation, NGOs, and the local loan deposit group constituted by the
women's development division and NGO. The government of Nepal
has given top priority alleviation in its development plans for the last
many years. It has started different development programs with the
help started different development programmers with the help of the
different organizations, where a non-government organization
(NGOs), International non-organization (INGOs) Multilateral
Agencies, Training Community Development, Institutional Develo-
pment, and Microfinance programmers have been important
contributes for community development, Microfinance for women
empowerment is one of the state successful activities of government
and developing agencies (Maharjan, 2011).



4. Research Methodology

This study is based on quantitative and qualitative data with

both descriptive and exploratory research design to achieve the

purpose of the study. The universe of the study was the women who

were involved in different microfinance in the Sindhuli district of

Nepal. Out of the universe I have selected 60 female respondents by

using a purposive sampling procedure. Similarly, I have used

interview by using interview schedules to collect the required data.

After completion of data collection, I have used statistical analysis

such as ratio, percentage, and average to analyze the data. For

qualitative data, descriptive analysis was used.

5. Data Presentation and Analysis                                              

Data collected from the selected women is presented in the

following tables :

Table-1 : Attitude of Respondent toward Change after Participation

Descriptions Yes No  Total 

Change in income 50 10 60

Change in saving 55  5 60

Change in occupation 40 20 60

Source :  Field Survey, 2021

The above table shows that out of the 60 respondents, 50

respondents feel changes in income after participation in different

microfinances. Similarly, out of the 60 respondents 55 feel changes in

saving. The number of respondents who changed the occupation after 

participation in different microfinances is 40. The number respon-

dents who does not feel any changes in income and saving is very low. 

Table-2 : Distribution of Respondents by Cause of Joining 

Cause No of  Respondent

To  be self-dependent 40

Paying debt 40

Suggested by family 20

To improve saving habits 45

Others 5

Source :  Field Survey, 2021
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Table-2 shows that, out of  60 respondents, 40 respondents are

joining to be self-dependent, 40 are to take a loan for paying debt, 20

suggested by family, 45 to improve saving habits. Some respondents

join not for only one reason but they have a multipurpose reason.

Table-3 : Distribution of Respondents by Purpose of Getting Loan

Loan spent on No of Respondent Percentage

Particular purpose 10 16.6

Household need 5 8.3

Business 40 66.6

Education 5 8.3

Total 60 100

Source :  Field Survey, 2021

It may be seen from the abovetable that out of 60 respondents,
16.6 percentage received loans for a particular purpose, 8.3

percentages received for household needs purposes, 66.6 percentage

received for Business purposes, and respectively 8.3 percentage

received loans for Business purposes. Most people take loans for

business and fulfill their particular woks, some household activities,

and education. Most women changed their occupations after joining

finance and they are encouraged by cooperatives.

Table-4 : Distribution of Respondents by Trainings /Program Received

Types of training No. of
Respondents

Percentage

Agriculture and livestock  trainings 28 46.66

Trainings on family planning and
reproductive health 

30 50

Training on microfinance management
system

5 8.33

Solid waste management training 30 50

Literacy class 25 41.66

Stitching training 10 16.66

Training on making  incense stick
(dhup)

25 41.66

Training on health & nutrition 20 33.3

Training to make candle 15 25

Source :  Field Survey, 2021



Table-4 on the preceding page shows that out of 60 respondents,
46.66 percentage respondent received training in agriculture and
livestock, similarly 50 percent took family planning and reproductive
health programs, 8.33 received training on the microfinance
management system, 50 percent respondents received training on
solid waste management, 41.66 percentage attended literacy class,
16.66 percentage received stitching training, 41.66 received making
incense stick (Dhup), 33.33 respondent attended health and nutrition
program and 25 received training on candle making.

Table-5 : Distribution by Decision Making Status of Respondent

Control over decision making after
involvement in Microfinance

Number of
Respondents

Percentage 

Household decisions from small to big 40 66.66

Reproductive health 40 66.66

Child care taking schooling 45 75.00

Nightstand outside of home  5 08.33

Source :  Field Survey, 2021

Similarly, the data contained in the above table indicates that
66.66 percentage women participate in household decision making,
66.66 percentage in reproductive health decision making, 75
percentage in child care and schooling decision making, and the
lowest percentage is 8.33 in go outside of the home for a nightstand.

6. Conclusion

Though the micro-finance program was established in the
decades of 1950 A.D. till the 1990s it was under the control of the
government. Due to that reason, it was not able to well-flourish. After 
the 1990's decade, through the help of different government and
non-government agencies, the microfinance program was well-
development in Nepal. Most studies show that, after involvement in
microfinance, most of the women were able to speak for themselves,
they started attending meetings by managing their household works, 
they became literate, and write their names. Women who were
dominated by men before days slowly started to participate in
financial activities. Self-confidence and independence increase
among women. Their decision-making power was also enhanced.
Awareness regarding sanitation and health issues also increased due
to their involvement in microfinance.
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This study also reveals the changes after the involvement of
microfinance. The majority of the respondents develop the concept of 
saving, being easy to save money, being easy to get a loan, and
feeling the change in overall economic behavior. Moreover, the
majority of the respondents changed occupation after involvement in 
microfinance. 
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